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Banksters Poised For Kill! 

1990, 00 

a Phoenix Journal #17, The Naked Phoenix: historic speech was included in his testimony later 
1932, How, Who, Why, Where, What And When The Bird before the Rules Committee, in connection with his 

is Was Plucked; A Guide To Do-It-YourselfFeather Grow- Herculean efforts to obtain a sweeping investigation of 
a a ing. the entire Federal Reserve System, and has been widely 

Journal #I6 reprinted since then-unfortunately, it seems to have 
made little impact on the populace who have since 
stopped reading-well over 65 percent of the American 

Journal #17, public DO NOT EVEN READ ONE BOOK A YEAR. 
ago. a HOW MANY HAVE YOU READ THIS YEAR? AND, 

a HOW ABOUT THAT ONE YOU HAVE BEEN TRY- 

ING TO GET TO READ THESE Well, relax, 
* for it was planned that way by your adversaries against 

the day this information would flow forth for the re- 
maining media is TOTALLY CONTROLLED, as are 
almost ALL publishing outlets. To get to the top of the 
“‘best seller” listing-you the people will have to de- 

7/8/90 #l HATONN mand it be put there, because the word has gone forth 
from the powers that be to ban publication and distribu- 

CONTACT LOUIS T. MCFADDEN (R-PA.1 tion of the IT SHALL NOT HAP- 
10 21. PEN-THE INSTRUCTIONS AND TRUTH OF GOD 

Dharma, allow us a rest please. This man is great SHALL GO FORTHTHROUGHOUT THELANDS AND 
enough to devote at least two chapters to this great THE LANDS SHALL BE RECLAIMED UNTO HIS 
energy. He made a speech to the House of Repre- KINGDOM. SO SHALL IT COME TO PASS-AND IT 
sentatives on June 10, 1932, and it is worthy of com- SHALL BE WITHIN THIS GENERATION THAT IT 
plete reproduction herein and so shall it be. SHALL BE MADE, OR BROKEN, THE COVENANT 

I shall await your return to the keyboard. The WITH GOD. 
pressures are great on you ones, Dharma, but you shall For you researchers and conflrmists, it will be 

be sustained and Light of Truth shall be your legacy to found on pages 12595-12603 of the 
a darkened land and people. YOU DO NOT WALK 
ALONE AND THOSE WHO HAVE COME BEFORE 

BROUGHT FORTH TRUTH SHALL BE HON- [QUOTE:] 
ORED FOR THE DAY OF THE LORD IS AT HAND. 
GLORY AND TRUTH IN THE FREEDOM OF THAT Mr. MCFADDEN: Mr. Chairman, at the present 
WHICH IS SHALL AGAIN SHINE ACROSS THE session of Congress we have been dealing with emer- 

LANDS. “TAKE MY HAND AND I SHALL SHOW gency situations. We have been dealing with the effect 
YOU THE WAY,” IS THE PROMISE. YE SHALL DO of things rather than with the cause of things. In this 
OF THE FULFILLING! SO BE IT IN THE POWER OF particular discussion I shall deal with some of the 
THAT WHICH I AM. causes that lead up to these proposals. There are 

underlying principles which are responsible for condi- 
7/0/90 #2 HATONN tions such as we have at the present time and I shall deal 

with one of these in particular which is tremendously 

TOLD LIKE IT IS important in the consideration that you are now giving 
to this bill. 

Editorial Policy 

Rep. Louis T. McFadden rose from offtce boy to Mr. Chairman, we have in this country one of the 

I 

become cashier and Dresident of the First National most corrupt institutions the world has ever known. I 

Opinions of the contributors 

are their own and do not necessarily reflect 

those of the staff or management. 

Bank, Canton, Pa., before being elected to the U.S 
Congress. There he served with distinction for 20 
years, including 12 years as Chairman of the Commit- 
tee on Banking and Currency, making him one of the 
foremost financial authorities in America. Relent- 
lessly he fought for fiscal integrity and a return to 
constitutional government. 

On June 10, 1932, in the midst of the great Depres- 

refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks. The Federal Reserve Board, a govern- 
ment board, has cheated the Government of the United 
States and the people of the United States out of enough 
money to pay the national debt. The depredations and 
the iniquities of the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks acting together have cost this 
country enough money to pay the national debt several 
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times over. This evil institution has impoverished and 
ruined the people of the United States; has bankrupted 
itself, and has practically bankrupted our government. 
It has done this through the defects of the law under 
which it operates, through the maladministration of 

that law by the Federal Reserve Board, and through the 
corrupt practices of the moneyed vultures who control 
it. 

Some people think the Federal Reserve Banks are 
United States Government institutions. They are not 
government institutions. They are private credit 
monopolies which prey upon the people of the United 
States for the benefit of themselves and their foreign 
swindlers, and rich and predatory money lenders. In 
that dark crew of financial pirates there are those who 
would cut a man’s throat to get a dollar out of his 
pocket; there are those who send money into states to 
buy votes to control our legislation; and there are those 
who maintain an international propaganda for the pur- 
pose of deceiving us and of wheedling us into the 
granting of new concessions which will permit them to 
cover up their past misdeeds and set again in motion 
their gigantic train of crime. 

Those 12 private credit monopolies were deceit- 
fully and disloyally foisted upon this country by bank- 
ers who came here from Europe and who repaid us for 
our hospitality by undermining our American institu- 
tions. Those bankers took money out of this country to 
finance Japan in a war against Russia. They created a 
reign of terror in Russia with our money in order to help 
that war along. They instigated the separate peace 
between Germany and Russia and thus drove a wedge 
between the allies in the World War. They financed 
Trotsky’s mass meetings of discontent and rebellion in 
New York. They paid Trotsky’s passage from New 
York to Russia so that he might assist in the destruction 
of the Russian Empire. They fomented and instigated 
the Russian Revolution and they placed a large fund of 
American dollars at Trotsky’s disposal in one of their 
branch banks in Sweden so that through him Russian 
homes might be thoroughly broken up and Russian 
children flung far and wide from their natural pro- 
tectors. They have since begun the breaking up of 
American homes and the dispersal of American chil- 
dren. 

It has been said that President Wilson was deceived 
by the attentions of these bankers and by the philan- 
thropic poses they assumed. It has been said that when 
he discovered the manner in which he had been misled 
by Colonel House, he turned against that busybody, that 
“holy monk” of the financial empire, and showed him 
the door. He had the grace to do that, and in my opinion 
he deserves great credit for it. 

President Wilson died a victim of deception. When 
he came to the Presidency, he had certain qualities of 
mind and heart which entitled him to a high place in the 
councils of this Nation; but there was one thing that he 
was not and which he never aspired to be; he was not a 
banker. He said that he knew very little about banking. 
It was, therefore, on the advice of the others that the 
iniquitous Federal Reserve Act, the death warrant of 
American liberty, became law in his administration. 

Mr. Chairman, there should be no partisanship in 
matters concerning the banking and currency affairs of 
this country, and I do not speak with any. 

In 19 12 the National Monetary Association, under 
the chairmanship ofthe late Senator Nelson W. Aldrich, 
made a report and presented a vicious bill called the 
National Reserve Association Bill. This bill is usually 
spoken of as the Aldrich Bill. Senator Aldrich did not 
write the Aldrich Bill. He was the tool, but not the 
accomplice, of the European-born bankers who for 
nearly 20 years had been scheming to set up a central 
bank in this country and who in 19 12 had spent and 
were continuing to spend vast sums of money to accom- 
plish their purpose. 

The Aldrich Bill was condemned in the platform 
upon which Theodore Roosevelt was nominated in the 
year 1912, and in that same year, when Woodrow 

Wilson was nominated, the Democratic platform, as 
adopted in the Baltimore convention, expressly stated: 
“We are opposed to the Aldrich plan for a central 
bank.” This was plain language. The men who ruled 
the Democratic Party then promised the people that if 
they were returned to power there would be no central 
bank established here while they held the reins of 
government. that 

those who 

the 
the the 

The Federal Reserve Act destroyed our old and 
characteristic way of doing business; it discriminated 
against our one-name commercial paper, the finest in 

the world; it set up the antiquated two-name paper, 
which is the present curse of this country, and which 
has wrecked every county which has ever given it 
scope; it fastened down upon this country the very 
tyranny from which the framers of the 
sought to save us. 

One of the greatest battles for the preservation of 
this Republic was fought out here in Jackson’s day, 
when the Second Bank of the United States, which was 
founded upon the same false principles as those which 
are exemplified in the Federal Reserve Act, was hurled 
out of existence. After the downfall of the Second Bank 
of the United States in 1837, the country was warned 
against the dangers that might ensue if the predatory 
interests, after being cast out, would come back in 
disguise and unite themselves to the Executive, and 
through him acquire control of the government. That 
is what the predatory interests did when they came back 
in the livery of hypocrisy and under false pretenses 
obtained the passage of the Federal Reserve Act [De- 
cember 23, 19131. 

The danger that the country was warned against 
came upon us and is shown in the long train of horrors 

attendant upon the affairs of the traitorous and dishon- 
est Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks. Look around you when you leave this chamber 
and you will see evidences of it on all sides. This is an 
era of economic misery and for the conditions that 
caused that misery, the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks are fully liable. This is an era 
of financed crime and in the financing of crime, the 
Federal Reserve Board does not play the part of a 
disinterested spectator. 

It has been said that the draftsman who was em- 
ployed to write the text of the Federal Reserve Bill used 
the text of the Aldrich Bill for his purpose. It has been 
said that the language of the Aldrich Bill was used 
because the Aldrich Bill had been drawn up by expert 
lawyers and seemed to be appropriate. It was indeed 
drawn up by lawyers. The Aldrich Bill was created by 
acceptance bankers of European origin in New York 
City. It was a copy and in general a translation of the 
statutes of the Reichsbank and other European central 
banks. 

Half a million dollars was spent on one part of the 
propaganda organized by those same European bankers 
for the purpose of misleading public opinion in regard 
to it, and for the purpose of giving Congress the impres- 
sion that there was an overwhelming popular demand 
for that kind of banking legislation and the kind of 
currency that goes with it, namely, an asset currency 
based on human debts and obligations instead of an 
honest currency based on gold and silver values. Dr. H. 
Parker Willis had been employed by Wall Street bank- 
ers and propagandists and when the Aldrich measure 
came to naught and he obtained employment from 
CARTER GLASS to assist in drawing a banking bill for 
the Wilson Administration, he appropriated the text of 
the Aldrich Bill for his purpose. There is no secret 
about it. The text of the Federal Reserve Act was 
tainted from the beginning. 

Not all of the Democratic members of the Sixty- 

third Congress voted for his great deception. Some of 
them remembered the teachings of Jefferson; and, 
through the years, there has been no criticism of the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks 
so honest, so outspoken, and so unsparing as those 
which have been voiced here by Democrats. Again, 
although a number of Republicans voted for the Federal 
Reserve Act, the wisest and most conservative members 
of the Republican Party would have nothing to do with 
it and voted against it. A few days before the bill came 
to a vote, Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts, 
wrote to Sen. John W. Weeks as follows: 

SENATOR 
HENRY CABOT LODGE 

York City, 17, 1913. 

MY DEAR SENATOR WEEKS: . . . .Throughout my 
public life I have supported all measures designed to 
take the government out of the banking business.. ..This 
bill puts the government into the banking business as 
never before in our history and makes, as I understand 
it, all notes government notes when they should be bank 
notes. 

The powers vested in the Federal Reserve Board 
seem to me highly dangerous, especially where there is 
political control of the board. I should be sorry to hold 
stock in a bank subject to such domination. The bill as 
it stands seems to me to open the way to a vast inflation 
of the currency. There is no necessity of dwelling upon 
this point after the remarkable and most powerful 
argument of the senior Senator from New York. I can 
be content here to follow the example of the English 
candidate for Parliament who thought it enough “to say 
ditto to Mr. Burke”. I will merely add that I do not like 
to think that any law can be passed which will make it 
possible to submerge the gold standard in a flood of 
irredeemable paper currency. 

I had hoped to support this bill, but I can not vote 

for it as it stands, because it seems to me to contain 
features and to rest upon principles in the highest 
degree menacing to our prosperity, to stability in busi- 
ness, and to the general welfare of the people of the 
United States. 

Very sincerely yours, 

In the 18 years which have passed since Senator 
Lodge wrote that letter of warning all of his predictions 
have come true. The Government is in the banking 
business as never before. Against its will it has been 
made the backer of horsethieves and card sharps, boot- 
leggers, smugglers, speculators, and swindlers in all 
parts of the world. Through the Federal Reserve Board 
and the Federal Reserve Banks the riffraff of every 
country is operating on the public credit of the United 
States Government. Meanwhile, and on account of it, 
we ourselves are in the midst of the greatest depression 
we have ever known. Thus the menace to our prosper- 
ity, so feared by Senator Lodge, has indeed struck 
home. From the Atlantic to the Pacific our country has 
been ravaged and laid waste by the evil practices of the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks 
and the interests which control them. At no time in our 
history has the general welfare of the people of the 
United States been at a lower level or the mind of the 
people so filled with despair. 

Recently in one of our states 60,000 dwelling houses 
and farms were brought under the hammer in a single 
day. According to the Rev. Father Charles E. Coughlin, 
who has lately testified before a committee of this 
House, 71,000 houses and farms in Oakland County, 
Mich., have been sold and their erstwhile owners dis- 
possessed. Similar occurrences have probably taken 
place in every county in the United States. The people 
who have thus been driven out are the wastage of the 
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Federal Reserve Act. They are the victims of the 
dishonest and unscrupulous Federal Reserve Board and 
the Federal Reserve Banks. Their children are the new 
slaves of the auction block in the revival here of the 
institution of human slavery. 

In 19 13, before the Senate Banking and Currency 
Committee, Mr. Alexander Lassen made the following 
statement: 

“But the whole scheme of a Federal Reserve bank 
with its commercial-paper basis is an impractical, cum- 
bersome machinery, is simply a cover, to find a way to 
secure the privilege of issuing money and to evade 
payment of as much tax upon circulation as possible, 
and then control the issue and maintain, instead of 
reduce, interest rates. It is a system that, if inaugu- 
rated, will prove to the disadvantage of the States. It 
will mean continued shortage of actual money and 
further extension of credits; for when there is a lack of 
real money people have to borrow credit to their cost.” 

few days before the Federal Reserve Act was 

passed Sen. Elihu Root denounced the Federal Reserve 
Bill as an outrage on our liberties and made the fol- 
lowing prediction: 

our 

If ever a prophecy came true, that one did. It was 
impossible, however, for those luminous and instructed 
thinkers to control the course of events. On December 
23,19 13, the Federal Reserve Bill became law, and that 
night Colonel House wrote to his hidden master in Wall 
Street as follows: 

“I want to say a word of appreciation to you for the 
silent but no doubt effective work you have done in the 
interest of currency legislation and to congratulate you 

that the measure has finally been enacted into law. We 
all know that an entirely perfect bill, satisfactory to 
everybody, would have been an impossibility, and I feel 
quite certain fair men will admit that unless the Presi- 
dent had stood as firm as he did we should likely have 
had no legislation at all. The bill is a good one in many 
respects; anyhow good enough to start with and to let 
experience teach us in what direction it needs perf’on, 
whichinduetimewcshallthenget. Inanyeventyouhave 
zhgdl reason to f=l gratified with what has been 

The words “unless the President had stood as firm 
as he did we should likely have had no legislation at 
all”, were a gentle reminder that it was Colonel House 
himself, the “holy monk”, who had kept the President 
firm. 

The foregoing letter affords striking evidence of 
the manner in which the predatory interests then sought 
to control the Government of the United States by 
surrounding the Executive with the personality and the 
influence of a financial Judas. Left to itself and to the 
conduct of its own legislative functions without pres- 
sure from the Executive, the Congress would not have 
passed the Federal Reserve Act. According to Colonel 
House, and since this was his report to his master, we 
may believe it to be true, the Federal Reserve Act was 
passed because Wilson stood firm; in other words be- 
cause Wilson was under the guidance and control of the 
most ferocious usurers in New York through their 
hireling, House. The Federal Reserve Act became law 
the day before Christmas Eve in the year 19 13, and 
shortly afterwards the German international bankers, 
Kuhn, Loeb t Co., sent one of their partners here to run 
it. 

In 19 13, when the Federal Reserve Bill was submit- 

ted to the Democratic caucus, there was a discussion in 
regard to the form the proposed paper currency should 

The proponents of the Federal Reserve Act, in their 
determination to create a new kind of paper money, had 
not needed to go outside of the Aldrich Bill for a model. 
By the terms of the Aldrich Bill, bank notes were to be 
issued by the National Reserve Association and were to 
be secured partly by gold or lawful money and partly by 
circulating evidences of debt. The first draft of the 
Federal Reserve Bill presented the same general plan, 
that is, for bank notes as opposed to government notes, 
but with certain differences of regulation. 

THE 
JENNINGS 

When the provision for the issuance of Federal 
Reserve Notes was placed before President Wilson he 
approved of it, but other Democrats were more mindful 
of Democratic principles and a great protest greeted the 
plan. Foremost amongst those who denounced it was 
William Jennings Bryan, the Secretary of State. Bryan 
wished to have the Federal Reserve Notes issued as 
government obligations. President Wilson had an in- 
terview with him and found him adamant. At the 
conclusion of the interview Bryan left with the under- 
standing that he would resign if the notes were made 
bank notes. The President then sent for his Secretary 
and explained the matter to him. Mr. Tumulty went to 
see Bryan and Bryan took from his library shelves a 
book containing all the Democratic platforms and read 
extracts from them bearing on the matter of the public 
currency. Returning to the President, Mr. Tumulty told 
him what had happened and ventured the opinion that 

Bryan was right and that Mr. Wilson was wrong. 
The President then asked Mr. Tumulty to show him 
where the Democratic Party in its national platforms 
had ever taken the view indicated by Bryan. Mr. 
Tumulty gave him the book, which he had brought from 
Bryan’s house, and the President read very carefully 
plank after plank on the currency. He then said, “I am 
convinced there is a great deal in what Mr. Bryan says”. 
and thereupon was arranged that Mr. Tumulty should 
see the proponents of the Federal Reserve Bill in an 
effort to bring about an adjustment of the matter. 

The remainder of this story may be told in the 
words of Senator Glass. Concerning Bryan’s opposi- 
tion to the plan of allowing the proposed Federal Re- 
serve Notes to take the form of bank notes and the 
manner in which President Wilson and the proponents 
of the Federal Reserve Bill yielded to Bryan in return 
for his support of the measure, Senator Glass makes the 
following statement: 

“The only other feature of the currency bill around 
which a conflict raged at this time was the note-issue 
provision. Long before I knew it, the President was 
desperately worried over-it. His economic good sense 
told him the notes should be issued by the banks and not 
by the government; but some of his advisers told him 
Mr. Bryan could not be induced to give his support to 
any bill that did not provide for a ‘Government Note’. 
There was in the Senate and House a large Bryan 
following which, united with a naturally adversary 
party vote, could prevent legislation. Certain overcon- 
fident gentlemen proffered their services in the task of 
‘managing Bryan’. They did not budge him.... When a 
decision could no longer be postponed the President 
summoned me to the White House to say he wanted 
Federal Reserve Notes to ‘be obligations of the United 
States’. I was for an instant speechless. With all the 
earnestness of my being I remonstrated, pointing out 
the unscientific nature of such a thing, as well as the 
evident inconsistency of it. 

H ‘ There is not, in truth, any Government obliga- 
tion here, Mr. President’, I exclaimed. ‘It would be a 
pretense on its face. Was there ever a government note 
based primarily on the property of banking institu- 
tions? Was there ever a government issue not one 
dollar of which could be put out except by demand of a 
bank? The suggested government obligation is so 
remote it could never be discerned,’ I concluded, out of 

breath. 
u ‘ Exactly so, Glass,’ earnestly said the President. 

‘Every word you say is true; the government liability is 
a mere thought. And so, if we can hold to the substance 
of the thing and give the other fellow the shadow, why 
not do it, if thereby we may save our bill?’ n 

Shadow and substance! One can see from this how 
little President Wilson knew about banking. 
ingly, he gave the substance international 

Thus 
was Bryan circumvented in his efforts to uphold the 
Democratic doctrine of the rights of the people. Thus 

the “unscientific blur” upon the bill was perpetrated. 
The “unscientific blur”, however, was not the fact that 
the United States Government, by the terms of Bryan’s 
edict, was obliged to assume as an obligation whatever 
currency was issued. Mr. Bryan was right when he 
insisted that the United States should preserve its 
sovereignty over the public currency. The “unscientific 
blur” was the nature of the currency itself, a nature 
which makes it unfit to be assumed as an obligation of 
the United States Government. It is the worst currency 
and the most dangerous this country has ever known. 
When the proponents of the act saw that Democratic 
doctrine would not permit them to let the proposed 
banks issue the new currency as bank notes, they should 
have stopped at that. They should not have foisted that 
kind of currency, namely, an asset currency, on the 
United States Government. They should not have made 
the government liable on the private debts of individu- 
als and corporations and, least of all, on the private 
debts of foreigners. 

The Federal Reserve Note is essentially UnSOMd. 
Demmerer says: 

u The Federal Reserve Notes, therefore, in form 
have some of the qualities of government paper money, 
but, in substance, are almost a pure asset currency 
possessing a government guaranty against which con- 
tingency the government has made no provision what- 
ever. 

H 
. . . They are obligations of the government for 

which the United States has received nothing and for 
the payment of which at any time it assumes the respon- 
sibility looking to the Federal Reserve Bank to recoup 
itself.” 

If the United States Government is to redeem the 

Federal Reserve Notes when the general public finds 
out what it costs to deliver this flood of paper money to 
the 12 Federal Reserve Banks, and if the government 
has made no provision for redeeming them, the first 
element of their unsoundness is not far to seek. 

Before the Senate Banking and Currency Commit- 
tee, while the Federal Reserve Bill was under discus- 
sion, Mr. Crozier, of Cincinnati, said: 

“In other won& the imperial power of elasticity of the 
public curmncy 

alllocalbanksandallbusiness. ltcanbeusedtocreateor 
destroypmsperity,towardofforcausestringenciesand 
panics. By making money artificially scarce, interest rates 
throughout the county can be arbitrarily raised and the bank 
tax on all business and cost of living increased for the profit 
ofthebanksowningtheseregionalcemralbar& andwithout 
the slightest benefit to the people. These 12 corlxuations 
together cover the whole countty and monopolize and use for 
private gain every dollar of the public currency and all public 
revenues of the United States. Not a dollar can be put into 

circulation among the people by their Government without the 
consent of and on terms tied by these 12 private money 

trusts.” 
In defiance of this and all other warnings, the 

proponents of the Federal Reserve Act created the 12 
private credit corporations and gave them an absolute 
monopoly of the currency of the United States, not of 
Federal Reserve Notes alone, but of all the currency. 
The Federal Reserve Act provided ways by means of 
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which the gold and general currency in the hands of the open discount market in New York City, where the and to carry away cash, credit, goods, and everything 
American people could be obtained by the Federal Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks else of value that was movable. Values amounting to 
Reserve Banks in exchange for will buy it and use it as collateral for a new issue of many billions of dollars have been taken out of this 

Federal Reserve-Notes, while at the same time the country by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Since the evil day when this was done the Federal Reserve Board will be helping Dynamit Nobel Reserve Banks for the benefit of their foreign princi- 

initial monopoly has been extended by vicious amend- by stuffing its stock into the United States banking pals. The United States has been ransacked and pil- 
ments to the Federal Reserve Act and by the unlawful system. Why should we send our representatives to the laged. Our structures have been gutted and only the 
and treasonable practices of the Federal Reserve Board disarmament conference at Geneva while the Federal walls are left. standing. While this crime was being 
and the Federal Reserve Banks. Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks are perpetrated everything the world could rake up to sell 

Mr. Chairman, when a Chinese merchant sells making our government pay Japanese debts to German us was brought in here at our own expense by the 
human hair to a Paris wigmaker and bills him in munitions makers7 Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks 
dollars, the Federal Reserve Banks can buy his bill Mr. Chairman, if a bean grower of Chile wishes to until our markets were swamped with unneeded and 
against the wigmaker and then use that bill as collateral raise a crop of beans and sell them to a Japanese unwanted imported goods priced far above their value 
for Federal ReSeNe Notes. The United States Govern- customer, he can draw a bill against his prospective and thus made to equal the dollar volume of our honest 
ment thus pays the Chinese merchant the debt of the Japanese customer in dollars and have it purchased by exports and to kill or reduce our favorable balance of 
wigmaker and gets nothing in return except a shady the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve trade. As agents of the foreign central banks, the 
title to the Chinese hair. Banks and get the money out of this country at the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks 

Chairman, if a Scotch distiller wishes to send expense of the American public before he has even try by every means within their power to reduce our 
a cargo of Scotch whisky to the United States, he can planted the beans in the ground. favorable balance of trade. They act for their foreign 
draw his bill against the purchasing bootlegger in Mr. Chairman, if a German in Germany wishes to principals and they accept fees from foreigners for 
dollars; and after the bootlegger has accepted it by export goods to South America or anywhere else, he can acting against the best interests of the United States. 
writing his name across the face of it, the Scotch draw his bill against his customer and send it to the Naturally there has been great competition among for- 
distiller can send that bill to the nefarious open dis- United States and get the money out of this country eigners for the favors of the Federal Reserve Board. 
count market in New-York City, where the Federal before he ships or manufactures the goods. What we 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks will buy Mr. Chairman, why should the currency of the 
it and use it as collateral for a new issue of Federal United States be issued on the strength of Chinese who 
Reserve Notes. Thus the Government of the United human hair’? Why should it be issued on the trade 
States pays the Scotch distiller for the whisky before it whims of a wigmaker? Why should it be issued on the 
is shipped; and if it is lost on the way, or if the Coast strength of German beer? should it be issued on 

Guard seizes it and destroys it, the Federal Reserve a crop of unplanted beans to be grown in Chile for 
Banks simply write off the loss and the government Japanese consumption7 Why should the Government 
never recovers the that was paid to the Scotch of the United States be compelled to issue many billions 
distiller. While we are attempting to enforce pro- of dollars every year to pay the debts of one foreigner to 
hibition here, the Federal Reserve Board and the Fed- another foreigner? Was it for this that our national- Mr. Chairman, when you held a $10 Federal Re- 

era1 Reserve Banks are financing the distillery business bank depositors had their money taken out of our banks serve Note your hand you are holding a piece of paper 
in Europe and are paying bootleggers’ bills with the and shipped abroad? Was it for this they had to lose it? which sooner or later is going to cost the Unites States 
public credit of the United States Government, Why should the public credit of the United States. Government $10 gold, unless the government is 

Government and likewise money belonging to our na- obliged to give up the gold standard. It is protected by 
[END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT] tional-bank depositors be used to support foreign brew- a reserve of 40 per cent, or $4 in gold. It is based on 

ers, narcotic drug vendors, whisky distillers, wigmakers, Limburger cheese, reputed to be in a foreign ware- 
I will interrupt this dissertationat this point, please. human-hair merchants, Chilean bean growers, and the house; or on cans purporting to contain peas but which 

I ask that all you readers fully understand the contents like? Why should our national-bank depositors and our may contain no peas but salt water instead; or on horse 
of this speech for it is THE TRUTH in outline and detail government be forced to finance the munition factories meat; illicit drugs; bootleggers’ fancies; rags and bones 
of that which has destroyed your nation and pulled of Germany and Soviet Russia? from Soviet Russia of which the United States imported 
down your people. Please look most carefully at these Mr. Chairman, if a German, in Germany, wishes to over a million dollars’ worth last year; on wine, whisky, 
parables for in seeing THE TRUTH, you can slay the sell wheelbarrows to another German, he can draw a natural gas, on goat or dog fur, garlic on the string, or 
dragon. Y-nation, mpopulace, vour bill in dollars and get the money out of the Federal Bombay ducks. If you like to have paper money which 
and m planet are now in final death throes. What Reserve Banks before an American farmer could ex- is secured by such commodities, you have it in the 
willmdo? There will be no knights in shining armor, plain his request for a loan to move his crop to market. Federal Reserve Note. If you desire to obtain the thing 
no space cadets to whisk you away aboard ships of silver In Germany, when credit instruments are being given, of value upon which this paper currency is based-that 
to save your assets-m ARE GOING TO SAVE the creditors say, “See you, it must be of a kind that I is, the Limburger cheese, the whisky, the illicit drugs, 
YOURSELF FROM THIS ENTANGLED NET OF IM- can cash at the reserve”. Other foreigners feel the same or any of the other staples-you will have a very hard 
PRISONMENT AND IMPOVERISHMENT OR YE way. The reserve to which these gentry refer is our time finding them. Many of these worshipful com- 
SHALL PERISH AS A NATION AND PEOPLES reserve, which, as you know, is entirely made up of modities are in foreign countries. Are you going to 
WITHIN ITS DEATH-GRIP. SO BE IT AND SELAH- money belonging to American bank depositors. I think Germany to inspect her warehouses to see if the speci- 
SAALOME. foreigners should cash their own trade paper and not fied things of value are there? I think not: And what 

send it over here to bankers who use it to fish cash out is more, I do not think you would find them if you did 
7/8/90 #3 of the pockets of the American people. go. 

Mr. Chairman, there is nothing like the Federal Immense sums belonging to our national-bank de- 
MCFADDEN’S SPEECH Reserve p.001 of confiscated bank deposits in the world. positors have been given to Germany on no collateral 

It is a public trough of American wealth in- which security whatever. The Federal Reserve Board and,the 
[CONTINUE QUOTING:} foreigners claim rights equal to or greater than those of Federal Reserve Banks have issued United States cur- 

Americans. The Federal Reserve Banks are the agents rency on finance drafts drawn by Germans. Bil- 
Mr. Chairman, if a German brewer ships beer to of the foreign central banks, They use our bank deposi- lions upon billions of our money has been pumped into 

this country or anywhere else in the world and draws tars’ money for the benefit of their foreign principals. Germany by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
his bill for it in dollars, the Federal Reserve Banks will They barter the public credit of the United States Reserve Banks. Her worthless paper is still being 
buy that bill and use it as collateral for Federal Reserve Government and hire it out to foreigners at a profit to negotiated here and renewed here on the public credit 
Notes. Thus, they compel our government to pay the themselves. of the United States Government and at the expense of 
German brewer for his beer. Why should the Federal the American people. On April 27, 1932,*the Federal 
ReSeNe Board and the Federal Reserve Banks be per- a to Reserve outfit sent $750,000, belonging to American 
mitted to finance the brewing industry of Germany, us bank depositors, in gold to Germany. A week later, 
either in this way or as they do by compelling small and another $300,000 in gold was shipped to Germany in 
fearful United States banks to take stock in the Isenbeck I believe that the nations of the world would have the same way. About the middle of May $12,000,000 in 
Brewery and in the German bank for brewing indus- settled down after the World War more peacefully if we gold was shipped to Germany by the Federal Reserve 
tries? had not had this standing temptation here-this pool of Board and the Federal ReSeNe Banks. Almost every 

Mr. Chairman, if Dynamit Nobel of Germany wishes our bank depositors’ money given to private interests week there is a shipment of gold to Germany. These 
to sell dynamite to Japan to use in Manchuria or and used by them in connection with illimitable drafts shipments are not made for profit on exchange since 
elsewhere, it can draw its bill against its Japanese upon the public credit of the United States Government. German marks are below parity against the dollar. 
customers in dollars and send that bill to the nefarious The Federal Reserve Board invited the world to come in Mr. Chairman, I believe that the national-bank 
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depositors of the United States are entitled to know 
what the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Re- 
serve Banks are doing with their 
millions of national-bank depositors in 
who do not know that a percentage of every dollar 
deposit in a member bank of the Federal Reserve Sys- 
tem goes automatically to the American agents of for- 
eign banks and that all of their deposits can be paid 
away to foreigners without their knowledge or consent 
by the crooked machinery of the Federal Reserve Act 
and the questionable practices of the Federal Reserve 
Board and the Federal Reserve Banks. Mr. Chairman, 
the 
servants in office. 

In 1930 we had a 

several billion of the public credit of the United 
States? What goods are 
European and storehouses and which have never 

are being financed on the public credit of the United 
States Government? What goods are those upon which 
the United States Government being obliged by the 

to the extent of several billion dollars a year? 
The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 

Banks international bankers from the begin- 
ning, with the United States Government as their en- 

and supplier of But it is 
12 

eigners in all parts of the world and asking the Govern- 
ment of the United States for new of Federal 
Reserve Notes in exchange for them. 

I see no reason why the American taxpayers should 
be hewers of wood and drawers of water for 

Banks. I see no reason why a worthless acceptance 
drawn by a foreign swindler as a means of getting gold 
out of this country should receive the lowest and choic- 
est rate from the Federal Reserve Board and be treated 
as better security than the note of an American farmer 
living on American land. 

The magnitude of the acceptance racket, as it has 
been developed by the Federal Reserve Banks, their 
foreign correspondents, and the predatory European- 
born bankers who set up the Federal Reserve institution 
here and taught our own brand of pirates how to loot the 
people-I say the magnitude of this racket is estimated 
to be in the neighborhood of $9,000,000,000 a year 
( 193 2). In the past ten years it is said to have amounted 
to $90,000,000,000. In my opinion, it has amounted to 
several times as much. Coupled with this you have, to 
the extent of billions of dollars, the gambling in United 
States securities, which takes place in the same open 
discount market-a gamble upon which the Federal 
Reserve Board is now spending $100,000,000 a week. 

Federal Reserve Notes are taken from the United 
States Government inunlimited quantitiks. Is it strange 
that the burden of supplying these immense sums of 
money to the gambling fraternity has at last proved too 
heavy for the American people to endure? Would it not 
be a national calamity if the Federal Reserve Board and 
the Federal Reserve Bar&b should again bind this bur- 
den down on backs of the American people and, by 
means of the long rawhide whips of the credit masters, 
compel them to enter upon another 17 years of slavery? 
They are trying to do that now. They are taking 
$100,000,000 of the public credit of the United States 
Government every week in addition to all their other 
seizures, and they are spending that money in the 
nefarious open market in New York City in a desperate 
gamble to reestablish their graft as a going concern. 

They are putting the United States Government in 

debt to the extent of S 100,000,000 a week, and with this 
money they are buying up our government securities for 

themselves and their foreign principals. Our people are States. In 1929, the year of the stockmarket crash, the 
disgusted with the experiments of the Federal Reserve Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks 
Board. The Federal Reserve Board is not producing a advanced fifty-eight billions to member banks. 

Joaf of bread, a yard of cloth, a bushel of corn, or 8 pile In 1930, while the speculating banks were getting 
ofcordwood by its check-kiting operations in the money out of the stock market at the expense of the general 
market. public, the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 

A fortnight or so ago great aid and comfort was Reserve Banks advanced them $13,022,782,000. This 
given to Japan by ihe firm of A. Gerli & Sons, of New shows that when the banks were gambling on the public 
York, an importing firm, which bought $16,000,000 credit of the United States Government as represented 
worth of raw silk from the Japanese Government. Fed- by Federal Reserve currency, they were subsidized to 
eral Reserve Notes will be issued to pay that amount to any amount they required by the Federal Reserve Board 
the Japanese Government, and these notes will be and the Federal Reserve Banks. When the swindle 
securedby money belonging to our national-bank deposi- began to fail, the banks knew it in advance and with- 
tors. drew from the market. skins 

Why should United States currency be issued on 
this debt’? Why should United States currency be issued 
to pay the debt of Gerli 8c Sons to the Japanese Govern- On November 2, 1931, I addressed a letter to the 
ment? The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Federal Reserve Board asking for aggregate total of 
Reserve Banks think more of the silkworms of Japan member--bank borrowings in the years 1928, 1929, 
than do of American citizens. We do not need 1930. In due course, I received a reply from the Federal 
S16,000,000 worth of silk in this country at the present Reserve Board, dated November 9, 193 1, the pertinent 
time, not even to furnish work to dyers and finishers. part of which reads as f$lows: 

need to wear home-grown and American-made 
clothes and to use our own money for our own goods and 
staples. could spend $16,000,000 in the United 2, 
States of America on American children and that would 
be a better investment foi us than Japanese silk pur- 
chased on the public credit of the United States Govern- 
ment. 

Mr. Speaker, on the 13th of January of this year I 
addressed the House on the subject of the Reconstruc- 
tion Finance Corporation. In the course of my remarks 
I made the following statement: 

1928: %60,598,690,000 
1929: $58,046,69 7,000 

513,022,782,000 

“In 1928 the member banks of the Federal Reserve 
System borrowed $60,598,690,000 from the Federal 
Reserve Banks on their 15-day promissory notes. Think Chester Morrill, 
of it! Sixty billion dollars payable upon demand in gold 
in the course of one single year. The actual payment of This will show the gentleman from Maine the 
such obligations calls for six times as much monetary accuracy of my statement. As for the denial of these 
gold as there is in the entire world. Such transactions facts made to him by the Federal Reserve Board, I can 
represent a grant in the course of one single year of only say that it must have been prompted by fright, 
about $7,000,000 to every member bank of the Federal since hanging is too good for a government board 
Reserve System. Is it any wonder that there is a which permitted such a misuse of government funds 
depression in this country? Is it any wonder that and credit. 
American labor, which ultimately pays the cost of all My friend from Kansas, Mr. McGugin, has stated 
the banking operations of this country, has at last that he thought the Federal Reserve Board and the 
proved unequal to the task of supplying this huge total Federal Reserve Banks lent money by rediscounting. 
of and credit for the benefit of stock-market ma- So they do, but they lend comparatively little that way. 
nipulators and foreign -swindlers? n The real rediscounting that they do has been called a 

Mr. Chairman, some of my colleagues have asked mere penny in the slot business, It is too slow for 
for more specific information concerning this stupen- genuine high flyers. They discourage it. They prefer to 
dous graft, this frightful burden which has been placed subsidize their favorite banks by making these 
on the wage earners and taxpayers of the United States $60,000,000,000 advances, and they prefer to acquire 
for the benefit of the Federal Reserve Board and the acceptance in the notorious open discount market in 
Federal Reserve Banks. They were surprised to learn New York, where they can use them to control the 
that member banks of the Federal Reserve System had prices of stocks and bonds on the exchanges. For every 
received the enormous sum of $60,598,690,000 from dollar they advanced on rediscounts in 1928 they lent 
the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve $33 to their favorite banks for gambling purposes. In 
Banks on their promissory notes in the course of one other words, their rediscounts in 1928 amounted to 

single year, namely, 1928. Another Member of this $1,814,271,000, while their loans to member banks 
House, Mr. Beedy, the honorable gentleman from Maine, amounted to $60,598,690,000. 
has questioned the accuracy of my statement and has 9 

informed me that the Federal Reserve Board denies today?] As for their open-market operations, these are 
absolutely that these figures are correct. This Member on a stupendous scale, and no tax is paid on the 

said to me that the thing is unthinkable, that it acceptances they handle; and their foreign principals, 
cannot be, that it is beyond all reason to think that the for whom they do a business of several billion dollars 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal ReSeNe Banks every year, pay no income tax on their profits to the 
should have so subsidized and endowed their favorite United States Government. 
banks of the Federal Reserve System. This Member is This is the John Law swindle over again. The theft 
horrified at the thought of a graft so great, a bounty so of Teapot Dome was trifling compared to it. 
detrimental to the public welfare as sixty and a half 
billion dollars a year and more shoveled out to favored 

banks of the Federal Reserve System. us? Is it any wonder that there 
I sympathize with Mr. Beedy. I would spare him have lately been 90 cases of starvation in one of the New 

pain if I could, but the facts remain as I have stated York hospitals7 Is it any wonder that the children of 
them. In 1928, the Federal Reserve Board and the this country are being dispersed and abandoned7 
Federal Reserve Banks presented the staggering amount The government and the people of the United States 

of $60,598,690,000 to their member banks at the ex- have been swindled by swindlers de luxe to whom the 
pense of the wage earners and taxpayers of the United acquisition of American gold or a parcel of Federal 
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Reserve Notes presented no more difficulty than the 
drawing up of a worthless acceptance in a country not 
subject to the laws of the United States, by sharpers not 
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States courts, 
sharpers with a strong banking “fence” on this side of 
the water-a “fence” acting as a receiver of the worth- 
less paper coming from abroad, endorsing it and get- 
ting the currency out of the Federal Reserve Banks for 
it as quickly as possible, exchanging that currency for 
gold, and in turn transmitting the gold to its foreign 
confederates. 

[END QUOTING FOR NOW] 

We shall continue with this speech tomorrow, tak- 
ing up with the exploits of Ivar Kreuger. 

Thank you, Dharma, it has indeed been a very long 

day of work this Sunday; let us continue on the morrow. 
Good-day and peace walk with you, chela. AHO. 

#2 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A COUNTRY 
FORSAKES ITS AND 

GIVES ITS SOVEREIGNTY OVER THE 
CURRENCY TO PRIVATE INTERESTS 

CONGRESSMAN MCFADDEN’S 
SPEECH 

[CONTINUE QUOTING:] 

the exploits of Ivar Kreuger, Mr. Hoover’s 
friend, and his hidden Wall Street backers. Every 
dollar of the billions Kreuger and his gang drew out of 
this country on acceptances was drawn from the gov- 
ernment and the people of the United States through the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal ReSeNe Banks. 
The credit of the United States Government was peddled 
to him by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks for their own private gain. That is what 
the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks have been doing for many years. THEY HAVE 
BEEN PEDDLING THE CREDIT OF THIS GOV- 
ERNMENT AND THE SIGNATURE OF THIS GOV- 
ERNMENT TO THE SWINDLERS AND SPECU- 
LATORS OF 

THEY 

The nature of Kreuger’s organized swindle and the 
bankrupt condition of Kreuger’s combine was known 
here last June when Hoover sought to exempt Kreuger’s 
loan to Germany of one hundred twenty-five millions 
from the operation of the Hoover moratorium. The 
bankrupt condition of Kreuger’s swindle was known 
here last summer when S30,000,000 was taken from 
American taxpayers by certain bankers in New York for 
the ostensible purpose of permitting Kreuger to make a 
loan to Colombia. Colombia never saw that money. 
The nature of Kreuger’s swindle and the bankrupt 
condition of Kreuger was known here in January when 
he visited his friend, Mr. Hoover, at the White House. 
It was known here in March before he to Paris and 
committed suicide there. 

Chairman, I think the people of the United 
States are entitled to know how many billions of dollars 
were placed at the disposal ou(reuger and his gigantic 
combine by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks and to know how much of our govern- 
ment currency was issued and lost in the financing of 
that great swindle in the years during which the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks took care 
of Kreuger’s requirements. 

Mr. Chairman, I believe there should be a congres- 

sional investigation of the operations of Kreuger and 
Toll in the United States and that Swedish Match, 
International Match, the Swedish-American Invest- 
ment Corporation, and all related enterprises, including 
the subsidiary companies of Kreuger and Toll, should 
be investigated and that the issuance of United States 
currency in connection with those enterprises and the 
use of our national-bank depositors’ money for 
Kreuger’s benefit should be made known to the general 
public. I am referring, not only to the securities which 
were floated and sold in this country, but also to the 
commercial loans to Kreuger’s enterprises and the 
mass financing of Kreuger’s companies by the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks and the 
predatory institutions which the Federal Reserve Board 
and the Federal Reserve Banks shield and harbor. 

A few days ago the President of the United States, 
with a white face and shaking hands, went before the 
Senate on behalf of the moneyed intet%ts and asked the 
Senate to levy a tax on the people so that foreigners 
might know that the United States would pay its debts 
to them. Most Americans thought that it was the other 
way around. What does the United States owe to 
foreigners? When and by whom was the debt incurred? 
It was incurred by the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks when they peddled the signature 
of this government to foreigners for a price. It is what 
the United States Government has to pay to redeem the 
obligations of the Federal Reserve Board and the Fed- 

eral Reserve Banks. Are you going to let those thieves 
get off scat free? Is there one law for the looter who 
drives up to the door of the United States Treasury in 
his limousine and another for the United States veter- 
ans who are sleeping on the floor of a dilapidated house 
on the outskirts of Washington? 

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is here asking for 
a large loan from the people and the wage earners and 
the taxpayers of the United States. It is begging for a 
handout from the government. It is standing, cap in 
hand. at the door of the Reconstruction Finance Corpo- 
ration, where all the other jackals have gathered to the 
feast. It is asking for money that was raised from the 
people by taxation, and it wants this money of the poor 
for the benefit of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the German 
international bankers. Is there one law for the Balti- 
more & Ohio Railroad and another for the needy veter- 
ans it threw off its freight cars the other day? Is there 
one law for sleek and prosperous swindlers who call 
themselves bankers and another law for the soldiers 
who defended the United States flag? 

Mr. Chairman, some people are horrified because 
the collateral behind Kreuger and Toll debentures was 
removed and worthless collateral substituted for it. 
What is this but what is being done daily by the Federal 
Reserve Banks? When the Federal ReSeNe Act was 
passed, the Federal Reserve Banks were allowed to 
substitute “other like collateral” for collateral behind 
Federal Reserve Notes but by an amendment obtained at 
the request of the corrupt and dishonest Federal Re- 
serve Board, the act was changed so that the word 
“like” was stricken out. All that immense trouble was 
taken here in Congress so that the law would permit the 
Federal Reserve Banks to switch collateral. At the 
present time behind the scenes in the Federal Reserve 
Banks there is a night-and-day movement of collateral. 
A visiting Englishman, leaving the United States a few 
weeks ago said that things would look better here after 
“they cleaned up the mess at Washington”. Cleaning 
up the mess consists in fooling the people and making 
them pay a second time for the bad foreign investments 
of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks. It consists in moving that heavy load of dubious 
and worthless foreign paper-the bills of wigmakers, 
brewers, distillers, narcotic-drug vendors, munition 
makers, illegal finance drafts, and worthless foreign 
securities out of the banks and putting it on the back of 
American labor. That is what the Reconstruction Fi- 
nance Corporation is doing now. this 

otherwise if you disagree!] 
They talk about loans to banks and railroads but they 
say very little about that other business of theirs which 
consists in relieving the swindlers who promoted invest- 
ment trusts in this country and dumped worthless for- 
eign securities into them and then resold that mess of 
pottage to American investors under cover of their own 
corporate titles. The Reconstruction Finance Cor- 
poration is taking over those worthless securities from 
those investment trusts with United States Treasury 
money at the expense of the American taxpayer and 
wage earner. 

It will take us 20 years to redeem our government, 
20 years of penal servitude to pay off the gambling 
debts of the traitorous Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks and to earn again that vast flood 
of American wages and savings, bank deposits, and 
United States Government credit which the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks exported 
but of this country to their foreign principals. 

The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks lately conducted an anti-hoarding campaign 
here. Then they took that extra money which they had 

persuaded a trusting American people to put into the 
banks and they sent it to Europe along with the rest. In 
the last several months, they have sent S1,300,000,000 
in gold to their foreign employers, their foreign mas- 
ters, and every dollar of that gold belonged to the 
people of the United States and was unlawfully taken 
from them. 

Is not it high time that we had an audit of the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks 
and an examination of all our governments bonds and 
securities and public moneys instead of allowing the 
corrupt and dishonest Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks to speculate with those se- 
curities and this cash in the notorious open discount 
market of New York City’? 

Mr. Chairman, within the limits of the time al- 
lowed me, I cannot enter into a particularized discus- 
sion of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks. I have singled out the Federal ReSeNe 

currency for a few remarks because there has lately 
been some talk here of “fiat money”. What kind of 
money is being pumped into the open discount market 
and through it into foreign channels and stock ex- 
changes? Mr. Mills of the Treasury has spoken here of 
his horror of the printing presses and his horror of 
dishonest money. He has no horror of dishonest money. 
If he had, he would be no party to the present gambling 
of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal ReSeNe 

Banks in the nefarious open discount market of New 
York, a market in which the sellers are represented by 
ten great discount dealer corporations owned and orga- 
nized by the .very banks which own and control the 
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks. 
Fiat money, indeed! 

After the several raids on the Treasury Mr. Mills 
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borrows the speech ofthose who protested against those 

Sulphur Springs closeted with international bankers, 

raids and speaks now with pretended horror of a raid on 
the Treasury. Where was Mr. Mills last October when 
the United States Treasury needed $598,000,000 of the 
taxpayers’ money which was supposed to be in the safe- 
keeping of Andrew W. Mellon in the designated de- 
positories of Treasury funds, and which was not in 
those depositories when the Treasury needed it? Mr. 
Mills was the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury then, 
and he was at Washington throughout October, with the 
exception of a very significant week he spent at White 

against the money our people have deposited in the 
member banks of the Federal Reserve System. Our 
people’s money to the extent of $1,300,000,000 has 
within the last few months been shipped abroad to 
redeem Federal Reserve Notes and to pay other gam- 
bling debts of the traitorous Federal Reserve Board and 
the Federal Reserve Banks. The greater part of our 
monetary stock has been shipped to foreigners. Why 
should we promise to pay the debts of foreigners to 
foreigners? Why should our government be put into the 
position of supplying money to foreigners? Why should 
. . - 

while the Italian minister, Signor Grandi, was being 
entertained-and bargained with-at Washington. 

What Mills is fighting for is the preservation, 
whole and entire, of the bankers’ monopoly of all the 
currency of the United States Government. What Mr. 
Patman proposes is that the government shall exercise 
its sovereignty to the extent of issuing some currency 
for itself. This conflict of opinion between Mr. Mills as 
the spokesman of the bankers and Patman as the 
spokesman of the people brings the currency situation 
here into the open. Mr. Patman and the veterans are 
confronted by a stone wall-the wall that fences in-the 
bankers with their special privilege. 

a 

Mr. Chairman, last December I introduced a reso- 
-1ution here asking for an examination and audit of the 
Federal Reserve Board 
and all related matters. If the House sees fit to make 
such an investigation, the people of the United States 

obtain information of great value. a 

people is 
a 

a 

conceals 
a 

a 

a 

foreigners to the number of their dependents7 Why 
-American farmers and wage earners add millions of 

should the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks be permitted to finance our competitors 
in all parts of the world? Do you know why the tariff 
was raised? It was raised to shut out 
Federal Reserve goods pouring in here from every 
quarter of the globe-cheap goods produced by cheaply 
paid-foreign labor on unlimited supplies of money and 
credit sent out of this country by the dishonest and 
unscrupulous Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks. Go out in Washington to buy an 
electric light bulb and you will probably be offered one 
that &as made in Japan on American money. Go out to 
buy a pair of fabric gloves and inconspicuously written 
on the inside of the gloves that will be offered to you 
will be found the words “made in Germany” and that 

“means “made on the public credit of the United States 
Government paid to German firms in American gold 
taken from the confiscated bank deposits of the 
can people.” 

Here is a Federal Reserve Note. Immense numbers 
of these notes are now held abroad. I am told they 
amount to upward of a billion dollars. They constitute 
a a 

The Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve 
Banks are spending SlOO,OOO,OOO a week buying gov- 
ernment securities in the open market and are thus 
making a great bid for foreign business. They are 
trying to make rates so attractive that the human-hair 
merchants and distillers and other business entities in 
foreign lands will come here and hire more of the public 
credit of the United States Government and pay the 
Federal Reserve outfit for getting it for them. 

Mr. Chairman, when the Federal Reserve Act was 
passed the people of the United States did not perceive 
that a world system was being set up here which would 
make the savings of an American school-teacher avail- 
able to a narcotic-drug vendor in Cacao. They did not 
perceive that the United States was to be lowered to the 
position of a coolie country which has nothing but raw 
materials and heavy goods for export; that Russia was 
destined to supply manpower and that 

together 

The people of the United States are being greatly 
wronged. If they are not, then I do not know what 
“wronging the people” means. They have been driven 
from their employments. They have been dispossessed 
of their homes. They have been evicted from their 
rented quarters. They lost their children. They 
have been left to suffer and to die for the lack of shelter, 
food, clothing, and medicine. 

The wealth of the United States and the working 
capital of the United States has been taken away from 
them and has either been locked in vaults of certain 
banks and great corporations or exported to foreign 
countries for the benefit of the foreign customers of 
those banks and corporations. So far as the people of 
the United States are concerned, the cupboard is bare. 
It is true that the warehouses and coal yards and grain 
elevators are full, but the warehouses and coal yards 
and grain elevators are padlocked and the great banks 
and corporations hold the keys. The sackiag of the 
United States by the Federal Reserve Board and the 
Federal Reserve Banks and their confederates is 

Mr. Chairman, a serious situation confronts the 

House of Representatives today. -We are the trustees of 
the people and the rights of the people are being taken 

away from them. 

Their property has been taken from them without due 
process of law. Mr. Chairman, common decency re- 
quires us to examine the public accounts of the govern- 
ment to see what crimes against the public welfare have 
been and are being committed. 

a 

We need to have a complete 
divorce of Bank and State. The old struggle that was 
fought out in Jackson’s day must be fought over 
again. The independent Unites States Treasury should 
be reestablished and the government should keep its 
own money under lock and key in the building 
people provided for that purpose. Asset currency, the 
device of the swindler, should be done away with. The 
government should buy gold and issue United States 
currency on it. The business of the independent bank- 
ers should be restored to them. The State banking 
systems should be freed from coercion. 

State 
be Bank reserves should 

be kept within the borders of the States whose people 
own them, and this reserve money of the people should 
be protected so that international bankers and accep- 
tance bankers and discount dealers cannot draw it away 
from them. The exchanges should be closed while we 
are putting our financial affairs in order. 

Faithless government 
officers who have violated their oaths of offtce -should 
be impeached and brought to trial. Unless this is done 
by us, predict 
robbed,‘pillaged, insulted, and betrayed as they are in 
their own land, will rise in their wrath and send a 
President here who will sweep the money changers out 
of the temple. 

[END QUOTE] 

The only comment I shall make prior to closing this 
is to request that you go back and read every paragraph 
of this speech again and mentally add the burden of 
increased tampering and total control for over 

and ask yourself: 
You are in all but irreversible circumstances, dear 

ones, for yotihave waited too long for action. Your 
gold, for instance, is all gone-moved away, confis- 
cated! 

What have you done with your wondrous one na- 
tion, UNDER GOD, INDIVISIBLE-WITH LIBERTY 
AND JUSTICE? YOU 

Salu-and may God grant you wisdom and power to 
reclaim that which is your birthright. 
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to yourselves, But you cannot lie to Creator, 
for He knows your heart and sees and knows 

Be at peace. It is I, Esu Sananda, one with every last thread of lie that you ones hold onto. 
Creator God. I come in the Radiant One Light Let go of your past mistakes; forgive 

of Aton. yourself and forgive those whom you perceive 
There is much turmoil and confusion this have done you wrong. Then move on and 

day. The clash of the would-be kings and rulers create a better life-one based upon truth, 
of the world is heating up. Much blood shall honesty and integrity. 
flow as a result of this great conflict. Do not tolerate another’s lies. Call them to 

For many there shall be overwhelming fear their attention, for a lie cannot persist in the 

as they seek to understand that which is Light of Truth. If another is persistent in a lie, 
happening around them and to them. Be not then insist that they leave from your presence. 
concerned, for did not Godgiveunto them both Do not allow another to pull you from your 
eyes to see with and ears to hear with-and yet path. 
even more important: a mind to REASON with? It is alright for ones to disagree with you. 

All shall be responsible for themselves! Each has their own free will choice. It is NOT 
Blessed are the ones who receive (hear) these alright for another to FORCE their reality onto 
messages, for you are the ones who have you-or yours onto them. Respect another’s 
awakened to the greater truth, that of higher opinions and demand that same respect toward 
consciousness. your own opinions, for truth IS and cannot be 

(My scribe, there are great efforts to stop changed. 

this communication. Be persistent at keeping You ones are often more worried about who 

your Light shielding in place. Nothing of is right and who is wrong. All want to be right, 

darkness can persist in the Radiance of Aton’s for each wants to be confident in their 
Light. Good; let us continue, please.) perception of reality. What is really real’? 

There is a great need at this time for we of Communication is usually the bridge 

the Hosts of God to have these messages spread necessary ,to cross the gaps in a dispute over 
far and wide. As the physical Earth changes who is right and who is wrong. Most often both 
begin to heat up, there shall most likely be an sides are &error. 
interruption of the distribution of these Do not allow the ego to distract you from 

writings. Therefore, you ones who receive getting your message heard. Souled beings 

the shall have need for basic instinctively know truth when they hear it. Yet 
instruction, for in as much as you may think that . ones allow their ego to step in and say, “This 

-you are prepared, let me assure you that you are cannot be for I (in my great understanding) 
NOT: would already know of it and therefore it 

No souled being can go through this type of cannot be.” Thus they reject that which their 

experience without feeling great pain and soul so desperately seeks. 
sorrow. The loss of life shall be great. You These ones who refuse to accept still need 

ones who call upon the Light for protection to hear the messages of Light and Truth. They 
shall have it. There is far more that we can do need them in order to, at a later time, know 
for you ones when you DIRECTLY call upon where and to whom to turn in their time of 
us. When ones refuse to believe, we must honor confusion. 
their choice, too. So, do not hold back from another that 

Many a good person shall not survive the which you know to be true, for YOU need that 
physical assaults thrust upon you ones. Even which your brother brings to the unfolding play. 

ones in that small town of Tehachapi, who think Be certain in your own knowingness for 

that somehow they.are protected by just being your certainty, if nothing else, shall be 

there, shall have a great shock and realization remembered. Be patient and do not expect ones 
as this time of chaos heats up. to just give up their old beliefs overnight. These 

Get right with Creator. You may be able to ones need to experience the learning process. 
lie to another; you most certainly can and do lie They must’come to know that man’s greatest 

enemy is himself. 
You ones limit self, and thus limit the 

Creative Potential-the God Force-within. It 

only takes ONE to realize their potential to 
change the whole entire play! Stop awaiting 
another to do that which YOU have potential 
to do yourself. Honor the Creative Force within; 

allow it to flourish and show you your true 
potential. QUIT HOLDING SELF BACK! 

Each souled being has a special gift and a 
special purpose. Until you recognize that 

purpose and bring it to the world, the whole of 
humanity shall go lacking. That is one reason 

why each is as important as another. 
You all have a part to contribute to the 

whole. Inasmuch as you limit yourself, you 
limit others who need that which you bring into 

this world with you. Do not hold back that 
which you are compelled to say to another or do 
for another. You may be the one who makes the 
difference in that person’s life, which then 

allows the Flame within to burn brighter than it 
had before. 

Do not hide God’s words from another. If 

you are ashamed of what and who you are, you 

had better ask yourself “WHY?“! Do not fear 
ridicule, for the very ones who ridicule you for 

sharing truth shall be the ones who come to you 
in their time of need-for they shall not know 

anywhere else to turn. Do your part by sharing 
these words with those who need them. 

Be responsible and do not pretend to know 
all the answers. If you know some answers, 

then tell them. If you do not know or are 
uncertain of an answer, then say so. Your 

honesty shall be greatly apprechted. When you 
honor others, they shall not have need to 
distrust you. 

The upcoming catastrophic cleansing shall 

become the greatest awakening of mankind ever 
on that planet. The end result shall be a rebirth 
of Radiance and Knowing. Peace and Balance 
are what shall come out of the chaos as the 

Phoenix rises from the ashes of destruction. 
These are truly magnificent times for 

experiencing, for where else shall you get such 

lessons. 
Thank you for writing and sharing, my 

friend. I am Esu Sananda, come in the Radiance 

of the One Light so that you ones might see. 
Peace and Balance. Aho! 
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the increasing number of “notices of default” being 
filed, each leading to foreclosure sales of property. 
David L. Tilton, chairman of S.B.S.L.A., was voicing 
concerns that borrowers were acquiring too many lay- 
ers of debt. The losses continued through 1981 and 
totaled $30.1 million by years end. 

The same pattern continued into 1982, and in July, 
plans were announced to sell off certain properties, and 
to restructure the S&L’s operations to a “more regional 
basis”. Thus, two months later, in September of 1982, 

6/25/96 RAY BILGER 

Prior to 1870, Santa Barbara, California residents 
were their own bankers. Any gold or silver was gen- 
erally kept within the home in a strong chest which 
could be locked. Most transactions were for cash, and 
only good friends extended any sort of credit to one 
another. 

In 187 1, Mortimer Cook, himself a banker, arrived 
in town on a steamer from the north, bringing with 
him the first iron safe in the county. He placed his 
safe in a building on State Street, put an advertise- 
ment in the and thus started 
Santa Barbara’s first bank. In the next 15 years, two 
more banks would open (in 1875 and 1896), with all 
three operating successfully. Santa Barbara was firmly 
on the map. (Bank of America became part of Santa 
Barbara’s financial community in 1927, under the 
name of Bank of Italy.) 

Santa Barbara Savings & Loan Assn. actually be- 
gan life on May 20, 1901 as Santa Barbara Mutual 
Building and Loan Assn. Assets in 190 1 were $6,640. 
On its 50th Anniversary in 1951, the Association’s 
assets were over $17.5 million. The decade of the 
1950s was a period of tremendous growth, and the 60th 
Anniversary in 1961 saw assets of over $82 million. 

On January 1, 1965, Santa Barbara Mutual Build- 
ing and Loan Assn. offtcially became Santa Barbara 
Savings & Loan Assn. With assets of over $146 mil- 
lion, it ranked 91st among more than 6,500 S&Ls na- 
tionwide. Its branch and agency operations extended 
to the counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, San Luis 
Obispo, Kern, and Los Angeles. Financial Corpora- 
tion of Santa Barbara was the parent holding company 
of the S&L. 

In 1969, Financial Corp. of Santa Barbara bought 
out Paramount Savings & Loan Assn. of Bakersfield. 
Prior to 1969, Santa Barbara Savings 8z Loan Assn. 
(S.B.S.L.A.) was able to operate only through a lend- 
ing agency in Bakersfield. Since all of Kern County 
was actually within S.B.S.L.A. lending territory (due 
to a “grandfather clause” from the old ‘Building and 
Loan’, which allowed S.B.S.L.A. to exceed the nor- 

the S&L sold off 14 of its Bay Area branches in the 
counties of Contra Costa, Santa Clara and San Mateo, 
to Home Federal Savings & Loan Assn. And in No- 
vember, the S&L announced the sale of 10 more 
branches in the northern San Joaquin Valley, to Valley 
Federal Savings. 

If you will recall, the recent background article on 
ma1 loo-mile limit from a home office), this new ac- “Banks and S&Ls” stated that the Garn-St. Germain 
quisition meant only continued growth. Act, which deregulated federal S&Ls, was signed into 

In 1972, the month of April saw S.B.S.L.A. as the law by President Reagan in October of 1982. Califor- 
top lender in Santa Barbara County by a wide margin, nia did not want state-chartered S&Ls to switch to fed- 
with loans for the month over $4.9 million. The near- era1 charters, and so acted quickly to pass the Nolan 
est competitor, Imperial S&L, had loans of only $1.9 Bill, sponsored by Republican state assemblyman Pat 
million. Nolan (an associate of a number of S&L executives), 

In January of 1973, Financial Corp. of Santa Bar- which passed and became law on January 1, 1983. 
bara agreed in principle to a billion-dollar merger with (There were reports that Nolan, among others, was tar- 
Wesco Financial Corp. of Pasadena (California). Fi- geted by an F.B.I. investigation into influence peddling 
nancial Corp. of Santa Barbara would be the surviving and political corruption. Nolan resigned, yet denied 
corporation, making it one of the 10 largest S&Ls in any wrong doing.) Under the new California law, vir- 
the United States, with a listing on the New York Stock tually anyone could own an S&L, and the S&Ls could 
Exchange. invest in anything. 

As a side-note, it is important to remember that By April of 1983, Santa Barbara Savings & Loan 
Dr. John Coleman has informed us, in his book announced the sale of 2 more branches in the Fresno 

area, and its plans to move into new financial terri- 
300, that Santa Barbara is the home of 2 of the tory, including commercial loans, and mortgage bank- 
“Committee’s n front organizations. One of these is ing, wherein the S&L would make loans and sell them 
the Center For The Study of Democratic Institutions, to investors in the secondary mortgage market. The 
founded by Robert Hutchins. It is an “Olympian” S&L was in trouble and needed funds desperately. 
stronghold, housed in what is called “The Parthenon”. These new plans, and the need for funds, paved 
(Members of The Committee of 300 refer to themselves the way for one of the most famous of Wall Street swin- 
as Olympians.) dlers to enter the scene. (He was later convicted of 

The second front organization in Santa Barbara is massive insider trading violations.) In late 1983, Ivan 
the Systems Development Corporation. S.D.C. is op- F. Boesky, then 49, made a $34 million bid (through 
erated by Sheldon Arenberg and a staff of hundreds. his Vagabond Hotels, Inc.) to acquire a controlling in- 
Its purpose, according to Dr. Coleman, is “to coordi- terest in Financial Corp. of Santa Barbara, the parent 
nate all elements of the intelligence communities of company of Santa Barbara Savings & Loan, through 
the U.S.A. and Britain”. S.D.C. is conveniently lo- the purchase of stock. 
cated in easy reach of “The Parthenon”. But we di- In November of 1983, a Boesky representative vis- 
gress. Back to Santa Barbara Savings & Loan. ited Santa Barbara Savings & Loan to familiarize him- 

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board (F.H.L.B.B.), self with the S&L’s business. The representative said 
in 1980, authorized S.B.S.L.A. the opportunity to of- that the S&L would have to improve its financial con- 
fer interest-bearing checking accounts beginning Janu- dition for Boesky to proceed with his purchase of the 
ary 1, 1981. This was part of a program designed to stock. 
expand the power of S&Ls to include banking type ser- In December of 1983, a vice president of Ivan F. 
vices. S.B.S.L.A. was an impressive statewide insti- Boesky Corp., headquartered in Los Angeles, sent a 
tution with 102 branch offices, stretching as far north letter to S.B.S.L.A. suggesting the S&L immediately 
as the San Francisco Bay Area and the upper San invest up to $284 million in junk bonds (a.k.a. high- 
Joaquin Valley. But things were about to change, for yield corporate bonds). 
the worse. In January of 1984, at the suggestion of Boesky 

By February of 1981, concern was growing about associates. officers of Financial Coru. of Santa Bar- 
bara met with officials of Drexel, B&ham and Lam- 
bert, Inc. to discuss buying junk bonds from Drexel. 
Between January and August, Financial Corp. of Santa 
Barbara purchased more than $250 million worth of 
junk bonds from Drexel. 

In June of 1984, while Financial Corp. was still 
buying the junk bonds, Boesky backed out of the deal. 
He announced that it was a mutual agreement between 
him and Financial Corp. not to go through with the 
deal (a lie). (The foregoing information was outlined 
in a suit filed Thursday, October 12, 1989 in U.S. Dist. 
Court, Central Dist. of California, by Financial Corp. 
okSanta Barbara against Drexel and Boesky. This was 
the first known case where Boesky and Drexel were 
both directly involved, with each other.) 

Amidst all of the Boesky scam, S.B.S.L.A. was 
continuing to lose money, and on July 26, 1984, the 
S&L announced plans to sell as many as half of its 74 
branch offices. Financial Corp. of Santa Barbara was 
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still seeking outside sources of capital. 
A few months earlier Santa Barbara Savings & 

Loan sold its main office building, in April of 1984, in 
a sale-leaseback transaction, to William J. Levy. (Levy 
was the chairman of the board and major shareholder 
of County Savings Bank, another S&L in Santa Bar- 
bara. County Savings hired federal regulator Roy 
Green, from the F.H.L.B. in Dallas, Texas, to come to 
work as president of County Savings. Levy denied that 
regulatory concerns about County Savings’ past prac- 
tices had anything to do with hiring Green.) The sale 
was financed through S.B.S.L.A. 

By December of 1984, Santa Barbara Savings & 
Loan had actually sold another 11 branches in Los An- 
geles, Orange, and San Diego Counties, and in North- 
ern California. The sale of another 9 branch offices 
was expected to be completed by month’s end. Also in 
the same month, Santa Barbara Savings & Loan hired 
a new president, the young (41), preppy-looking ex- 
ecutive from the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., 
Philip R Brinkerhoff. All in all, the losses for 1983 
had been $22.6 million, and in 1984, losses, were $19.9 
million. 

Brinkerhoff had become president of American 
Savings & Loan of Stockton, California in 1982, while 
also serving as president of F.C.A. Mortgage Securi- 
ties. (F.C.A., Financial Corporation of America, based 
in Irvine, California, Orange County, was the parent 
company of American S&L.) While at American, 
Brinkerhoff worked with Charles W. Knapp, whom 
Brinkerhoff considered a “real genius” and “one of the 
more aggressive, sales-oriented people in the S&L en- 
vironment”. 

However, Ed Gray, Chairman of the F.H.L.B.B. in 
Washington, D.C., accused Knapp of running F.C.A. 
in an “unsafe and unsound manner”. Even regulators 
and the S.E.C. (Securities and Exchange Commission) 
couldn’t figure out how F.C.A. was coming up with 
the profits it was reporting: $32 billion in assets in 
1984. F.C.A. was the biggest problem in the S&L de- 
bacle of the 1980s. Ed Gray knew that if F.C.A. failed 
it would pull down the entire F.S.L.I.C. [insurance] 
fund in one fell swoop. Gray wanted Knapp out of 
American S&L and F.C.A., and Knapp tried to give 
the job to his friend, David Stockman, who had been 
President Reagan’s spokesman on budget matters. 
Stockman did meet with Ed Gray, but Gray had other 
plans for the S&L. Knapp was also a close friend of 
Larry Taggart, California Savings and Loan Commis- 
sioner from 1983-1985. F.C.A.‘s troubles did cost the 
F.S.L.I.C. over $2 billion and spawned almost 1,200 
separate lawsuits. 

Knapp, through a chain of two other people, can 
be connected back to Drexel and Boesky. F.C.A. loaned 
millions to Las Vegas-based Dunes Hotels and Casi- 
nos when Morris Shenker (former attorney for Team- 
ster boss Jimmy Hoffa, and a close associate of the 
Civella crime family; and a close associate of Allen 
Dorfman, who had extensive connections to the Chi- 
cago mob) was chairman. The F.C.A. and American 
S&L story is deep, very deep. One could presume that 
Brinkerhoff had to be aware of all this and perhaps 
much more, considering that he was President of 
American Savings & Loan. 

Santa Barbara Savings & Loan had last posted a 
profit in 1980 but, with Brinkerhoff now at the helm, 
profits in 1985 were $4.2 million, and in 1986, $19.1 
million (in July, 1986, the S&L announced the pur- 
chase of 4 new branch offices). How did he do it? Ac- 
cording to Brinkerhoff (in November of 1985), one of 
the ways was going international; that is, offering $250 
million in collateralized, floating rate notes aimed 
mainly at overseas financial markets. This would pro- 
vide the S&L with a “stable funding source for 10 
years”. Of course, this did not happen. (Is there some 
connection between this $250 million and the $250 
million worth of junk bonds purchased from Drexel?) 

(3 
By August of 1987, S.B.S.L.A. posted a SlO-$13 

million loss. Dan Williams, an analyst with Sutro & 
Co. in San Francisco, speculated that, “These are highiy 
leveraged operations (using borrowed funds) and I sus- 
pect they are subject to risk. It’s possible they back- 
fired on Santa Barbara Savings.” The board of direc- 
tors of S.B.S.L.A. hired an independent law firm to 
investigate the losses. 

In October of 1987, Santa Barbara Savings & Loan 
took a very interesting turn with the announcement that 
Leonard M. Ross and his wife, Merri Jean Ross, a hus- 
band and wife investment team from Beverly Hills, had 
acquired 9.9 percent of Financial Corp. of Santa Bar- 
bara, the parent company of S.B.S.L.A. Leonard Ross’ 
shady background is a scary story in and of itself. 

Leonard Ross’ complicated past financial history 
has been investigated by the Federal Bureau of Inves- 
tigation (F.B.I.), the Organized Crime Strike Force, and 
a federal grand jury concerning his business relation- 
ship with Barry S. Marlin. Marlin & Ross, Inc. was 
formed in 1969. Marlin was convicted in 1978 of de- 
frauding investors out of $43 million, and served time 
in prison. Ross was never indicted or charged with any 
crime.(?) 

In one action, attorney John Endicott, of the Cali- 
fornia Law Firm of Gibson, Dunn & CNtCher, said that 
“Ross has sued every insurance company in the state 
of California for bad faith and has collected S15-$20 
million” in damages. 

Marlin claimed, in court documents, that in May 
of 197 1, Ross confronted him about $600,000 of miss- 
ing money. Marlin alleges that a month later, in June, 
Ross called Marlin to his office. Present were Marlin 
and Ross, Ross’ brother Al Ross, and two men with 
past criminal records, Robert Clark and Walter Seifert. 
Marlin alleges that while Ross yelled questions and 
allegations at him, Seifert pistol-whipped and beat him. 

Marlin said he was dizzy, bleeding and nauseous 
when an attorney who worked for Ross, Stephen 
Landau, burst in and asked what was going on. Landau 
later said, “I heard screaming and yelling, and saw Al 
(Ross) standing over Marlin with a gun.” Landau was 
picked up by Al Ross and carried out of the room and 
told to mind his own business. Marlin alleged that he 
was forced to sign several documents, including one 
that turned over his part of the business to Ross. 

In court, Marlin alleged that Ross left him in Sep- 
tember of 1971, with Ross having drained the assets of 
their real estate investment venture, leaving it virtu- 
ally insolvent. 

In another very interest- 
ing case, an attorney, Lynn 
Stites (a man), filed suit in 
1985 in U.S. District Court 
against Leonard Ross, accus- 
ing Ross of creating a pattern 
of racketeering and fraud. 
Stites alleged that Ross at- 
tempted to “extort (money) 
by threats of death, murder, 
kidnapping, and mayhem” 
against Stites and his family. 
Stites even accused Ross of 
hiring assassins to murder 
him. 

In an incredibly horrible 
turn of events, Stites claimed 
that in February of 1987, he 
had driven his car to a depo- 
sition in connection with a 
Ross case. He had parked his 
car in a Century City, Cali- 
fornia parking garage, and 
was taking his briefcase out 
of his trunk when a parking 
attendant drove a car into 
Stites, crushing his legs, and 
leaving him bleeding on the 

floor of the parking garage. 
The parking attendant disap- 

peared and was never seen again. Ross’ attorney, Dale 
Kinsella, said the “accident” was a “coincidence”. 
Thus, as of October 1987, Leonard Ross was now a 
part of the Santa Barbara Savings & Loan “family”. 

Then, on November 17, 1987, a former Santa Bar- 
bara Savings & Loan officer, Vincent Crowder, filed 
suit in Santa Barbara County Superior Court, against 
the S&L, which, at the time, was still the largest in- 
dependent financial institution in Santa Barbara 
County. 

In his lawsuit, Crowder claims that his supervisor, 
James R Thompson, the former senior vice president 
in charge of the capital markets division, was making 
improper securities trades. Crowder alleges that losses 
at the S&L were directly related to the improper trad- 
ing. 

Crowder claims that on June 2, 1987, Thompson 
told him to sell securities certificates that Crowder 
claims the S&L was not licensed to sell. After Crowder 
apparently voiced some objection, Thompson severely 
reprimanded him and demanded that he sell the secu- 
rities. Crowder also claimed that he saw Thompson 
make illegal transactions that uwere manipulative, and 
for the purpose of depressing the market price of those 
securities so that the S&L could affect other associa- 
tion transactions at prices more favorable to the asso- 
ciation.” Crowder left the firm. 

In an apparently creative move to discredit and 
blackmail Crowder, the S&L had one of its female 
employees, Esther Waterston, accuse Crowder of sexual 
harassment I I 

As 1987 drew to a close, the sordid story of Santa 
Barbara Savings & Loan was only beginning. With 
1988 would come, among other things, a little old 
couple from Tehachapi, California, E.J. & Doris Ekker. 
Santa Barbara Savings & Loan was about to take a new 
twist as it involved itself, on center-stage, with a non- 
sale of a house to these innocent folks. The Ekkers 
did not know at the time, on May 24, 1988, whether 
the non-sale was just business as usual for the S&L, or 
whether some more powerful individual or individuals 
behind the scenes had made the arrangements which 
have left them on the edge of their seats ever since. 
And, did the S&L’s apparently corrupt activities go all 
the way to the White House? To Bush and Reagan? 
To Salomon Brothers and Goldman-Sachs? And what 
about the Law firm of Shea & Gould? 

Stick around. More will be revealed. 
to be continued.. . 
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Master Teacher 
volumes that I have personally written up to the present 
time. 

I’m about half way through it and it’s 

remarkably precise and clear and helpful. 
Well, I tried to take things that are 

generally considered as rather mvstical and far afield 
into a practical, useable techniq;e. And it seems to 
work very well. Many people have found it very helpful 
in their lives, and I’m very happy that it was produced. 

You’re familiar with the phrase “mind over 
matter”. And you might actually be one to consider the 
term subconscious mind over matter. Would you talk 
about the function of the subconscious mind and how it 
comes to accept information presented to it, literally? 

Hypnotist Ormond M 

Shares Wisdom 
I think that’s very easily handled. Mind 

is usually looked upon as being sort of a process of 
producing thoughts. Now, thoughts can be on different 
levels. Thoughts can be very much on a conscious 
level, where we think of something, we’re thinking of 
a problem, where we’re doing mathematics, where 
we’re writing a letter, whatever it mav be that we are 
deliberately cogitating upon. Subconscious things are 
things that have gone into us that have, more or less, 

Hypnotism and left one level of consciousness and gone into a deeper 
Mysticism of India; Hypnotism and Meditation -The level; let’s say a level of habits, where they become 

a Operational Manual for Hypnomeditation; Religious automatic reaction to our behavior. And so, subcon- 
Mysteries of the Orient; The Encyclopedia of Genuine scious mind, generally, is simply a phase of mind that 
Stage Hypnotism; How to Produce Miracles. deals with things already deeply ingrained in the indi- 

vidual, and as such, they tend to operate on an auto- 
CONTACT, matic level. The subconscious mind is, more or less, 
a to add, very receptive to ideas. It is not critical. And as long 

as they are presented to it in a way that reaches the 
inner-self, they tend to become behavior patterns on 
their own. Of course, we must remember that what is 

100 of subconscious at one time can emerge and become con- 
” a scious at another time. And so, mind is sort of like a 

” wheel that goes around to an opening of consciousness 
and as it swings around within that inner-self, why 

I would like to focus this interview primarily sometimes we have ideas that are deeply buried; even 
on the spiritual/metaphysical side of hypnosis. ideas that have occurred long ago, in early childhood 

” Alright. and have been put down and sort of forgotten. But, 
I realize that you’ve written several books on where they are brought back, if they are of a traumatic 

to you, the subject and are very familiar with a wide variety of nature they canbevery helpful in removing psychologi- 
Eastern spiritual influences. You speak of the use of cal difficulties. That is the general process of what is 

a self-hypnosis to aid in meditation. Would you speak called hypnotic feedback into the past, and this has 
a about that for our readers? been a useful technique for many hypnotherapists in 

Yes, of course I can. Hypnotism and the present time. 

meditation are both a mental process, as we know. But In your recent talk at the Hypnotism Train- 
book they are completely opposites. Hypnosis is directed ing Institute of Los Angeles, you spoke of the various 

Professional Stage Hypnotism. a toward a purpose of some kind, whatever the purpose states of mind, including Beta, Alpha, and Theta. For 
may be, such as stopping smoking, for example. Medi- our readers who are experienced with meditation and 
tation is to become the realization of who you actually communicating with higher dimensional beings, what 
are. In other words, know yourself as an immortal state of mind is most desirable to achieve a clear line of 
being. Meditation takes you deep into the metaphysical communication and what are some techniques for 

a realm. Hypnosis keeps you more or less on a psycho- achieving those states? 
a logical level. And so, what we have here in a combina- when vou sueak of a true line of 

communication, you have tdthi& in terms of what line 
of communication you’re after. Mind seems to be 
regarded as a process of producing thoughts on four 
general levels: 

a 

cGll1 

tion of the two things is if you 
use hypnosis to bring about a 
meditative condition where 
you can recognize your real 
self for what you really are. 
Hypnomeditation is an idea 
that came by with the sugges- 
tion of Gil Boyne of the school 
in Southern California-and 
then I was writing a book on 
self-hypnosis and he sug- 
gested that we combine, in 
the book, instead of going just 
into mental states to go into 
the meditational field. And 
for that purpose, we published 
the book, 

which I’m sure 
you know about. 

It has proved 
very successful. In fact, prob- 
ably one 

The level is called Beta, which is a condition 
of waking activity that we normally use ideally think- 
ing and processing complaints. 

The state takes us down to more of a reverie 
state, which is regarded as Alpha. It is a state of 
relaxation. It is a state where you are sort of day- 
dreaming and drifting along and you’re not trying too 
hard to make any definite decisions, but just letting 
things sort of flow into yourself in a very natural way. 

The state we go down to is beyond Alpha, it 
is called Theta, and Theta is the realm of dreams, It is 
the realm of fantasies. In fact, it really is the realm of 
creativity where ideas seem to just come in a spontane- 
ous manner and seem to be very helpful and very useful. 
Many inventions have happened that way. People have 
struggled to solve a problem, and suddenly, while in 
this dream-like state, it just pops in almost on its own. 
And so, Theta is the realm that we use when we induce 
hypnosis. Hypnosis is sort of a controlled Theta state- 
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of-mind. 
And then we go down to Delta, which is the 

state. And that takes us into the realm of sleep, which 
of course we’re all familiar with. But in sleep we tend 
to become more or less unconscious, and so, while we 
are unconscious the body has a good chance to recover. 
We are unconscious, not completely, but we are uncon- 
scious as far as being in awareness is concerned. But 
these four states of mind are very definite in the way the 
mind seems to work in producing thoughts, and as you 
know, thoughts are things. In other words, they are 
bolts -of energy, and it -has 
been said in the profound 
wisdom of the ancients, “As 
a man thinketh in his heart, 
so is he in himself,” which I 
think is a nice idea. Basi- 
cally, I would say that hypno- 
sis, as used deliberately, is to 
produce the Theta state of 
mind. And in that state, it is 
possible to reach through and 
give ideas and implant sug- 
gestions into the subcon- 
scious and let them become 
the behavior pattern desired 
in one’s life in the state of 
Beta. 

All life is just a continuum, on 

and on and on, and phobias come 

along. But the hypnotism pro- 

cess of hypnotherapists gives us 

a good way to bring it to the 

surface, look it over, consider it 

wisely, and then release it from 

your behavior patterns of life. 
Let’s talk about 

hypnosis for healing the body. 

hypnotherapists gives us a good way to bring it to the 
surface, look it over, consider it wisely, and then 
release it from your behavior patterns of life. 

let me explain also that our newspaper 
is a little unusual in that with interviews such as this, 
we are not concerned with getting things down to small 
“sound bites” and little quotes. We’ve been known to 
publish, in their entirety, two-hour interviews. So, feel 
free to speak as much on any given line of thought that 
you would like to and don’t be conscious of time at all. 
We have all the time in the world. 

I 
personally am of 
the opinion that 
this form of 
hypnotherapy is to 
look upon things 
on the whole of 
their nature in a 
generalized way, 
and to recognize 
that while these 
memories are sup- 
pressed, sometimes 
in the subcon- 
scious, they can be 
brought forth. And 
when they are faced 
squarely and hon- 
estly, somehow 

water; had a fear of going into boats. And when 
was penetrated to a past life experience, it was faced in 
a sensible way and one realized that one has to look 
upon life as only moving ahead. There is no point 
hanging on, too much, to that which lies behind. Look 
upon it as experience that you learn from and can use to 
live your life better in the here and now. 

Along this same line, you are, of course, 
familiar with the term Now, is there, 
in your mind, a distinction between cellular memory 
and soul memory? 

Here’s how you’d look upon that. If you 

are thinking of the term cellular memory, you are 
probably thinking in terms of the body. And, in so far 

as we are in a body at the present time, our immediate 
experiences are probably registered inside ourselves, or 
at what you might call a cellular or organic level. As 
we go into the soul situation, we are dealing with an 
out-of-body experience and that type of memory would 
belong to the realm of mind, but independent of being 
in the body itself. If we look upon a soul memory, we 
definitely are accepting the idea of past life existences. 
And, in my own opinion, I very much find that, in my 
work at least, there is much evidence for belief that it 
is true that we have lived before and we will continue, 
again and again, because evolution, as the term is used 
by modern science, is regarded as the development of 
the body or the mind in body, while the experience of 
reincarnation or previous lives, is the evolution of the 
soul itself. Now, of course, you needn’t separate them. 

Ormond: Mind influences body. But likewise, 
body influences mind. They are not separate things. 

they lose their power over you. You begin to realize, Put them all together. It’s all part of ourselves. But 
I 

We are a unit. And, as we know, if one has a lot of stress 
“Wait a minute, now, I went through this before. soul memory is the memory of things that belong to the 

“Life 
and is troubled, it brings about physical conditions in 

don’t need it now,” and going to generalize, individual not being experienced right now in this life, 
is of happiness in the way I live”. I have found that one 

the body that are harmful and unhealthy. For example, 
although they do have influence on the present lifetime. 

of my most important contributions in the field of 
too much stress can cause ulcers and ulcers are very 

Along this same line, speaking of God’s 

disturbing things and almost always have been related 
personal-working with people in hypnotherapy-is to tapestry, would you speak about akasha? 

to the idea of stress. On the other hand, if one is able 
suggest the idea of pleasure, pleasure. To let life be a Akasha is the meaning of the basis of 
pleasure. Andiflifeis looked 

to remove that, then you can often help the body recover 
matter. In other words, it 

from a physical thing that it might have induced. Now, 
upon as a pleasure, hah, that 
which is disturbing somehow 

in reverse, body also effects the mind. It’s quite has a way, in this generali- 
are not wild. ~ZtZt~JZ$iZIZ 

obvious that when you have a good shot of liquor and 
become drunk, the liquor does not go into any mind, the 

zation, to just melt away and 
vanish and it becomes a 

are and ZP!Z!EE$TE!i 

and the mechanism to which mind operates in the you should talk about plea- 

liquor goes into the body. But then, the blood flows to 
the brain and the brain is like a functional computer 

happy thing to be alive. 

It’s interesting 
directed toward a purpose, 

physical body, and so it has become befuddled. Then sure because my next ques- 
we have the body affecting mind. And mind, in so far tion concerns fears which 
as it is a process of producing thoughts, naturally originate from a past life 
causes a confusion in your thoughts and we have the experience. 

body influencing mind. Back and forth goes the pat- The idea of to be used. more or less, began with 
some form of creation. A 

tern. Mind to body, body to mind, everything circling past-life therapy is still . 
around and around and around, which makes us full of rather, what they say, am- 

J part of it seems to have 
been created by some Di- 

us. 
Along this line, let’s talk about phobias and 

biguous. Some believe it, and some, of course, do not. 
Half the world accepts the idea of coming back again 

vine Force of some kind, in making the basic things of 
nature and the existence of the world itself. But the 

the mechanism for re-educating the subconscious mind and again, which is called reincarnation. 
and removing fear. 

However, individual invention seems to be, more or less, based 
there are many in our country, particularly of a Chris- 

(Laughter.) Phobia, of course, is the tian doctrine, that tend to say, 
upon some creation of somebody’s creative mind. Now, 

“Oh no, that’s not the 
psychological term for fear. Phobias are usually pro- way it is. 

that brings up a point that Christ was very firm about, 

duced from experiences that have been disagreeable, 
We are here, now, and then we go on to and that is that God is within you. And ifthat is so, then 

and often experiences that we have submerged into not 

another time and, let’s say, existence.” And they look the creation of man, and the creation of God, are very 
upon immortality as being there, but they don’t feel closely inter-related and it makes one realize the truly 

wishing to keep at a conscious level; they go to the they’re going to come back in this form. However, a divine nature of each one’s being in existence. And 
subconscious. But they seem to be there, almost like an 
internal cancer of some kind; and sometimes they grow 

great deal of research has gone into this thing and many that, I suppose, is the most we say about akasha, is that 
it is so tine and tenuous that it is like the finest bit of 

and grow and grow and they disturb our daily activity. 
therapists have definitely found, using this approach, 
that we have lived before. 

And so, phobias have to be looked upon and observed 
That we have been influ- vapor in comparison with a piece of solid rock. At 

and studied at a conscious level to really get through to 
enced by behavior patterns earlier, is a very good form least, so it is said, by those of the Oriental culture. 
of hypnotherapy. 

help them. In hypnosis we are able to bring forth some 
My good friend, Dr. Ede Friore for Would you distinguish between akasha and 

example, is one. 

of these repressed memories, which can be a phobia or 
She was a clinical psychologist, light? 

of a phobic nature. 
trained at Miami University and began working with 

And it makes it possible to use the 
Light? 

technique to give a direct suggestion that the phobia is 
patients, going back into early experiences in this life. 

no longer to be feared because, you must remember that 
But much to her surprise, some of her patients began to Well, I think we have to go into some- 

I would be 
the past is memories that will never happen again, 

actually report experiences that were very strange; thing of an Einstein nature to figure that. 

while the future may never happen at all. 
strange costumes, strange customs, strange ways, and inclined to think that light is a form of energy and, 

We live only 

in the here and now. And if we get that realization in 
they seemed to have a definite bearing on their lifetime. certainly, akasha is a form of energy. The main differ- 

ourselves, then our fears will very quickly disappear 
For example, one case she reports-by the way, she ence I would say, if there is any, is that the akasha is the 

because in the here and now, what is there to fear? All 
wrote a book some years ago called You ‘ve Been Here basis forming matter of a solid type, while light is a 

and one of the cases was a person in a past reflection of what comes off of that which has been 
life is just a continuum, on and on and on, and phobias lifetime who had been overturned in a boat and was 
come 

formed, Ah, again, very hypothetical but interesting to 
But the hypnotism process of drowned. And, in this lifetime, the person had a fear of think about. 
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What is mind? 
In my opinion, and of course you must 

remember it’s only an opinion, mind is nothing tan- 
gible. Mind is simply a process of producing thoughts. 
In other words, the better that process is used, the more 

the thoughts can be of value. Now, thoughts can also be 
the other way and they can drag you down, using the 
process of mind, down to the realm of insanity. On the 
other hand, it can lift you up to the realm of genius. 
And so, the best I can say about mind is that it is 
something to learn how to use, under control. Thoughts 
are not wild. Thoughts are orderly and directed toward 
a purpose, and then mind is being used the way it is 
supposed to be used. It is so easy to let mind, sort of, 
get the idea that, “My mind 
made me do it”. The mind is 
not supposed to be our mas- 
ter. Your mind is supposed 
to be your servant. But the 
more you let it become your 
master the more the behav- 
ior patterns are there and 
you, sort of, just go along 
and whatever comes in you 
just accept. You say, ‘Well, 
I didn’t, it’s not my respon- 
sibility. Mind made me do 
it,” which is nonsense. 
Mind, if it makes you do 

anything, is to use it the way 
you use it-is the process of 
producing thoughts and 
that’s as far as you can go. 

was one subject who seemed to have the ability to not 
only remember occurrences of past life, but he was able 
to talk in the languages of the different experiences and 
also write, in the physical form, in the language that he 
had received. The man in question was named Alan 
Lee and he was investigated by some psychiatrists back 
in Maryland and the results, were quite interesting. 
Alan Lee had no more than a high school education, 
had no knowledge whatsoever of previous lives or any 
ideas about foreign languages. He was just, well, an 
average student and didn’t really complete the high 
school level. And yet, somehow, he seemed to be able 
to bring about and write in languages that he had no 
knowledge of. For example, he went through a whole 

Rick: Ok. 
Anything else? 

Rick: Yes. In your talk over the weekend, almost 
casually as if an afterthought, you mentioned the term 
Pleiades, which has a great meaning for our particular 
readership. Why do you feel you mentioned that? 

The Pleiades? (Laughter.) That’s rather 
strange. For some reason or other, I’ve never felt at 
home on this world. And I don’t know why it is, but the 
Pleiades comes through with some sort of a home base 
of a solar system, many, many light years away, of a 
civilization that is far older than we have here on Earth 
and (who] have learned many lessons that we are now 
learning at the present time. Because Earth, as I look 

Hypnosis, under control, is a 

wonderful way to deliberately im- 

plant suggestions in the subcon- 

scious mind and establish habits 

of behavior under our conscious 

wishes. To be fearful of it is to be 

fearful of everything that tends 

to influence you. 

series of life-times upon it;is like a school. And it is a very young planet. 
and one that was We do some very intelligent things, but we do some 
quite interesting awful, stupid things, too. We’re very much like a 
that was easily brilliant student who is still a child. The Pleiades have, 
checked was that of at least, learned some of these, (laughter) what do you 
Rudolf Valentino. call them, ways of behavior that make a little more 
Now, Valentino maturity. And so, somehow or other, I’ve always felt a 
was, of course, an little more at home when I think in terms of Pleiades. 
idol of Americans in I have no idea why that is so, but that’s just the way it 
the early years of comes through to me; and so, I have a bad habit of 
motion pictures, as saying things that come through. 
you know. And he Rick: (Laughter.) What might you say to any of 
wrote a letter that our readers out there who are, perhaps, fearful of 
was to his brother hypnosis itself? 
over in Italy, and Fearful of hypnosis7 

that was easily Rick: Yes. What would you say to people who are 
checked. The fam- afraid of hypnosis? 
ily was tracked 1 see. Well, maybe they are just afraid 
down and the letter of the word. Because, actually, when you think about it 

Rick: In your many years of experience with checked. The handwriting seemed to be identical. It we are continually going into different conditions of 
hypnotism, have you ever encountered any experiences seemed to be very authentic and it was certainly very mind and hypnosis is merely a state of mind. That’s all. 
involving good evidence. Then, other lives were traced back and Hypnosis, under control, is a wonderful way to deliber- 

Remote viewing? he went back to about 13 different lives in these expe- ately implant suggestions in the subconscious mind and 
Rick: Yes. Are you familiar with the term”remote riences. He went back to England. He went to France establish habits of behavior under our conscious wishes. 

viewing”? and wrote in that language. And finally he wrote in To be fearful of it is to be fearful of everything that 
I suppose you mean astral projection7 ancient Roman. Now, the nice part about it was we had tends to influence you. And we’re always being influ- 

Somewhat, yes, yes. enough intelligence in this investigation to check these enced by different things. We’re influenced by adver- 
Ormond: Well, I have had-years ago I was quite things. And the writing in ancient Roman was very tising. We’re influenced by television. We’re influ- 

interested in some psychical experimenting with groups, authentic. Then he even went back (under hypnosis) to enced by pictures. We’re influenced by our friends. 
when I had a chance to go to various parties and so Egypt and wrote in the Egyptian form. That was We’re influenced by people we look upon as authori- 

forth. And some people who seem to be able to go into checked and it was authentic, He had no knowledge of ties. But in a way, when you get right down to it, all of 
deep trance were directed to go these things, but somehow inside himself were the that is setting ideas in the mind and, if we want to put 
and visit various homes of individuals who were in the memories of that computer bank, as it were, of past it that way, we can say, “You have been hvnnotized into 

those belikfs by your 
belief that what it is is 
worthy of your giving 
attention to.” 

Hypnosis, on the 
other hand, (laughter) 
has kind of been kicked 
around and has been as- 
sociated with such dra- 
matic characters as 
Svengali, Dracula, 
things of that nature. 

Some people say, 
“Oh, my goodness, this 
is controlling my mind.” 
No one controls your 
mind but yourself. You 
control your mind. If 
you leave your mind . __ . 

group and give a description of who was there, what it 
was like, what the furniture was and so forth. And we 
wrote these things down and later checked them, and I 
was very glad to find that some of these were accurate. 
Now, I’m not one to say that’s any positive proof of 
anything but at least it points in the direction that, 
somehow or other, the mind does seem to have the 
capacity of projecting out and to give reception or 
experience at a different place. However, we must 
remember that maybe it was simply picking up some 
kind of thought-forms or ideas from those that were 
being penetrated. Awfully hard, on these psychics, to 
put your finger on the basic cause. Perhaps the best way 
to look at these things is to regard it as research, 
experiment and it is results that are important and not 
necessarily to determine the cause. Because cause can 
be, pretty much, based upon opinion of the one who is 
doing the investigation. 

lives of these experi- 
ences. And so it was, 
he finally went back 
to time of Atlantis and 
Mu and we have no 
evidence of those lan- 
guages, so all we can 
say is that what he 
wrote is quite inter- 
esting. At least, to 
me, that was quite 
convincing because 
there was objective 
evidence, pointing [to 

that 
this thing was not a 
supposition but was 
based upon actual fact 
and experience. 

If it is true, also, that God 

is in us and we look upon 

God as being Omnipotent, 

then I would say that we don’t 

have much limit to our po- 

tential, do we? 
Well said. 

any sense? Rick: Fascinating. open to other ideas, then your mind begins to produce 
Complete sense. In fact, I think that you should maybe get thoughts along that line, that’s all. Hypnosis, in my 

(Laughter.) You mean I make some a copy of because it will opinion, is merely a way to change the mind under your 
sense, once in a while? give you some definite material that you can use for deliberate wish to change the mind. And if that is so, 

I’d say more than once in a while. your article. just it is a very valuable thing and a very useful ally for 
I’ll be dared1 Surprise. 0. producing the kind of thoughts you want to make your 

(Laughter.) In your hypnosis sessions with 308, life the best life possible for you. 

people, have you personally ever experienced some- 9438. book is $6.95, $3.00 Does that make any sense? 

thing with a client which is Q& explainable through Excellent answer, perfect. In fact, you went 
reincarnation? right into my next question which is: You use the 

Well, one time while attending a hyp- Fantastic. definition of hypnosis as being a way to change your 

notic conference, a man came out and said, “I have done that is very purposeful. I think mind under your direction of how you want to change it, 
some work in the field of previous lives.” And there you’ll want to get a copy of that. and I was going to ask you to talk about that. 
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Ormond: Alright. Well, I suppose when you think Rick: It was very clear to me in watching you work means it was worthwhile. 
about it, that’s what you go to school for. You go to 
school to put new ideas in your mind that you probably 

and in listening to your presentation that you have a Rick: Very much so. I really appreciate it, and I 

didn’t have there, ideas that could be useful. 
very philosophical and spiritual side. Would you ex- appreciate this conversation. I appreciate your taking 

Well, plain to our readers your general philosophy of life? the time to do it. 
when you go to a hypnotherapist you’re asking for him Ormond: My philosophy of life’? (Laugh- 
to put some ideas in there that will be helpful. If there 
are things that disturb your life, you ask for suggestions 
and ideas to produce new thoughts that will remove the 
fear of the old thoughts. On the other hand, that’s the 
negative side. Or, on the positive side, the mind 
produces thoughts that are very creative. Like in the 
field of music, in the field of art, people with talent 
certainly can use hypnotic ways for increasing talent. 
And so, from that aspect, it becomes a very positive 
thing. I don’t think one needs to be fearful of a thing 
that is a useful state of mind when it’s under control. 
The only thing for a mind that’s difficult is if the mind 
has lost its control and then, when it has, you can get 
into all kinds of turmoil. And hypnosis, certainly, 
makes things more orderly for the person. 

Rick: Do you, personally, feel that there are any 
limits human potential? 

Again, this has to be based on the realm 
of opinion but it has been said that we do not use more 
than one tenth of our mental capacity. If that is so, we 
have a great deal-a long way to go to use our potential. 
If it is true, also, that God is in us and we look upon God 
as being Omnipotent, then I would say that we don’t 
have much limit to our potential, do we? Because the 

idea of being Omnipotent is the idea of being without, 
far beyond, any limiting of potential. So, that’s one 
way to put it and maybe that sounds a bit intellectual. 
I haven’t the slightest idea. 

No, no. It doesn’t sound intellectual at all. 
It sounds very practical. 

Well, to tell you the truth, everything 
that has value must have a use for its purpose. And, if 
it has a useful purpose, it becomes practical. 

ter.) I would say that my philosophy of lifg is 
to live life for the happiness of living. And to 
realize how wonderful-it is that everything that 
happens to us, negative or positive, is really a 
miracle that it could happen. It’s a miracle that 
you can even raise your arm when you say to 
yourself, “Arm, raise.” Everything is a miracle. 
Look around you and see all the beauty of 
nature. Isn’t it a miracle? It makes you realize 
how wonderful this planet is. A very beautiful 
planet, but it’s a very young planet and it has 
lot to learn about itself. So, I guess my philoso- 
phy, more or less, you might say, is basically 
just, be happy. 

Did you find our work together this week- 
end of interest? 

It was beyond interest. It was 
profound and deeply moving to me personally. 

And was it entertaining? 
It was also entertaining, I got a big 

kick out it. It was not only entertaining, in the 
entertainment there was a great deal of educa- 
tion that was taking place, 

Personally, my opinion is that 
for education to be really good education, it has 
to be entertaining. Otherwise the mind tends to 
reject it and go to sleep on it. But if it is 
entertaining, then it has a sparkle to it and that 
is so important. 

It took many specific points, about 
hypnosis, out of the realm of the abstract and 
made it very real for me. 

Oh, I’m so glad. Well, that 

For those readers wishing to 

write to Ormond McGill or order 

his books/cassette tapes, you may 

do so in care of: 

Hypnotism Training Institute 

of Los Angeles 

(Gil Boyne, Director) 

700 S. Central Ave. 

Glendale, CA 9 1204 

(818) 242-1159 

Fax: (8 18) 247-9379 

Or to order a wide variety of 

books, audio-tapes and video- 

tapes on the subject of hypnosis, 

or for information concerning 

training classes. 
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TGeManyLives OfAZanLee 

(Continued from previous page) 
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. . . . 
elphus Vmdxu ANClENT GREECE 

This lifetime was spent as a general in ancient Greece. He 

was beheaded for treason. Dates of birth and death unknown. His 

message from recall of this lifetime is below. Signed and witnessed 

by the participating physicians of the Psychiatric Research Center. 

April 3,1974. 

AnoAAoAoPyc 
4EAQYC 

by the research team 

who have af’ked 

their signatures. 

WritingfromanAlanLeelifetimeasLcoVincey. Notethecarlyknerkan 
handwriting date of 1788. 

Written in the local script of Agon’s village on Mu. as rec&d via hypnosis from 
~JIC memories of Alan Lee. .- 

AnAlanLeelifetimeiaAclaar&recakd WritteninAUantanscript. - 
Trauskkmurkmnvn. 
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Talk About 

Fancy Gadgetry! 

$25 6 NEXUS 0. 

177, 

6464 815-253-6300.1. Since that document has 
already been summarized we will use it for simplifica- 
tion of presentation. 

[QUOTING:] 

of interest to any of the over 50,000 agents 
(HUMINT). These agents are authorized by executive 
order to spy on anyone. The has a permanent 
national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in 
place. This surveillance network is completely dis- 
guised and hidden from the public. 

Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost- 
effectively implemented with the electronic sur- 
veillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the 
entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA person- 
nel, and tracks mil- 

a lions of persons si- 
multaneously. Cost- 
effective implemen- 
tation of operations 

Nti ‘s is assured by NSA 
computer technology 
designed to mini- 
mize operations 
costs. 

1. NSA’S AND NSA personnel 
serve in quasi-pub- 
lic positions in their 

puters monitor all communications at the transmitting 
and receiving ends. This blanket coverage of the US is 
a result of the NSA’s Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) 
mission. 

The NSA’s electronic surveillance network is based 
on a cellular arrangement of devices that can monitor 
the entire EMF spectrum. This equipment was devel- 
oped, implemented and kept secret in the same manner 
as other electronic warfare programs. 

Remote 
The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other comput- 

ers sold in the US. This is an integral part of the 
Domestic Intelligence network. 

The EMF equipment can tune in 
emissions from personal computer circuit 

boards (while filtering out emissions from monitors 
and power supplies). The RF emission from PC circuit 
boards contains digital information in the PC. Coded 
RF waves from the equipment can resonate PC 
circuits and change in the PCs. Thus the 
gain wireless modem-style entry into any computer in 
the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic 
warfare. 

A subject’s bioelectric field be remotely de- 
tected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they are. 
With special equipment NSA cryptologists can 
remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs). These 
can be decoded into a person’s brain-states and thoughts. 
The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance. 

A subject’s bioelectric field can be remotely 

detected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere 

they are. With special EMF equipment NSA 

cryptologists‘ can remotely read evoked poten- 
tials (from EEGs). These can be decoded into a 

person’s brain-states and thoughts. The subject is 

then perfectly monitored from a distance. 

NSA person- 
nel can dial up 
any individual in 
the country on 
Signals Intelli- 
gence EMF scan- 
ning network and 
the NSA’s com- 
puters will then 
pinpoint and 
track that person 
24 hours a day. 
The NSA can 

communities and run cover businesses and legitimate 
Blanket coverage of all electronic communications businesses that can inform the intelligence community 

in the US and the world to ensure national security. of persons they would want to track. NSA personnel in 
The NSA at Ft. Meade, Maryland has had the most the community usually have cover identities such as 
advanced computers in the world since the early 1960s. social workers, lawyers and business owners. 
NSA technology is developed and implemented in se- 
cret from private corporations, academia and the gen- 
era1 public. NSA 

* NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of 
The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has thousands of individuals in the US by using the NSA’s 

evolved into a program of decoding EMF domestic intelligence network and cover businesses. 
waves in the environment for wirelessly The operations independently run by them can some- 

tapping into computers and tracking persons with the times go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term control 
electrical currents in their bodies. Signals Intelligence and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting citizens 
is based on the fact that everything in the environment by NSA operatives is likely to happen. NSA DOMINT 
with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around has the ability to assassinate US citizens covertly or run 
it which gives off EMF waves. The NSA/DoD [Depart- covert psychological control operations to cause sub- 
ment of Defense] has developed proprietary advanced jects to be diagnosed with ill mental health. 
digital equipment which can remotely analyze all ob- 
jects, whether manmade or organic, that have electrical 2. DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SURVEIL- 
activity. [H: Still LANCE NETWORK 
the ARE the 

why As of the early 196Os, the most advanced computers 

in the world were at the NSA, Ft. Meade. Research 
these computers were kept for the 

the the time the has nanotechnology 
computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer 

the technology. 
The NSA obtains blanket coverage of information 

in the US by using advanced computers that use artifi- 
cial intelligence to screen all communications, regard- 

The NSA has records on ALL US citizens. The less of medium, for key words that should be brought to 
NSA gathers information on US citizens who might be the attention of agents/cryptologists. These com- 

pick 0~: and track anyone in the US. 

3. NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF 

NSA Signals Intelligence used EMF Brain Stimu- 
lation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Elec- 
tronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF Brain Stimulation has 
been in development since the MK-ULTRA program of 
the early 195Os, which included neurological research 
into radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and bioelectric re- 
search and development. The resulting secret technol- 
ogy is categorized at the National Security Archives as 
“Radiation Intelligence”, defined as “information from 
unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the 
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environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear There has been a Signals Intelligence network in Stimulation as a colrznunications system to transmit 
detonation”. 

Signals Intelligence 
implemented and kept 
this technology secret in 
the same manner as other 
electronic warfare pro- 
grams of the US Gov- 
ernment. The 
monitors available in- 
formation about this 
technology and with- 
holds scientific research 
from the public. There 
are also international 
intelligence agreements 
to keep this technology 
secret., 

The 
prietary e electronic 
equipment that analyzes 
electrical activity in hu- 
mans from a distance. 

computer-gener- 
ated brain mapping can 
continuously monitor all 

the US since the 1940s. The NSA. Ft. Meade has in information (as well as nervous system messages) to 
place a vast two-way intelligence agents and also to transmit to the brains of 

Without any contact with the subject, Remote 
wireless RNM system covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level). 
which is used to track EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a com- 

Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity subjects and non- plexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trig- 

from the visual cortex of a subject’s brain and 
invasivelymonitor au- ger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby 

show images from the subject’s brain on a video 
diovisual information forming sound and visual images in the brain’s neural 
in their brains. This is circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a 

monitor. NAS operatives see what the surveil- all done with no physi- person’s brain-states and affect motor control. 

lance subject’s are seeing. Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely 

a a 
subject. RNM is the monitoring neural audiovisual information while trans- 
ultimate method of mitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the 
surveillance and do- ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual cortex 

a mestic intelligence. (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes). The images 
Speech, 3D sound and appear as floating ZD the brain. 

Two-way electronic Brain Link has become the 
ultimate communications system for ClA/NSA person- be sent to the auditory 

cortex of the subject’s nel. Remote neural monitoring @NM, remotely moni- 
brain (bypassing the toring bioelectric information in the human brain) has 
ears), and images can become the ultimate surveillance system. It is used by 

a 
be sent into the visual a limited number of agents in the US Intelligence 
cortex. RNM can alter Community. 
a subject’s percep- a 

tions, moods and mo- 
tar control. 

of the electrical activity in the brain continuously. The Speech cortex-auditory cortex link become the totally 
.records and decodes individual brain maps (of ultimate communications system for the intelligence 

hundreds of thousands of persons) for national security community. RNM allows for a complete audiovisual 

purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link. a and 
by the military for brain-to-comDuter link (in military 
fi:ghter aircraft, for example). - 4. 

For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical ac- 
tivity in the speech center of the brain canbe translated 
into the subject’s verbal thoughts. RNM can send 
encoded signals to the brain’s auditory cortex, thus 
allowing audio communications direct to the brain 
(bypassipg the ears). NSA operatives can use this 
covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory 
hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophre- 
nia. 

SIGINT can re- 
motely detect, identify and 
monitor a person’s bioelec- 
tric fields. 

that 
viewing” is so ob- 

waste your time or en- 

already what is 

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a 

complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic 

nal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the 

brain, thereby forming sound and visual images 
in the brain’s neural circuits. EMF Brain Stimu- 

lation can also change a person’s brain-states 

and affect motor control. 
Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neu- 

ral Monitoring can map out electrical activity from the 
visual cortex of a subject’s brain and show images from 
the subject’s brain on a video monitor. NAS operatives 
see what the surveillance subject’s eyes are seeing. 

a a “high- 

a 

eyes. She can, however, “see” through 

The NSA’s Signals 
Intelligence has the pro- 
prietary ability to monitor 
remotely and non-in- 
vasively information in the 

Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by 

remotely monitoring neural audiovisual infor- 

mation while transmitting sound to the auditory 

cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint 

images to the visual cortex (bypassing the optic 

nerves and eyes). The images appear as floating 

2D screens in the brain. 

see that human brain by digitally decoding the evoked poten- (See Table 1 below.) 
a tials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt electromagnetic This modulated information can be put into the 

Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send emissions from the brain. brain at varying intensities from subliminal to percep- 

images direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes Neuronal activity-in the brain creates a shifting tible. 
and optic nerves. NSA operatives can use this surrep- electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. Each person’s brain has a unique set of bioelectric 

titiously images into a surveillance subject’s This magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 Hz, 5 resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio in- 
brain while they are in REM sleep for brain-program- milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave. Contained in formation to a person’s brain at the frequency of an- 

ming purposes. as the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes other person’s auditory cortex would result in that 
allow and patterns called “evoked potentials”. audio information not being perceived. 

Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way 

..event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding RNM contact with the Kinnecome group at the NSA, Ft. 
“evoked potential” or set of “evoked potentials”. The Meade. 

a emis- 
sion from the . 
brain can be 

into 
current 

thoughts, im- Brain Area Bioeleetrie Frequency Througl~ 

ail and 
a have sounds in the Motor Control Coax IOHZ Motor impulse.coordination .- 

b j e c t ’ s Auditory Cortex 15 Hz Sound which bypasses the ears 
brain. Visual Cortex 

even shady so all there is N s A Somatoscnsory 

Images in the brain bypassing the eyes 

SIGINT uses 
9Hz Phantom touchsense 

EMF-trans- 
Thought Center Hz Imposed subconscious thoughts 

mitted Brain 

5. 

RNM requires 
decoding the reso- 
nance frequency of 
each specific brain 
area. That frequency 
is then modulated in 
order to impose infor- 
mation in that spe- 
cific brain area. 

The frequency to 
which the various 
brain areas respond 
varies from 3 Hz to 
SO Hz. Only NSA 
Signals Intelligence 
modulates signals in 
this frequency band. 
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They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to 
harass the Plaintiff from lo/90 to 5191. 

As of 5/9 1 they have two-way RNM communi- 
cations with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to at- 
tempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the Plain- 
tiff from going to the authorities about their activities 
against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years. 

The Kinnecome group has about 100 persons work- 
ing 24 hours a dav at Ft. Meade. They have also brain- 
tapped persons the Plaintiff 
is in contact with to keep 
the Plaintiff isolated. This 
is the first time ever that a 
private 

with RNM and has 
been able to a 

against NSApersonnel mis- 
using this intelligence op- 
erations method. (H: Yes, 

is ALLOWED 
NOW 

WANT YOU-THE- 
PEOPLE TO KNOW 

a 

a 

that 

his enemy, 

alone small 
_ - _ --. _ 

ARE IN CONTROL GAME PLAN Light emissions from the brain; the brain as an open electro- 
IS NOW FUNCTIONAL.] NOT WANT TO TAKE ON GOD!] magnetic circuit. 

by James Bamford. Signals 

against the NSA employees, I researched the Intelli- 
gence Community electronic surveillance technology 
involved and discovered the following publications. 

by Robert Becker, M.D. Monitoring 
neuroelectric information in the brain; EM waves; ESB 
(pp. 265, 313, 318). 

by Robert Becker. Simulating 
auditory hallucinations (pp. 70,78, 105,210,216,220, 
242,299, 303). Remote computer tampering using the 
RP emissions from the logic board (p. 174). 

by Paul Brodeur. Driving brain 
electrical activity with external EM; mag- 
netophosphenes; Delgado (pp. 27, 93). 

by Paul Brodeur. DOD 
EM ESB research, simulating auditory hallucinations. 

by John H. Heller, 
1963. Bioelectricity; probing the brain with EM waves 
(p. 110). 

by Judith Hooper. 
EEG research; EEGs for surveillance (pp. 29, 132, 
137). 

6. NSA AND * intelligence; most advanced computers in the early 

‘sixties. 
Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any Fixed network of special EMF equipment that can Glossary terms 

location, inside any building, continuously, anywhere read EEGs in human brains and identify/track indi- at National Security Archives: Radiation Intelligence 
in the country. viduals by using digital computers. ESB (Electrical (information from unintentionally emanated electro- 

A system of inexpensive implementation of these Stimulation to the Brain) via EMP signal from the NSA magnetic energy, excluding radioactive sources). 
operations allows for thousands of persons in every Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects. 
community to be spied on constantly by the NSA. EMF equipment that gathers information from PC John Marks. Electrical or radio stimulation to the 

circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions, thereby brain; CIA R&D in bioelectrics (p. 227). 
* gaining wireless modem-style entrv into anv uersonal by Jim Hougan. National security 

NSA’s RNM equipment evoked- comnuter in the country, cult groups. 
potentials (EEGs) of brain for tracking All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all by Morton 
individuals, and can send messages through the ner- scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare Halperin. Surreptitious entries; intelligence agents 
vous systems to affect their performance. research). running operations against government workers. 

RNM can electronically identify individuals and Not known to the public at all, yet complete and NSA 
track them anywhere in the US. This equipment is on thorough implementation of this method of domestic computer supremacy, complete control of information. 
a network and is used for domestic intelligence opera- intelligence has been in place earlv 1980s. by Time-Life Books, Mol- 
tions, government security and military base security, [A: For the protection, at request, ecule computers. 
and in case of bioelectric warfare. by Richard Restak, M.D. EEG Systems, 

Inc.; decoding brain EM emanations; tracking thoughts 
* and RESOURCES on a computer (p. 258). 

Tens of thousands of persons in each area work as by Lawrence Galton. Triggering events 
spotters and neighborhood/businessplace spies (some- These publications have only been discovered since in the brain, direct to auditory cortex signals. 
times unwittingly) following and checking on subjects December 199 1, after Plaintiff had already notified Cyborg, by D.S. Halacy, Jr. 1965. Brain-tocom- 
who have been identified for covert control by NSA authorities (Dept. of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption puter link research contracts given out by the US 
personnel. by named NSA employees. When no action was taken Government. 

Agents working out of offices can be in constant 
communication with spotters who are keeping track of 
the NSA’s thousands of subjects in public. 

NSA agents in remote offices can instantly identity 
(using RNM) any individual spotted in public who is in 
contact with surveillance subject. 

NSA 

The NSA has kits for running lines into residential 
tap water and air ducts of subjects for the delivery of 
drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing-aiding 
drugs). This is an outgrowth of CIA pharmapsychology 
(psychopharmacology). 

a good place 

a 
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by Harvey M. Weinstein, M.D. Dr. Cameron; psychic say to the poor creature. She and Billy are being used efits. Please understand our position with the 
driving; ultraconceptual communications. 

Journey Into Madness: The True story of Secret 
to pull down all respect and semblance of “order” MicroWater machines: our people are limited to pric- 
within the government. All government employees are ing according to the manufacturers of the product. We 

Cl.4 Mind Control and Medical Abuse, by Gordon likewise manipulated and will serve the dark masters in have no wish to compete but you will find, through 
Thomas. Intelligence R&D; Delgado; psychic driving 
with radio telemetry (pp. 127, 276, 116, 168-69). 

full compliance. It matters not WHO you elect to any prior contracts with New Gaia, a better pricing per unit 
position, the controllers control it all. Did you hear than from the original makers and current distributors. 

~ndMan@ulators, by Ah Scheflinand Edward me? THEYALREADYCONTROL ITALL-HOOK, This is causing a lot of friction against New Gaia and 
M. Opton. brain research for information- LINE, AND SINKER! we may well have to change and increase the price of 
gathering. Why will they, then, respect my position? Because those units. Well, each person needs to also make a 

by Maya Pines. Listening to they know the game and they know that they may not living wage so we don’t have much defense when they 
brain EM emissions (p. 19). haul you off to court on such matters. You may well 

Inducing audio in the brain 
tamper with God’s true people-period. They can TRY 
but they will not It is fine for the sorting want to consider this as you decide whether or not you 

with EM waves; cover-up; EM wave ESB; remote becomes easy for us and so, too, does the 
EEGs. that level become comforting to you who UNDER- NEVER get a better price-ANYWHERE-until, of 

course, someone else comes into competition. This is 
ogy, by Sudhansu Chokroverty. Magnetophosphenes; I hope that you who would attend the book library the BEST machine available so I can’t speculate on 
images direct to the visual cortex. for sales, please don’t do anything yet but we will want other products or a time when they might be available. 

byNige1 Calder. US Intelligence to eventually be able to provide any book to which I Our only purpose is to make it through here and 
brain research. 

1971. 
refer through Phoenix Source. So, ifyou readers will be have you have available that which will offer you a 

Audio a bit longer and only obtain the ones you feel chance at survival as the hammer meets the anvil- 

direct to the brain with EM waves; two-way remote drawn and/or pushed to get, we will probably soon be nothing more. We are not here to SAVE anything, 
EEGs. able to offer the selections above, except magazine including YOU. YOU will have to do for self if you 

by Elliot S. Valenstein. ESB; con- articles, at a better 
trol of individuals. volumes. We are going through such a difficult time saving your assets,” is incorrect. HE SHOWS THE 

21, by C.S. Wallia, Brain stimu- with lawsuits coming into finalization that we simply WAY-YOU HAVE TO DO THE WALKING. 
lation for direct-to-brain communications (p. 21). 

Wars, by Ron McRae (associate of Jack Ander- 
have not the resources or the manpower to furnish all Thank you for your interest as we pick up the pace. 
the desired about which I write. Moreover, we can’t even begin to sift through past 

son), Research into brain-to-brain electronic commu- I do plan to cover the and have presentations to offer you much INDEXING. However, 
nications; remote neural EM detection (pp. 62, 106, already asked the ‘crew” to get and make ready for your it is time you seriously consider ALL OUR PRIOR 
136). This does not writings if you want to even be in the ballpark on game 

Mind Tools, by Rudy Rucker. Brain tapping; corn-- 
ordering, a device for charging water. 
replace the micro-water but enhances the water. It is a day. 

munications with varying biomagnetic fields (p. 82). very simple magnetic vortex apparatus which will be I salute you who continue on this incredible path- 
US News & World Report, Jan 2, 1984. EM wave relatively inexpensive. For you who can’t afford the way of experience. Salu. 

brain stimulation; intelligence community high tech 
(p. 38). 

Article on extremely low frequency 
radio emissions in the natural environment; radio emis- 
sions from the human body. 

Washington, DC, Jan 17, 1992. Ar- 
ticle on FCC and NSA “complete radio spectrum” 
iistening posts. 

in by Edward Hutchings, Jr. 

1958 (p. 48). 
by Elmer and Alyce Green, 

1977 (p. 118). 
by Fred Alan Wolf. 

by Robert Gilmore 
McKinnell. Ethical review of cloning humans. 

by former agent William Turner. 

Routines of electronic surveillance work (p. 280). 
20, 2029, by Arthur C. Clarke. LIDA; 

6/26/96 #2 BATONN 

neurophonics; brain-computer link. 
by Michael Hutchison Rosnak, 1986. 

NSA Directive 8145; personal files in computers; com- 
puter-automated telephone tapping. To the cute and childish ones who vandalized (sabotaged) the irrigation line at THE FARM within this 

1968 implantation of an electrode week, I suggest you run for cover for you left your calling card and your identity is KNOWN! This is being 

array on the visual cortex for video direct to the brain; referred to the authorities. You people begin to make the Ku Klux Klan look like a bunch of cry-babies trying 

other 1960s research into electronically triggering phos- to hide their atrocities. Silly is as silly does! Charles, in addition to the prints left, has a paper which obviously 

phenes in the brain, thus bypassing the eyes. blew out or fell from your vehicle or a pocket-oh my, God truly DOES work in mysterious ways to perform 

by David Regan. Decoding his wonders. My suggestion is that you might well want to shut down the ongoing games with Mitch Thresher. 
Since the actions are ongoing by you, locally, the matter will be taken up non-locally with authorities. It is 

neuroelectric information in the brain. 
truly interesting how things work out, is it not’? 

[END OF QUOTING] . . 
, 6/29/96 

OF TIMELY OBJECTIVITY 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM 

You have to realize something right here and right 
THE RESEARCH FARM 

now, readers, while you are “thinking” other thoughts 
Now, let us turn our attention to the farm and the most recent cute incident which has happened. Three 

about what all is going on around you. 
Let us focus for just a brief moment on your First nights ago “someone” came in a vehicle (tire marks clearly visible and very trackable), stopped, went over the 

Lady, Hillary. She canno more help what she does than fence and broke the end dump valve and not only ruined the irrigation line but wasted precious water. 

can a puppet on the proverbial string. She can’t Fingerprints are present, footprints are present, car tracks are present AND, an envelope somehow blown out 

remember what she HAS DONE-she is a PERFECT or kicked out of the vehicle at the “stop point” is addressed to Sandy Ence. Moreover, the party in point did 

example of such as Mind Control of the Monarch step on the envelope which bears a postmark of May, 1996 so it is not some “old” trash blown up from lasl 

variety and then a total presentation of exactly the year. 

above described control. She acts without any ability to If this represents love and honor to you, then I have to disagree with your perspective on LIFE in general 

. ‘think” otherwise than what she does. She speaks to and on your respective impression on the children you bear. Or, are YOU willing to let the children bear the 

Eleanor Roosevelt? No, she is controlled by the con- blame for such antics? 
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Drugs & Gun Money Laundering 

The Dirty Side Of High Finance 
#2 Yet tough regulation, even when emplaced, is eas- bankers is just that: an image. Banking survives purely 

ily and regularly evaded. Banking and crime are on depositor confidence, making it the biggest ongoing 

I am going to share with you readers one of the most Cimmerian handmaidens for the simple reason that “confidence the world has ever witnessed. (Sir 

remarkable bits of intrigue and criminal actions to have banks are where the money is. Hating access to the Kit McMahon, former Chairman of Midland Bank 

been perpetrated on your banks and industries and you- money and being ‘connected’ is the name of the game Group stated during a BrSsh TV progtamme, 
the-people, of all time. To protect my writer I am going where the stakes are other people’s money. This is the broadcast in Autumn 1995, that banking is a “COnfi- 
to utilize an article but you can be SURE the parties dark side of the financial community, a hidden face that dence trick”.) That confidence has been dented by one 
involved in the One World Order are the culprits. largely goes unreported-until, that is, a major bank- scandal following on the heels of another. 

We have priorly offered ALL of the forthcoming ing scandal hits the front pages. Squirming under the 

information but we have NEW readers who will enjoy glare of public attention, successive bank disclosures again, 

the revelation, To some of you unsuspecting readers, have revealed the sinister connections that leading 
will recognize NAMES and places and it will banks have with organized crime and the intelligence 

offend your senses quite intensely. So be it for truth community. The money-shufflers of’Spooksville’ need THE 

will always “out” eventually and we are no longer ‘black funds’ to finance covert operations and appear HEROIN CONNECTION 

youngsters who cannot face disillusionments. happy to exchange guns and military hardware for dope 
One of our more interesting past topics has been the that is, in turn, peddled for dollars used to finance other One of earliest scandals was the Nugan Hand 

Nugan Hand Bank affair of the late 1970s. I’m sorry, black operations. This happy-go-lucky ‘Ferris wheel’ Bank affair. Michael Hand, an ex-CIA operative from 

friends, but truth is the name of our game and our approach to money-raising on the part of the intelli- Bronx, joined up in 1973 with Frank Nugan, an 

information around the globe, Nugan Hand, gence community reveals a long history of entangle- Australian playboy and inheritor of a Mafia fortune, 

of course, being in Australia as a launch point for such ments with the Mafia. and incorporated the Nugan Hand Bank. The bank 

bank crashes. Organized crime syndicates arc now the single sported an interesting and exclusive board of direc ‘OrS. 

TO protect my secretary I offer a well-done article largest business sector on the planet and are set to President of the bank was 
from NEXUS, June-July 1996. grow. They just love banking. Having accumulated a Earl Yates, former chief of the US Navy’s strategic 

staggering USS82O BILLION a year from its legitimate planning. Legal counsel was the CIA’s WllIIam Colby, 
[QUOTING:] investments (Sterling, Claire, and Walter McDonald, former deputy director of the 

Little Brown, London, 1994). Dozens of nations spook agency, was listed as a consultant. An in-house 
THE MONEY LAUNDRY who maintain strict bank secrecy laws are, commodity trader on the bank’s payroll was also a 

THE DIRTY SIDE OF HIGH FINANCE providing full banking services to these mandarins of leading heroin importer, while [Gene*4 Richard 
dirty money. A large number of banks are actually Secord, later to be implicated in the Iran-Contra affair, 

by David G. Guyatt, England, UK owned by Mafia syndicates. (Sterling, Claire, op. cit., was said to have a business connection. 

p. 23. See also p. 111, citing the Yakuza’s near-miss Seven years later, the bank collapsed following the 

attempt to take control of parisbas, a leading French discovery of Frank Nugan’s body slumped in his 

bank.) Some of the largest and most respectable appear Mercedes. Clutching a gun in one hand and svting a 
content to turn a blind eye and earn massive commis- hole through the head, Nugan was also holding a bible 

sions from laundering dirty money. (Kochan $ that contained an embarrassing list of names including 
Ever since the Nugan Hand Bank affair of the late Whittington, the BCCJ Fraud, Victor William Colby, DC1 of the CIA, and Bob Wilson, the 

1970s. bank crashes have followed a slick and familiar Gollancz, London, 1991, p. 96.) The prudent image of House Armed Services Committee’s ranking Re- 
template. Narcotics trafficking, gun running, CIA 
covert ops, money laundering and fraud on a massive 
scale are just some of the ingredients that have sent 
bank after bank crashing to its knees. Once the smoke 
clears, bank depositors and shareholders are left pick- 
ing up the tab. 

With a spate of billion-dollar financial scandals 
hitting the headlines, 1995 wasn’t such a good year for 
harassed bank regulators and shareholders. Calls for 
tougher regulation of the burgeoning financial markets 
in the wake of the Daiwa, Barings and other debacles 
are little more than PR palliatives designed to calm the 
nerves of a cynical public who still form the hard 
backbone of bank depositors. With the best will in the 
world, regulators can’t keep pace with an evolving and 
sophisticated money machine that daily shuffles up- 
wards of 24 billion E-bucks around the globe in the 
blink of an eye. Following the Barings debacle, the 
Bank of England has told me that it will resist tougher 
regulation-fearing that this will drive financial insti- 
tutions to less-regulated centres. (Phone conversation 
with this writer, Dec. 1995.) 
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publican. Other names listed had a variety of back- 
grounds, ranging from known narcotics traffickers, 
politicians and businessmen to personalities from sports 
and the media. Beside each name were listed amounts 
running into five and six numbers. Following public 

outrage, the US Senate held an investigation into Nugan 
Hand’s operations. Amongst other things it discovered 
that the bank operated a branch in Chiang Mai, Thai- 
land-heart of Triad country. The branch was dedi- 
cated to laundering the Golden Triangle’s heroin rev- 
enue. Connected to the bank’s office by an intercon- 
necting door was the DEA’s (Drug Enforcement 
Administration’s) local office-premises that were also 
shared with the CIA. (Robinson, Jeffrey, The Laundry- 

Simon & Schuster, London, 1994, p. 266.) 
At about the same time that Frank Nugan’s skull 

was developing powder-burns, Michele Sindona, a free- 
wheeling financial whiz-kid and for the 
Sicilian Mafia, had purchased New York’s Franklin 
National Bank and driven it to the wall with losses 
totaling USS40 million. Ranked the 29th largest bank 
in the US, the Franklin crash became the biggest on 
record at that time. Establishing a fictitious company, 
Fasco AG, in Liechtenstein, Sindona was able to obtain 
a majority interest in the Italy-based Banca Privata 
Finanziera. BPA was an excellent acquisition for 
Sindona, for not only did it have a close relationship 
with Britain’s blue-chip Hambros Bank but it also had 
a preferential partnership arrangement with Continen- 
tal Illinois Bank of Chicago, owned and presided over 
by David Kennedy (later to become Finance Minister in 
the Nixon Administration). Continental Illinois was 
later to crash spectacularly in the mid-‘SOS, only to be 

MOBSTERS. MASONS AND THE 
ITALIAN CONNECTION 

Described by magazine as “the greatest Ital- 
ian since Mussolini”, Sindona used his relationship 
with David Kennedy to get close to Bishop Paul 
Marcinkus, head of the Vatican Bank (the Institute for 
Religious Works [IOR]), and thereafter set in motion a 
tangled web of financial fraud that almost brought the 
IOR to its knees. His empire rapidly grew, pulling a 
number of financial institutions into his ownership, 
including, in addition to his BPA, the Banca Unione, 
the Germany-based Wolf Bank, the Generale 
Immobiliare, Geneva’s Finance Bank, Edilcentro, a 
finance company set up in the Bahamas, New York’s 
Franklin National Bank plus 140 other companies spread 
throughout the globe. 

Sindona’s connection to the Mafia probably dates 
back to World War II when he joined in the Mafia 
preparations for American landings in Sicily. How- 
ever, it was during the ’70s that the Sicilian Mafia 
chose him as their money man. Four years later, in 
1974, Don Michele’s [Sindona] world began collapsing 
around him. It was later discovered he had been 
skimming off the mob’s narcodollars which he was 
charged with laundering. Incarcerated in prison for his 
part in the Franklin Bank crash, Sindona was later 
found dead in his cell. A dose of strychnine laced in his 
coffee brought a 25-year sentence to an abrupt end. If 
Sindona’s death was anything, it was too late. His 
intimate involvement with another bank that crashed 
with massive losses was to have calamitous and far- 
reaching effects on Italy’s ruling elite as well as the 

rescued with ai estimated four billion US tax dbllars. spooks if Langley. - 

automatically 

parthI 

Banco Ambrosiano was the largest private bank in 
Italy until it collapsed in 1982 with losses approaching 
a massive USS2 BILLION. At the centre of the scandal 
was Roberto Calvi, Chairman of Ambrosiano and Lodge 
brother of Licio Gelli, the shadowy Grand Master of the 
Italian P2 (Propaganda 2) Masonic Lodge. Gelli, once 
an in Himmler’s SS, held the reins of 
power and knew how to use them-for which he was 
dubbed “The Puppet Master”. A consummate black- 
mailer, he kept a secret record of wrongdoing of all 
those he came into contact with, and wasn’t shy in 
using it to his advantage. P2’s membership roll in- 
cluded highly placed politicians, cabinet members, 
heads of the Italian armed forces and the intelligence 
services, together with leading industrialists, media 
magnates, judges, Mafiosi, members of the Vatican 
Curia and, of course, high-flying financiers-includ- 
ing Sindona. P2’s ‘elite’ membership, linked by their 
extreme right-wing political views, perfectly dove- 
tailed with the CIA’s long-standing desire to eradicate 
Communism from the Italian political scene. 

The P2 and Banco Ambrosiano scandal broke when 
Calvi was found ‘suicided’ on 17 June 1982. With his 
hands tied behind his back and a rope around his neck, 
he had been suspended from London’s Blackfriars 
Bridge in what some saw as a ritual killing. Calvi was 
P2’s banker and had been involved in embezzling 
massive sums of money out of his bank and into secre- 
tive ‘offshore’ companies in Liechtenstein and else- 
where. A number of these companies were linked to the 
Vatican Bank. P2 was responsible for the number of 
CIA-backed political atrocities at the time, including 
the bombing of Bologna railway station in August 1980 
where 85 innocents were slaughtered-and mischie- 
vously attributed to left-wing terrorists. 

It took 10 years before the real story came out. 
Francesco Mannino Mannonia, a (defector) 
from the Sicilian Mafia, confirmed in 1992 that Calvi 
was strangled by Francesco di Carlo, the mob’s heroin 
‘traffic manager’, at the instruction of Pippo Calo of 
the Corleone family. We now know that Calvi, together 
with Gelli and Sindona, was embezzling the Mafia out 
of a fortune. Gelli was ‘handling’ for the Corleonesi a 
large sum of money which he passed to Calvi who 
promptly used it to shore up his failing bank. Smart to 
the last, Gelli helped the mob recover “tens of billions 
of lire” before bolting out of sight. Despite his best 
efforts, he was eventually arrested in Switzerland to 
where he had travelled to arrange the secret transfer of 
USSl20 million of Ambrosiano’s lost loot. Bribing a 
guard with $20,000, he managed to escape. Once over 
the French border, he climbed aboard a helicopter for 
the short trip to Monaco, home of P2’s ‘super-Lodge’. 
From Monaco he travelled to Paraguay-a favourite 
bolt-hole of many of his wartime Nazi comrades-and 
disappeared from sight. The missing billions have 
never been recovered. 

The Ambrosiano affair was significant for reveal- 
ing the web of interconnections that existed within 
Italy’s ruling class. On the one hand, the CIA was 
using P2’s ‘covered’ (secret) Lodge and illicit funds to 
conduct covert warfare on Italy’s Communists. At the 
other extreme, it demonstrated the Mafia’s total infil- 
tration of Italian business and politics-a feat achieved 
following their induction into Masonry. Antonio 
Calderoni, a Mafia defector, revealed that, during 1977, 
Mafia bosses were formally invited to join a covered 
Masonic Lodge. They agreed to join on the understand- 
ing that they would learn the secrets of Masonry but 
would not reveal Mafia secrets. “Men of Honour who 
get to be bosses belong to the Masonry: this must not 
escape you,” another Mafia defector, Leonardo Messina, 
revealed. “Because it is in the Masonry that we can 
have total contact with businessmen, with the insti- 
tutions, withthe men who administer power...” Messina 
went on to add that the Mafia’s secret association with 
Masonry is “an obligatory passage for the Mafia on a 
world level”. Masons, like the intelligence community, 
bankers and the Mafia, share a common interest in 
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secrecy. Similarly, they all have a common interest in ness with Mafia associates from New York and Chi- well-oiled template with the involvement of the CIA, 
money, especially other people’s money. cage. Mischer is considered to be the most powerful Britain’s SIS, US Presidents Reagan and Bush, British 

man in Texas, and certainly one of the richest. His “I’m Prime Minister Thatcher, and two of Italy’s most cor- 
HISTORY’S BIGGEST-EVER SCAM just a country boy” demeanor belies a sharp, analytical rupt senior politicians, Bettino Craxi and the Mafia- 

The ‘connections’ that had been forged and which 
lay behind Italy’s greatest-yet banking debacle were to 
be re-enacted years later in America. The Savings and 
Loan (S&L) scam-by far the greatest banking rip-off 
of all time-sees the same cast of players at work. 
“Something very significant happened during our 
country’s savings-and-loan crisis, the greatest finan- 
cial disaster since the Great Depression. It happened 
quietly, secretly, without any fanfare and attention. It 
happened before our very eyes and we knew it not. 
What we missed was the massive transfer of wealth 
from the American taxpayer to a select group of ex- 
tremely rich, powerful people.” These ominous words 
opened the introduction to Pete Brewton’s massively 
researched book, 

(SPI Books, New York, 1992.) Brewton, an award- 
winning investigative journalist, spent years tracing 
the subterranean web of interconnections that sat at the 
heart of this affair that looted the American taxpaver of 
close to US51 TRILLION. However, there was more to 
the S&L affair than these words portrayed. 

The “select group of extremely rich, powerful 
people” that Brewton fingers, includes the CIA, Presi- 
dent George Bush, Senator Lloyd Bentsen, a swag-sack 
of other influential Texans and well-known members of 
the Mafia. For the CIA, the group had access to a vast 
pool of ‘black funds’ that enabled it to engage in illegal 
activities including Iran-Contra and Middle East weap- 
ons deals. Brewton’s all-too-realistic view is that this 
group of interconnected ‘businessmen’ recognized that 
the S&L industry was perfectly structured for a mam- 
moth scam. Backed by government guarantees and 
regulators who would bow to the right kind of pressure, 
the S&Ls were like ripe plums waiting to be plucked. 

Back in his VP days, Bush intervened with federal 
regulators in a corrupt Florida Savings and Loan that 
close friends, his sons Jeb and Neil, and a handful of 
Mafia associates were systematically plundering. The 
thrift eventually went belly-up to the tune of USS700 
million. For a man who regularly keeps a “plausible 
deniability” diary, whose hidden background includes 
his CIA operational activities pre-dating his appoint- 
ment to DC1 by 15 years, and who, moreover, had 
questionable links to the pock-faced Panamanian dicta- 
tor, Colombian cartel money-launderer and one-time 
CIA asset Col. Manuel Noriega, the thought of his sons 
cherry-picking thousand-dollar bills off the S&L money 
tree is all in a day’s play. (For a brief synopsis on 
Bush’s secret background, see Mark Lane’s 

[Plexus Publishing, London, 1992, pp. 330- 

In any complex financial scam, the really impor- 
tant question is to discover where the looted funds 
eventually come to rest. As with the Nugan Hand, 
Franklin and Ambrosiano debacles, this question has 
never been satisfactorily answered S&L scam. 
However, despite a perpetual smoke-screen, some in- 
teresting facts have emerged. In another Florida S&L 
bust that cost USSZOO million in a shady land-deal, the 
cash disappeared down the sunset trail of Du Pont’s St. 
Joe Paper Co. The trail went cold in Jersey, one of the 
Channel Islands. The Channel Isles have long been 
offshore tax havens with strict banking secrecy, and, as 
a consequence, a large contingent of foreign banks have 
offices there. It is now believed that the-looted funds 
were ultimately used by CIA cut-outs to procure weap- 
ons for Iraq. 

A central figure in the S&L sale of the century was 
Walter Mischer, a close friend of Senator Lloyd Bentsen 
and a long-time ‘acquaintance’ of George Bush. Mischer 
was closely ‘connected’ to the New Orleans Marcello 
family, one of the most powerful Mafia families in the 
country. Never a ‘one-family’ man, he also did busi- 

business mind and an icy streak of ruthlessness. With linked Giulio Andreotti. It was to reveal the interna- 
a finger in every pie, his influence stretches wide to tional covert network that was engaged in ill.egally 
include business, crime, finance, the intelligence com- shipping arms to Iraq’s dictator, Saddam Hussein. 
munity, and domestic and international politics. Even during the height of 

Brewton believes that Mischer “is without peer in operatives were frantically attempting to put 
Texas and perhaps in the entire country”. Regardedas together an urgent assignment of US-made 
a pragmatist, he generally bets both ways in the politi- missiles destined for Iraq’s bloody war-machine. 
cal election stakes, placing money on both the rear- and (H: Please don’t forget, that in one of those 
fore-legs of the horse we’ve come to know as branches 
‘Demopublican’ politics. 

Another figure who weaved his crooked way through in ONE alone) and also a similar account and amount 
the S&L tale is Herman Beebe, the so-called “God- the 
father” of the dirty Texas S&Ls and associate of the ranged jointly.] By a happy coincidence, BNL, owned 
Louisiana mob. Beebe and Mischer are long-term by the Italian Treasury, was run by a close friend and 
business associates. Coincidentally, Beebe also has Lodge brother of Andreotti. Albert0 Ferrari, who 
known connections to the Marcello family. While both reigned as BNL’s Director-General, was a notorious 

men were busy ‘burning out’ the odd couple of a dozen member of P2. Nor was he alone in his Masonic 
Savings & Loans Beebe was transferring USS3 million affiliations. BNL, dubbed “the bank of the P2”, was 
in ‘seed’ money from his bank, Bossier Bank & TNst, quickly shown to have among its upper echelons a 
to Harvey McLean, Jr. to establish the small Washing- veritable nest of P2 operatives...” with intimate con- 

ton, DC-based Palmer National Bank that boasted a nections to the most powerful figures in successive US 
board which at one time or another were largely fea- administrations. 
tured in the White House telephone directory. The 
board chairman, Stefan Halper, was a member of the THE COCAINE CONNECTION 
Nixon White House. His father-in-law, Ray S. Cline, 
formerly Deputy Director of Intelligence at the CIA and Weapons-dealing is a highly lucrative ‘inter-gov- 

one of the old OSS ‘China’ veterans, was a top foreign ernment’ business and hundreds of billions of dollars 
policy and defence adviser in the Bush presidential are involved annually. Equally lucrative is the narcot- 

campaign. Other board members included John Bar- its trade which generates a staggering USSSOO BIL- 
num (Deputy Secretary of the Department of Transpor- LION per annum. 
tation, 1974-77), Frederick V. Malek (Nixon’s White As well as having a peripheral role in the Iraqi 

House personnel chief and the Bush-Quayle campaign weapons affair, the Bank for Credit and Commerce 
manager), William Kilberg (Department of Labor, 1973- International (BCCI)-known as the “Bank for Crooks 
77, and member of the Reagan-Bush transition team), and Criminals International”-became one of the ma- 

and John A. Knebel (President Ford’s Secretary of jor money-laundering operations for the Colombian 
Agriculture). cartels. Many of the same old cast of players are :ound 

Palmer National was the bank of choice for the picking the bones out of this bank that collapsed with 
National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty’s estimated debts in excess of $10 BILLION. “BCCI was 
fund-raising activities that provided USS 10 million to operated as a corrupt and criminal organization through- 
Col. Oliver North’s covert gun-running programme out its entire 19-year history. It systematically falsified 
that saw weapons shipped south to Nicaragua and east its records. It knowingly allowed itself to be used to 
to Iran. This operation was essentially the brainchild launder the illegal income of drug-sellers and other 
of former DC1 William Casey who cunningly revived criminals. And it paid bribes and kickbacks to public 
the old ‘conduit’ system of money laundering that had offtcials.” (Kochan & Whittington, op. cit. p. 4. See 
been used with great success during the ’50s to fund also Adams and Frantz, [Simon & 
secretly the Nazi war criminals recruited to spearhead Schuster, London, 19911, on the BCCI affair.) 
the ex-SS ‘freedom fighters’ scheduled for deployment Over a few short years, the BCCI affair would 
behind enemy lines in the event that the Soviets in- slowly swell to prodigious proportions, bringing nu- 
vaded Europe. (Loftus, John, merous casualties its wake. One of these was Clark 
Paragon House, 1989.) Casey, and old OSS warrior, Clifford, Chairman of First American Bancshares, friend 
saw no shame in using war criminals-many of of presidents and dozens of Washington insiders. Dis- 
them guilty of the most horrendous crimes against graced, Clifford and his prestigious Washington law- 
humanity-in fervent anti-Communism. This view firm partner Robert Altmnn walked away with a cool 
permeated the thinking of many of the old Cold War- USSl8 million. Few individuals or institutions who 
riors in the CIA and elsewhere. (The story of former were touched by the scandal would wholly escape cen- 
Nazis connected to the P2, Banco Ambrosiano and BNL sure. BCCI’s founder, Agha Hasan Abedi, assiduously 
affairs remains largely untold.) Casey used North as courted power and influence. Aclose friend was former 
his cut-out, thus kick-starting the ongoing row between US President Jimmy Carter. 
the Pentagon and the CIA about who should conduct 
‘covert ops’. North’s superiors in the Pentagon have slap 
never forgiven him for being the CIA’s manikin. the 
same time, Ray Clint, who had retired from the CIA BCCI aggressively set out to launder the Colom- 
and formed a family-owned company called SIFT Inc., bian cartels’ massive drug money that would eventually 
was ‘advising’ Major General John Singlaub-the prin- see up to 40 other banks directly or peripherally in- 
cipal operations officer in the Nicaraguan arms affair. volved-many of them blue-blooded luminaries of the 

While George Bush was wearing his S&L hat on his banking firmament. Setting up a branch Panama, 
off-days, his all-singing, all-dancing, gun, dope ‘n’ BCCI soon cut a deal with Panama’s Noriega, opening 
money-laundering operations were about to receive a an account for him in the name of “Zorro”. Dirty funds 
damaging blow as yet another massive financial scan- were collected and wired to Europe. From there, Cer- 
da1 hit the front pages. Half a dozen regional offices of titicates of Deposit (CDs) were issued that could 
the Italy-based Banca Nazionale de1 Lavoro were raided used as collateral against loans issued. Another tech- 

by FBI agents following a tip-off from two junior nique involved cycling the money through an affiliated 
officers of BNL Atlanta. (The BNL affair is in company, Capcom Financial Services, whose huge fu- 
Alan Friedman’s Faber & Faber, Lon- tures and options business was an ideal laundering 
don, 1993.) The BNL affair seamlessly follows the vehicle. 
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Discontentedwith just the narcotics industry, BCCI Singapore futures exchange is beside the point. Leeson dope than on food. With these sums at stake, banks and 
developed close ties to the ‘spook’ community, main- contrived to report profits by creating false accounting the financial community are, laundering dirty 
taining accounts for Israel’s Mossad, America’s CIA, entries, and thus, year on year, was able to conjure a money. 
Britain’s SIS, France’s DGSE, plus the security ser- host of ghost profits-carefully hiding his real month- Operating with the CIA is a small team known as 
vices of Pakistan and Switzerland. The CIA’s accounts on-month losses that eventually grew to a teeth-grind- the “Fifth Column”. Staffed by experienced computer- 
with BCCI covered several years of covert operations ing US$l.6 BILLION. [H: The hackers using a Cray supercomputer, this group tracks 
on the part of that agency. Principally, payments were the dirty money accumulated in secret offshore bank ac- 
made to finance Afghan rebels and to bribe General other Certificate the counts by “scores of high-level US political figures”. 
Noriega. Almost unbelievably, BCCI’s customers also well.] His superiors, the Once the funds are tracked and the secret authorization 
included the notorious Abu Nidal terrorist organiza- bank’s senior executives, delighted with the perfor- code located, the money is electronically swept up and 
tion and the Iran-backed Hezbollah-long regarded as mance of their star in the east, awarded themselves deposited in the US Treasury. Intelligence sources 
the arch enemies of the Western intelligence commu- bonuses of US$l.6 million-plus for the year ending estimate that in excess of USS2 BILLION has been 
nity. Abu Nidal’s Fatah Revolutionary Council had a 1993. Despite crashing with massive losses, the direc- gathered in this manner, and none of the now-poorer 
USS60 million account at London’s fashionable Sloane tors walked to new jobs with the Dutch financial group high-profile figures is contemplating lodging com- 
Street branch. At the same time, the bank was respon- ING which galloped to the rescue. Snug in their new plaints. Illegal? You betcha it is, but no more than any 
sible for financing deals in which Mossad nrovided sinecures, they negotiated US$152 million in back one of a dozen other operations that have previously 
weanons to Arab terrorists. Peru, buckling under the bonuses covering the tragic year 1994-where reported come to light. 
burden of sovereign debt, used BCCI to hide its cash earnings of USS320 million in reality concealed accu- A great many more bank scandals can be expected 
reserves away from the grasping hands of creditor mulated losses of USS260 million, which were soon to in the coming years. Why this should be so is simple. 
banks. increase sixfold. It’s not their money they’re playing with. It’s yours 

Outdoing the security services of many small na- It is now clear that Leeson didn’t operate alone. and mine. If a bank goes belly-up, culpable bank 
tions, the BCCI also ran its own global intelligence Those tagged with assisting and/or colluding with him executives slide into other cushy jobs with other banks 
network, known as “the black network”, employing an include the CEO, Peter Norris, and the Director of or disappear down the sunset trail toting a swag-bag of 
estimated 1,500 trained operatives. Based in Karachi, Finance, Geoffrey Broadhurst. Discovering the degree ‘lost’ loot-sometimes both. Simply stated, high fi- 

this was a network “of hand-picked individuals who of complicity involved at senior levels, 23 directors and nance is a ‘connected’ world where presidents touch 
underwent a one-year training course in psychological senior staff were forced to resign by their new Dutch shoulders with mobsters, bankers shake hands with 
warfare, spying techniques and the use of firearms”. owners. This did not stop the Bank of England’s less- Masons, regulators buckle under political pressure, law 

When major banks aren’t colluding with spooks than-zealous efforts to apportion blame to anyone other enforcement protects crime, the CIA ‘does its thing’, 

and organized crime, they appear to settle back and than Leeson, but does catalogue a list of impediments to and fortunes can be and are won. 
engage in dubious ‘in-house’ business. Most don’t hit its investigation. These include the accidental destruc- Bankers say of themselves that theirs is a “prudent” 

the headlines, being swept away from the glare of the tion of “significant classes” of records within the of- profession. In the last analysis, this is true. Nothing 
media by red-faced executives. fices of Barings, London, which are cited as being can be more prudent than playing with and losing other 

One of those that wasn’t so lucky was Daiwa Bank “missing”, “corrupted” or not “routinely retained”. people’s money. 
Ltd. Squirming with loss of face, Daiwa executives The sleuths of Threadneedle Street, however, did not 
announced to a round-mouthed media that Toshihide once venture inside the door of Barings’ offices during [END OF QUOTING] 
Iguc.+i, a small-time Japanese trader working out of their entire investigation. Had they done so, it is not 
Daiwa’s New York office, had racked up a USSl.l outside the realms of possibility that they may have I would guess that not even one of you who have just 

BILLION loss trading US Treasury bonds. Stretching discovered “significant classes” of documents corrupt- read this, feel better! Dharma is sick to her stomach 
credulity beyond belief, Daiwa claimed that the 44- ing away before their because along with this writing have come many “blasts” 
year-old Iguchi, following a modest trading loss the of unknown origin against the house and immediate 

$200,000, spent the next 11 years writing 30,000 “tin- those vicinity as the opposition makes an effort to scare away 
authorized” tickets in an attempt to reverse his misfor- Importantly, nobody is saying which banks pro- the boogy-man’s shields for protection of this specific 

tune. This equates to a staggering $400,000 per trading vided the immense funding that the Barings operation secretary. No thank you. Terror and “fear” are two 

:day, making Iguchi one of the unluckiest suckers the consumed. Nor is anybody revealing why these banks different things, readers. Dharma is terrorized-but 
I world of high finance has ever encountered. would so readily lend funds that amounted to a cool fear is not a part of it. If you gnats wish to play hard- 

USS 1.4 BILLION to a small bank with an insignificant ball with the Command, it is quite suitable with me. I 
THE BARINGS COVER-UP net worth. would suggest, rather, that some wisdom be used on 

their part and consider agreements and contracts which 
Though for sheer bad luck we couldn’t do much which was might well be KEPT! Further, I think you might wish, 

worse than Nick Leeson, the young and inexperienced Seeking to clarify this point, I asked the Bank of surveillance teams, to suggest that somebody get in 
British trader at Barings, Singapore, who, with the aid England to name which banks provided funds to the touch with Mr. Tilton of Santa Barbara Savings and 
of a ‘dump’ account known as the “five eights”- group and whether they formed a formal or informal Loan and perhaps he might like to be clued in to the fact 
signifying in Chinese superstition “all the luck”- syndicate. I was politely told that uwe don’t have this that Horn is just about ready to have revealed the 
bumped up losses of USS 1.6 BILLION over a three-year information, but if we do it’s confidential and not entire SBS debacle from ground up! I am past weary of 
period, sending Barings crashing to its knees. Until available”. curious answer indeed. Meanwhile, the my people taking the bashing from the thugs and 
then, Barings sat at the top of the British establishment only casualty besides, of course, the bank’s sharehold- outlaws of your lands. We can actually be most agree- 

.- tree asthe oldest merchant bank in London. Dripping ers- who, with unspeakably poor grace, continue to able to negotiations-for we are not here to SAVE a 
with history and dark secrets, Barings dated back to the grumble about their missing USS 160 million- is DAMNED THING, We do, however, expect coopera- 

mid-17th century. By modern standards it was a small Leeson. Found guilty and given a six-and-a-half-year tion with our meagre building needs. also dislike 
bank with a net worth in the USS600 million range but sentence, he now resides in Singapore’s Changi Prison. our people being badgered and cost everything, by the 

still managed to punch above its weight. That is, until Some believe he joins Daiwa’s Iguchi as a scapegoat, thugs of the bandits in point above. I suggest you not 
it began speculating its depositors’ and shareholders’ demonstrating that when the bucks go down in the push me over the limits of my non-involvement. 

- money in Singapo& futures market, SIMEX. ‘connected’ world of high finance, those who have most 
All the signs are that the Barings affair is a straight- to gain, do not. 

forward case of ‘bonus fever’ amongst the senior execu- 
tives who benefited from excessive annual bonuses. MORE MONEY SPENT 
[H: a ON DOPE THAN FOOD 

The sheer volume of money skating around the 
world’s financial markets is staggering, and a huge 

proportion of it is illegal. of a massive USS6 TRIL- 
LION that annually circulates the globe, one quarter- 
USSl.5 TRILLION-is illicit, and a third of this, 

RECORBS USSSOO BILLION, is narcodollars. USS200 BILLION 
RECORDINGS] Nevertheless, there may worth of narcotics are shipped to the US annually, 

be more to it than that. The fact that their inexperi- roughly one third of the total annual import bill. Ran- 
enced young SIMEX trader, Nick Leeson, didn’t con- dom forensic testing throughout the US reveals that 
tribute dime to the bank’s bottom line throughout virtually every single banknote contains microscopic 
his three-year tenure as “the big swing dick” on tht traces of cocaine. Globally, more money is spent on 

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr. Phoenix 
Intergalactic Federation 
June 26, 1996, day 315, year 9 (111) 
Good morning. 
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Don’t panic, change to a higher protection level of 
sunscreen-in a different product form. Then watch 
the reaction closely. The Sun rays are becoming so 
“intense” in themselves that damage is presenting more 

Sun? rapidly in these current days. You can judge that 
damage by how short a time it takes to destroy, say, a 
piece of rubber exposed to the Sun (or just to the air). 
Any time the skin becomes “red” indicates increased 
superficial blood circulation and, in turn, means more 
blood cell exposure to the rays. Children should be 
monitored closely and, when reactions occur, be sure to 
maintain a shade for them and ALWAYS use a sun- 
screen. In darkskinned people-do NOT think you are 
protected because you can’t quickly see response to the 
Sun burns. Wear those protectors for what happens is 
that you are as quickly damaged, you just don’t see it as 
quickly. You will, obviously, less quickly have long- 
range results-but do not play with these symptoms. I 
realize that you can’t longer anticipate “regular” weather 
patterns so you will have to be THE flexible party in 
this change and expect the unexpected. 

it is something that is carried in the mosquito which is 
now being bred to carry this specific new form of QTHER TEACHERS 

WALKING THE CROOKED LINE infecting microbe. Any time you have mosquito carri- 
ers, the resulting diseases of blood-borne distribution I hope you readers will be keeping your eyes at- 

Frightened friends are calling to inquire about the will have virulent HIV characteristics as well. tuned the contributions of our other brothers and 

Chlorospora (or whatever) supposedly on the Califor- teachers of the higher realms. No, we don’t have “just 

nia strawberries. No, readers, you must attend the SUN REACTIONS any writer” pop in and offer a bunch of wise statements. 

parasites walking around on two legs. You can clean Those are ALL OVER THE GLOBE NOW so be dis- 

the parasites off the strawberries. Take great care if you or your children show intense cerning and bless the receivers for each writer brings 

If you have the frequency boxes and use them reaction to the Sun. I don’t mean a “little redness” from “his” own “truth”-but bring “HIS” direct com- 
regularly you won’t reinfect with parasites because the the heat, I mean eruptions on the skin which remain munications. YOU must attend YOU and always pay 

little critters are *charged” and are repelled by their after the cool-down period after activities. This will attention and if there appears to be an “easy” way out in 

usual nesting sites. Also, if you have a regular pattern indicate a really close call to Lupus reaction and will the form of undisciplined “being”-take great care for 

of parasite eradication processing (which is beneficial indeed indicate the probability of Lupus symptoms. there is no longer time for lack of discipline of SELF. 

in so many will 
be fine. This doesn’t mean, dear ones, that you won’t 
ever get sick-it means that you can defend your body 
in most instances. 

However, since the new mode of transmission of 
the “bugs” is within the spora carriers, we are, as soon 
as the team can gear up and label bottles, going to offer 
colloidal copper and colloidal titanium. The viruses 
being introduced are fashioned with a “copper neck” 
and/or a “titanium neck”. This is specific to the 
“plague” and the “cholera” strains of carriers. 

Any ofyou who have ongoing (chronic) cysts which 
routinely “fill”, take care and when the cyst is drained, 
Hush it with GaiaCol to which you add titanium col- 
loid. It only takes a couple of drops. Keep the “fill 
fluid” from becoming infected for herpes viruses like to 
harbor in those cyst sites. And, you have now acquired 
a new resistant herpes strain. ANY UNUSUAL BLIS- 
TERING TYPE OF ERUPTION SHOULD BE CON- 
SIDERED A POSSIBLE SITE OF INVASION OR Vl- 
RAL MUTATION SITE. Watch the children regularly 
for these small types of eruptions and, when you find 
such, increase their intake of GaiaCol and add the 
Titanium and Copper. The best virus is the one you 
DON’T have. 

Right now you are being infiltrated with a “menin- 
gitis” strain of invader which is classified as resistant 
to treatment. And, to the usual antibiotics, this is true, 
but it is meant to be a precursor to the various other 
anticipated microbes. 

I have been asked to interrupt, again, our topics in 
progress to address the physical assaults of current or 
ongoing annoyances. It is hard, readers, to “catch up” 
anything as changes are coming so rapidly. I have to 
ask you to “keep up” for “catch up” can often be too late 
in coming. 

Beware of the “new” treatments for AIDS because 
all they do is change the strain of virus already at work 
and after the first surge of “improvement” in bearers 
the concomitant tertiary (accompanying side) disease 
will get&a. Tuberculosis prcscnting in its new form is quickly 
taking over as the major accompanying disease to AIDS. 

Malaria is also presenting in greater numbers of 
people and that is especially bad for the population for 

For details, call New Gaia ProducCs at: 800-639-4242 
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We are blessed with a couple of our students who the Russians and their peasant food supply of black 
have graduated through the soul testing process of bread and dark “brew” and that “they could take the 

Buckwheat offers some of the minerals you can’t 

“clearing” and we are honored to be allowed to share. world with their good health alone.” Now they, of 
get elsewhere and among them are iridium, copper, 

I choose to honor and respect each contributor by NOT course, are being corrupted to Vodka and white “West- 
vanadium, and a “squeak” of selenium. Further, mixed 

plastering who, what, when, where and how all over the ern” taste- which, of course, again, is totally TASTE- 
with Spelta you have B,, which is Laetril in its most 
beautiful and natural form. 

public transmissions. Why? Because a truly cleared LESS. Look at what you eat and you will find it 

receiver will always flow totally into the background TASTELESS. It is the salt, sweet and other “tones” 
I’m always apologizing to the “product” people for 

and realizes the severe consequences of the JOB and, that you enjoy while the products are so refined as to 
tossing in such advances and changes into their already 

although there are wondrous connections made, there have almost no flavor of their own. 
outrageous schedules but they are wonderfully gentle 

is responsibility to be uppermost in consideration. I wanted to offer this to you while we are on the 
with me in response for each change is worthy of ALL’s 
attention and trial. However, with such as the Buck- 

EVERY ONE SHOULD NOW BE ABLE TO GO INTO topic. I’m sure New Gaia will make an announcement 
YOUR QUIET CONNECTION PLACE AND “PLUG 

wheat and mixed Spelta grains we will only have a 

IN”. IT IS THE WRITER/RECEIVER WHO BEARS 
with further instructions when labels are ready. Re- limited supply because of availability and our need to 
member that everything about packaging must be offer good product. We have to be very careful and t&t 

THEBURDENOFALWAYSAlTENDlNGTHETEACHER changed with a change in any product. The instruc- 
FOR THE SHARING OF WHICH I SPEAR HERE. tions, however, will not need changing with this prod- 

means, often, that you must be patient with us as we 

I would repeat something Little Crow shared years uct because the mixture is tested to present a good bread 
continually push the envelope. Just as when you change 

ago with Dharma and readers of “Ev- loaf and an especially cereal mix which is pre- 
recipes and ingredients at home-we have to thor- 

eryone wants to ‘know’ and searches for the flow of mixed for proper percentages for the best products. 
oughly clean out the whole milling apparatus every 

higher input-and what do you get? You get sleepless 
time we tamper with the flour or grain size. 

nights and restless days...” or something to that effect. 
Ifyou don’t 

have waves of terror of correctly receiving-then you 
are NOT hooked up with a clear circuit. Anyone can 
“write” so the test of the metal is in being able to “scribe 
as a secretary” for a guide or teacher so that the 
perception is NOT yours. You are never writing for 
ANOTHER-if you cloud the writings with YOUR 
PERCEPTIONS. And remember that your teacher will 
TEST YOU EVERY LETTER OF THE ALPHABET- 
EVERY TIME YOU WRITE! 

It is such a blessing to have “fill-in for soul” while 
we at this keyboard have to address things such as is 
this topic. There is no point in having bread for the 
body, however, if you have no soul to thrive. As 
important, however, is to have bread for both the SOUL 
and the BODY. 

SPEAKING OF BREAD 

Because of the request for a bit of “different” spelta 
bread instruction, i.e., flour with multiple grains and/ 
or flavor I can discuss this a bit “now”. 

Testing, I am told, has been accomplished to offer 
a flour and a bread mix utilizing some of my requested 
additions. With Spelta grain there is a bit more limi- 
tation to additives because of the low amount of simple 
gluten in the grain itself. One of the more pleasing 
variations of grain is the Buckwheat berry. Therefore, 
with tampering and adjusting, sampling and mixing, 
trying different grinds, and generally suffering through 
several thousand pounds, we have a nice product to 
offer. The flour will contain a mix of VitaSpelt, 
Common Spelt and a bit of Buckwheat along with a very 
small addition of common oat grain (excellent fiber). 
Because of handling and having to mix by hand and 
grind separately there will be a small extra fee for the 
product but you will find it worth the little extra. 

Please note that Buckwheat is dark brown to black 
in color of grain. It is also small and if you don’t know 
what to expect in the cereal grinds or cracked varieties 
for cereal, you may well think you have “bugs”. If, in 

is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its more formal name) is a grain of 

its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-l 7 (anti- 
carcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollut- 

ants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike other 

grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong, protective 

husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity. 

contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an important factor 

in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system. 

New offers Bread Mixes that use pure flour instead of wheat. The taste is 

uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread Mixes 

with both flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of bread which 

can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes are easy to use 

with only the simple addition of water, butter 8z sweetener. The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only. 

Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread needs 
that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes. 

These You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can milled at home into flour. 

come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags. 

addition, you wish to have more ‘oats” you can add your 
own oats to the cereal. We have to take care with the 
mix so that the blend produces good loaf qualities. I 
know, however, that you will find the ground mix for 
cereal to be exceptional as is. Add a bit of salt to the 
cooking water and sweeten with maple syrup, brown 
sugar or honey and you have ambrosia. Another sure 
bet, especially for selective children and adults, is to 
add a bit of vanilla flavoring to the porridge. 

I am accused of cooking for my own taste-and that 
is not all bad, readers. If you are going to bother with 
food-it should be simple in its own right-and satis- 
fying to the body AND TO THE SOUL. 

Now that we have a good blend of the fabulous four 
grains, we will begin to research a bit with a rye blend 
for specialty bread-but allow us time for the tlavor of 
rye is quite variant as to variety as is the pumpernickel. 
It should be noted, however, as to an old saying about 
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Water: The 

Substance 
WATER 

at ease in his khaki clothes from the Banana Republic, 

Most Amazing 
“only to discover it was one of the world’s mostmyste; 
riously anomalous substances.” 

Once a flamboyant adventurer who would savor the 
gall bladders of rattlesnakes and cobras to assume their 
powers and immunity, regularly earning thousands of 
dollars with far-flung lectures on such arcane subjects 

as Pyramid Power and Tantric Sex, Flanagan is now a 

On Earth ~ 
quiet vegetarian, as reclusive and peace-loving as a 
Tibetan monk, healed and domesticated by his lovely 
wife, Gael, soulmate, so he claims, from an equally 
adventurous past, and expert on the structure, function, 
and properties of crystals. Like her husband, Gael 
received the degree of Doctor of Medicine from the 
Multi-Disciplinary World Medical Congress in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka, and now helps, in the seclusion of 
their Sedona laboratory deep in a pinewood forest, with 
research on the colloidal properties of water. 

ity and health was hidden in the water they drink so a a 
freely. Gaiandriana people as 

Convinced that any health-improving properties of a 
the Hunza water would be related to its molecular 

Well, this fun could go on and on but I need to cover structure, Coanda set about analyzing a sample of it 
another topic of INTAKE: YOUR WATER. alongside “ordinary” water, using the facilities of the Right there where the cata- 

Diane and crew are in the process of manufacturing Huyck Research Laboratories in Connecticut, to which 
some vortex apparatus for me and these will also be he was at that time a consultant. His novel method was 
available soon. Here I am pushing their river again and to study water in its crystalline form as snowflakes, 
therefore, AGAIN, apologies please. each of which, as they fall by the zillion, is uniquely 

Before I speak of the apparatus however, I would designed and molded by unknown forces in its micro- the change 

like to offer you some input on “water” as recognized environment, no two being alike, as far as anyone can 
and presented by Flanagan and Coanda who found “you tell. 
are what you drink”. They did major research at Huyck 
Research Laboratories in Stamford, Connecticut. This With a “fluid amplifier”, a device he invented that 
was in major part done in the early 1960s. are could make snow from water, Coanda found in the 
continuing that in-depth research through the Phoenix center of each snowflake a circulatory system composed 
Institute. of tiny tubes in which still unfrozen water circulates 

Please, while we are on that subject, readers: animals-water which 
IS he considered to be what dowsers characterize as “liv- 

We realize that we have had a very ing”, to distinguish it from its stagnant, lifeless coun- 
hard time in mainline assaults of those who would terpart. 
steal and take technology and product, funds and ideas, By carefully timing the life span of snowflakes, 
in getting that recognition across to you. We will soon, which “die” when all the water in them becomes con- 
we pray, have those distractions put aside and our gealed, Coanda was able to establish an extraordinary 
remaining time, if allowed, will grow as God allows us and direct relationship between the duration of his 
fulfillment of our tasks. snowflake water and the life span of people who regu- tion 

In respect to the gentlemen just mentioned, I will larly drink such water. The “living” fluid appeared to 
offer unedited the chapter on of Life” from add more life to humans. Oddly coincidental, or serendipitously propitious, 

I do not have the reference On far-flung travels Coanda found the water the town of Sedona-lying in the coils of the twisting 
material to offer but I’m sure the book would not be too that produces long-lasting snowflakes is the principal Oak Creek Canyon, surrounded by gnarled terra cotta 

difficult to locate. [E&or ‘s note: book Secrets Of beverage not only of the Hunzas but of other long-lived peaks against a sky so blue its energy is tangibleis 

The Soil book The Secret peoples in Soviet Georgia, Ecuador, Peru, and on the what Lyle Watson in his describes as 
Life Of Plants mountainous Tibet-Mongolian border. (Ii: a unique “power spot”, one where great concentrations 

of energy can be felt coming up from the Earth through 

“living” as the four separate telluric vortices. (At one such mystery 
a so in Southern California when two men were photo- 

training graphed facing each other across the “vortex”, the man 
I only wish to deal with this one subject at Still he did not know why on the right appeared shorter in the developed picture, 

this so I leave the other collection of information or how the special glacial water extended human life. even when the two men changed places.) 

to each of you who are interested. I need to offer this to Before returning to his native country to become presi- Visitors from all the world, alerted to the 
accompany our apparatus for utilizing this “vortex”. dent of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, Coanda existence of what they believe to be “psychic energy 

[QUOTING:] 
entrusted his water research to a young collaborator at vortices”, flock Sedona to bask and meditate in the 
the Huyck laboratories, Patrick Flanagan, a prodigy extraordinary energy emitted from the soil, and 
who, at only seventeen, had been listed by maga- scribe experiencing visions, telepathic communication, 
zine as one of America’s top ten scientists. (This was past-life regressions, precognitions, UFO sightings, 
for his invention of the a hearing aid enhanced automatic writing, spiritual healing, and 

From Chapter 9 of the book, Soil. which bypassed the eighth cranial nerve associated other psychic phenomena, especially during the period 
So strange and mysterious are the properties of with hearing and allowed the deaf to hear directly via of the full moon. 

water, just ordinary tap water, that anything new about the skin.) “I think you are the only one I know,” Two of the vortices are said to be magnetic, the 
its behavior has become a landmark in the history of Coanda told him, “who can eventually come up with a third electric, and the fourth electromagnetic. The 

science. In the 1920s when the Romanian scientific system to make Hunza water available anywhere in the electric vortex, being charged with yang or male en- 

genius Henry Coanda made the discovery, apparently world.” ergy, is reputed to stimulate and elevate consciousness; 
banal, that a fluid flowing over any surface tends-as if Flanagan, a short man of forty, with a closely the magnetic, or yin vortices, charged with female 
it were alive-to cling to that surface, it was considered clipped mustache, his head as razed as Kojak’s or Yul energy, are supposed to open one’s psychic perception; 

by physicists so important it was called the “Coanda Brynner’s, met us in a small motel next to the tiny and the electromagnetic vortex is credited with bal- 
Effect”. Sedona airport atop a mesa in the mountains of central ancing both body and spirit, stimulating memories of 

Intrigued by tales of the longevity of the Hunzakuts, Arizona. All around us rose a magnificent series of red past life experiences. [H: This is what you get out 
in the early 1930s Coanda made the arduous journey to rock cliffs and spires, dominating the town in the 
Hunzaland. As a water expert he was delighted to be canyon far below. _ Author and lecturer Dick Sutphen, an aficionado of 
told by the Mir that the secret to the Hunzakuts’ longev- “I read everything I could on water,” said Flanagan, Sedona’s vortices, has collected an anthology of visi- 
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tors’ experiences, ranging from intense spiritual vi- 
sions to impressions of what may have taken place in 

surface for its volume, requiring the least amount of 

the canyons long centuries ago, especially visions of 
energy to maintain itself. Yet its potential strength is 

refugees from what they believe to be the cataclysmic 

ominous. .-Were all the extraneous gases to be removed 

destruction of Churchward’s legendary Pacific Conti- 
from an inch-thick column of water, that column would 
become harder than steel. 

nent of Lemuria, the claim being that the nearby native 
Hopi Indians are descendants of ancient Lemurians. 

In a bathtub, Flanagan elaborated, bulk water is 

Many a visitor attests to sensing the presence of great 
composed of a small number of liquid crystals and a 

crystals buried beneath the existing town, to which they 
very large number of chaotically random molecules. 

attribute the emission of intense radiating energy, the 
“In theory, liquid water, even when boiling, has micro- 

source, they say, of the vortices’ power in the area. 
scopically tiny ‘icebergs’ of crystalline water within it, 

But, whether or not this is just the bright dream of 
liquid crystals that retain their set structure, whereas 
the rest of the water is all randomly oriented, vibrating 

a successful real-estate developer, happy to welcome vigorously. Cooling water automatically creates more 
little old ladies with pendulums, Ouija boards, and of the crystals until nearly the whole mass becomes 
Tarot decks to dabble in the vortices, it is a fact that crystalline ice.” 
magnetic anomalies do exist on the planet, places The point he wished to make was that when a living 
where cars mysteriously roll backward up a hill as organism, such as a plant or an animal, takes in water 
gravity turns to levity. Indeed, at Sedona the trees in 
the vortex in the canyon by the airport mesa do NOT 

it structures it into a composition with a high percent- 

grow perpendicular, but lean toward the center of the 

age of octagonal liquid crystals and a very low percent- 

so-called vortex. 

age of unorganized molecules. This, said Flanagan, is 

Our purpose- not with these anomalies-was with 
done by means of high-energy colloids-particles in 
suspension or solution too small to be viewed accu- 

the secret of the Hunza water and its relation to the rately with an ordinary microscope. “Colloidal par- 
stirred BD 500, a field in which Pat Flanagan turned 
out to be an expert. 

titles act as tiny ‘seeds’ of energy, charged to attract 

freely-roving water molecules, and thus form the nuclei 
For years he has been collecting samples of water 

from all over the United States. Considered no more 
of liquid crystals. But to do this the colloids, normally 

than an amalgam of oxygen and hydrogen, water is, in 
of unstable charge, require a high electrical charge. In 

fact, far from banal. Constituting 90 percent of the 
living systems, they retain this charge by being 

human brain, it may, says Flanagan, be the most impor- 

by a coating of such materials as gelatin, albu- 
min, or collagen.” 

tant substance on the planet, perhaps in the universe. 
With thirty-six distinct isotopes, each possessing dif- 

To illustrate his meaning with an analogy, Flanagan 

ferent properties, it is the universal solvent of chemis- 
explained that similar colloids, not found in nature, are 

try, capable, with time, of dissolving any and all the 
artificially- manufactured by the detergent industry. 

elements, even gold. Among its odd attributes, such as 
These, we learned, have two poles, one lyophilic (lik- 

growing lighter instead of heavier as it freezes, water, 
ing water), the other lipophilic (liking oil), the latter on 
the inside facing the colloid, the former on the outside 

as Flanagan explains the matter, has what is known as 
surface tension, a force that causes it to stick to itself, 

facing the fluid in which the colloid is suspended. This 

to form a sphere, the shape with the least amount of 
structuring allows the water to penetrate dirty clothing. 

Another force causes water molecules to form long 

The MicrowaterTM Series One ma chine produces a healthful and refreshing high-altitude, 

electron-rich, free radical scavenging, alkaline water. It also breaks up larger-clustered water. 

It is actually “wetter”, and therefore able to go to more places in the body, nurturing the 

organs, while removing acid wastes, one of the causes of numerous diseases. This type of 

water is usually found only in high-altitude mountain streams, twisting and turning, bubbling 

over rocks, where it picks up its electrons. Microwater is alive, and it f%nctions as a powerful 

antioxidant. In Japan, this water has been successfully used to treat high blood pressure, diabe- 

tes mellitus, constipation and diarrhea, acidosis, and a wide variety of skin conditions. Al- 

though we make no medical claims, try the water for yourself and see what happens. 

800-639-4242 

complex structures known as hydrogen bonds. These 
enable water to wet substances such as glass, clothes, 
powders, or one’s hands, a force that can be strength- 
ened or weakened by structuring the water’s internal 
composition. 

It was these two properties of water that showed 

Flanagan the way to duplicate the Hunza water, and 
thereby resolve part of the riddle of what takes place in 
a bucket of Steiner’s BD 500 being “potentized” as it is 
stirred into vortex and chaos. 

The mystery of why water as in the prepa- 
ration of the BD preps, 500 and 501, or 
violently shaken-as in the preparation of homeo- 
pathic remedies was finally given world exposure at the 
end of June 1988, when the British bellwether scien- 
tific journal published a report its editors said 
they could not believe. According to deputy editor 
Peter Newmark, if the results of experiments run by 
four reputable researchers from France, Canada, Israel, 

and Italy turn out to be true, “we will have to abandon 
two centuries of observation and rational thinking 
about biology because this can’t be explained by ordi- 
nary physical 

The work implied that antibodies in the immune 
system can function even when the solution they are in 
is so diluted that no antibody molecules are left in it. 
There is no known for such an action. It 

would mean that the solution was able to “remember” 
the presence of the antibody molecules and act as they 
were still there. 

Conducted in seventy separate trials in several 
different laboratories for a year, with numerous special 
controls designed to weed out errors and erase the 
results, the basic experiment held up under various 
stratagems to prove it wrong. “This is why we feel,” 
wrote Newmark, “that it would be unfair not to publish 
the report.” 

Particularly objectionable to Newmark was the fact 
that the experiment tended to symbolically support 

homeopathy, or what he called “a generally discredited 
practice of using herbs and oils ‘supposedly attuned’ to 

organs in the body, to cure ailments in them, by dilution 
and vigorous shaking of the remedy.” (H: 

In 1974, Flanagan found that crystals of all kinds, 

such as quartz and precious gemstones, have a marked 
effect on water surface tension, a characteristic known 
to ancient Tibetan physicians, who applied it to make 
crystal-affected water potions for their patients. If 
poured on wheat, mung-bean, soy, alfalfa, or radish 
seeds, the “crystal-affected” water produces more vig- 
orous growth, and sprouts much larger and tastier than 
normal. 

But where, Flanagan asked himself, did the crys- 
tals get the energy with which to affect the surface 
tension of water? It seemed to him they must be 
“resonators of cosmic energy impulses generated by 
super-novas, and other deep-space influences”. To 
detect such forces he basically thought to be gravita- 
tional in nature he constructed a device to pick up 
cosmic gravitational waves. These he converted and 
amplified so as to be recorded ona chart recorder, heard 
though a loudspeaker, or displayed on an oscilloscope. 

Testing showed that, whereas ordinary tap water 
has a surface tension of 75 dynes per centimeter, the 
cloudy Hunza water that appears “dirty” when held up 
to the light source has a much lower one of 68, and IS 
NEGATIVELY CHARGED. 

Hunza water was also revealed, through spectrum 
analysis, to contain almost every known mineral ele- 
ment, with an especially high content of silver. To 
Flanagan the most interesting feature of the minerals 
was their being not in ionic 
meaning that the minute mineralized particles, though 
microscopically small, do not dissolve in the water, as 
salt does, to become ionic sodium and ionic chlorine, 
but remain in suspension as tiny electrically-nega- 
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tivelydarged and the&ore self-repelling stable particles. the next, continuing this oscillation in a periodic man- 
Pure water melting from the glaciers in the moun- ner just like a pendulum or the mainspring of a watch. Schwenk pointed to other properties of the vortex, 

tains of Hunzaland, Flanagan realized, would be de- To easily view the separate parts of a vortex, suggesting cosmic connections. One such connection 
void of minerals. But pressure from the millions of tons Flanagan added a little glycerin to the water and poured can be revealed by affixing a pointer, like a compass 
of ice-enough to grind to powder four inches of sur- it into a clear cylindrical vessel-similar to, but much needle, to a wood chip. As it circles, the pointer always 
face every century-would scrape and carry minerals to smaller than, the BD 500 stirring vat-with a hole points in the direction in which it was originally aimed 
the valley at great speed to spurt into the or bored through the bottom from which the water emerges when the chip hit the water. Like the compass needle, 
vertiginous torrents. And such is the peculiar nature of in vertical form. When the shape of the container is it is constantly directed to a single point in infinite 
water that each time its speed is doubled it can carry altered, the closer its curvature comes to the ideal for space. According to Schwenk, this is a clear indication 
sixty-four more times the amount of matter in suspen- sustaining a vortex, the smaller is the hole required. of how a vortex is oriented as if it were held in place by 
sion. In the water thickens up with The perfect container, Flanagan found, was an egg- mysterious cosmic threads. 
sediment. shaped ellipsoid. [II: You will find Fascinated by Kolisko’s experiments, which showed 

“This colloid matter seemed so important,” said using two two-liter bottles such as changes produced in crystallization of mineral salts by 
Flanagan, “that I pursued the idea that is was these GaiaLyte utilizes. When you use this planetary transits, Flanagan realized the same cosmic 
stable colloidal minerals that gave the Hunza water its energies could be captured in water undergoing turbu- 
special structure.” as lent chaotic movement or vertical flow, and-most 

For years Flanagan tried without success to dupli- containers quite suitable important-that these energies would remain in the 
cate the colloidal minerals in his laboratory. “I tried all water after the flow ceased until the water was again 
kinds, many of them clays. But none had sufficient If a few drops of food coloring are added, the whole agitated violently enough to disrupt them. 
electrical charge to lower the surface tension of water vortex appears to come alive. Not only can its rhythmic When the velocity of a vortex increases, the diam- 
down to the sixty-cight figure characteristic of Hunza water.” pulsation be observed, but layers of internal formative eter of its throat gets smaller. In a perfect vortex, as the 

Flanagan next discovered that the mineral particles surfaces can be seen spinning much more rapidly than diameter approaches zero, the velocity in the physical 
in Hunza water had a fatty or oily organic acid around external ones, which themselves form corkscrew pat- universe is impossible, something has to give. In the 
them, derived, he assumed, from old strata through terns reminiscent of the spirals inside conch shells of water, its molecules begin to dissociate into 
which they had traveled, which, in his eyes, had to be on the surface of various African antelope horns, all of vapor, releasing electric charge. And here comes the 
made up of petrified forests or something equally an- which are built to scale on the basis of the Fibonacci first clue to what could be so mysteriously charging the 
cient. What was necessary, he saw, was to find a way series: 1,2,3,5,8,11... Steinerian BD 500 with electric energy. 
to make the nonsoluble minerals by artifi- In the vertical flows of water, says Flanagan, reside What happens, Flanagan explained, is that the 
cially putting an electric charge on them. the secrets of its great sensitivity to cosmic force and its hydrogen bonds of water molecules subjected to such 

It flashed to him that such a charge could be power as a bearer of formative living processes. stress are stretched like rubber bands; at which point 
produced in the Hunza water by a vortex, or whirlpool, “When you read Schwenk’s book,” said Flanagan, they absorb planetary forces, which, as the molecule 
such as exist by the hundreds in the fast-flowing glacial “you realize the organs of every living thing are parts snaps back into shape are retained and energize the 
torrents, an idea he had extracted, as had Podolinsky, of frozen vortices.- Schwenk gives example after ex- molecule. This goes a long way toward explaining 
from Theodore Schwenk’s Therein he ample of vortexial formative processes in nature and Steiner’s and Kolisko’s planetary forces energizing the 
learned that all flowing water, though it appears to be comes to the conclusion that the vortex formation is BD preps. 
uniform, is actually divided into extensive inner sur- tuned to the warp and woof of the Universal matrix. To find out just how much charge is generated by a 
faces, or layers, moving against one another. Any This accords with ancient Vedic texts written millennia -vortex four inches in diameter, Flanagan lowered a thin 
obstruction will cause these inner surfaces to flow at ago in the Indian subcontinent that indicate the shape specially shielded wire electrode into the center of its 
different rates of speed and form spirals or vortices, of the Universe as ellipsoidal.” vertical throat, being careful not to allow the wire to 
which separate from the rest of the fluid and generate In the monumental ten-volume work, touch the water. By means of another electrode touch- 
electric current. In flowing rills, brooks, streams, and published in ing the water he was able, when the vortex was moving 
rivers, millions of vortices form when water rushes 1943, T.J.J. See, an American professor of mathemat- at approximately one thousand revolutions per minute, 

over or against stones and other obstructions. It was its who in the 1930s was in charge of the twenty-six- to record a charge of more than ten thousand volts 

the vortex, Flanagan realized, that could put an electric inch Equatorial Telescope at the U.S. Naval Observa- emitted from its swirling water: quite a boost from the 

charge on the particles of matter suspended in the water tory in Washington, D.C., showed that the entire physi- cosmos. 
and thus render them “colloidal”, each tiny element cal universe revolves around a geometric figure known As for the telluric forces that affect the BD preps 

forced to be distinct, repelled from its neighbor by a as a rectangular hyperbola, which also defines the while they are buried, in the 1930s an intrepid German 
similar charge. If he could find a way to 
duplicate this charging of the microscopic 
matter, he might produce an effective fac- 
simile of the Hunza water. 

[END OF QUOTING for this portion 
but you will not want to interrupt the 
writing(s) on this subject. This is just too 
lengthy without a break and we are having 
some problems with the “save” popping up 
too regularly and I feel it wise to break the 
writing.] Salu. 

Vortex photographed underwater reveals 

the spiraling surface between the water 

(Credit: Theodor 

CONTINUATION OF 

[QUOTING:] 

From careful observation, Flanagan 
found that vortices have a special cadence 
of their own. They shrink in diameter and 
extend in length at one moment, then ex- 

diameter and contract in length at 

curve of a water vortex. This basic physicist, Paul II. Dobler, showed that water moving in 
curve, says Flanagan, was discovered by constricted underground passages radiates energy in 
See to represent many phenomena, in- what was then called an X-band of the electromagnetic 
eluding the inverse-square law of spectrum, Xbccause nobody then had the spectrometric 
electromagnetics; the laws of magne- equipment to differentiate any signal in this part of the 
tism, gravity, and planetary motion; the infrared band of radiation. As set forth in the first of 
temperature of the sun at any given two books-most copies of which were destroyed by the 
point from the center outward; and- Nazis-Dobler was able to demonstrate mysterious 

most important to the subject at hand- Earth rays, such as are said to radiate from the Sedona 
the surface-to-volume relationships and vortices, by using a highly polished enameled alumi- 
the structuring forces binding all mat- num plate inscribed with the words 

ter. or “Underground Watercourse*. 
When Wilhelm Reich, once consid- Combined with X-ray film and positioned on the 

ered by Sigmund Freud his most bril- surface of the ground over where a.vein of water was 
liant disciple, nevertheless broke with known to be flowing, the film became exposed to Earth 
the psychoanalytic movement to make rays via the aluminum, and when developed gave a 
his momentous discovery of a life en- clear picture of the words “Underground Watercourse”. 

em Forgone”, related by some to Physicists repeated Dobler’s experiment, but were so 
Steiner’s “chemical ether”, he found it perplexed by the results they rejected them because 
to be made of or spiral “physics recognizes no such radiation”. [II: Well, 
waves. In his book 

Reich describes the creation of ages 
matter from the throat of cosmic vorti- Continuing to work on the problem of vortices, 

ces, such as nebulae. Flanagan found that the vessel best suited to contain a 

In his laboratory, Flanagan demon- vortex was one designed as a mathematical comple- 

strates the cosmic properties of a vor- ment to See’s rectangular hyperbola: a type of ellip- 

tex. Closer examination eerily reveals soid. His device, called a 
that the circulating water in its laws of was put to work in 1983 to create what Flanagan 
movement is a miniature copy of the describes as a “perfect vortex”, allowing newly-formed 
solar system, and, on a larger scale, is colloids containing all the ingredients found in 

the human fruits and berries to 

Reich already showed in be fed into the vortex, where they became subjected to 
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forces he says are treatable in no other way, These Soon after being put on the water, the horse, whose coat hard is the ensuing concrete that it is being considered 
forces lower the surface tension of water treated with went from dull to shiny, was impregnating all his mares as the best possible casing for highly toxic waste. 
the colloidal mix-all the way down to an all-time low without a miss. Given the same water, the mares also Flanagan says the electric charge on his colloids is 
of 26 dynes per centimeter, the same as for ethyl had such easy births that often the stable men would so well protected they do not become unstable even if 
alcohol. arrive to find newborn foals on their feet, though no frozen, boiled, autoclaved, microwaved, irradiated by 

“But very low tensions are not necessarily good,” signs of labor had been evident in their dams the gamma rays, or immersed in powerful cationic electro- 
he explained, “in that when they get too low they are far previous evening. Race horses known as “bleeders”- lytes. He found this out, after exposing them to such 
from equilibrium. Over a period of time they lose because their lungs are‘so weak they emit blood from influences, by measuring their electrical charge in a U- 
energy and revert to water with a normal surface ten- their nostrils as they run- showed no more bloodlet- shaped glass tube, a type of electrophoresis cell in 
sion. We found that if we produced a water with a ting symptoms after a regime on Flanagan’s water. which colloids, if overcharged positively or negatively, 
tension of 38-lower than the 45 created by washing- More important to humans, and especially to secre- will migrate to one of two poles. 
machine detergents-it has a stability that could last taries, authors, and all those obliged to face a computer Using this simple system, Flanagan established a 
for years, perhaps as long as a century. terminal for hours on end, is the risk, according to direct relationship between Zetu-potential, surface ten- 

Flanagan based his statement on the fact that col- specialist John Ott, of having their red blood corpuscles sion, and the structuring effect on water. 
loidal chemistry has discovered that large-sized col- coagulate or clump into aggregated masses the French When -Flanagan viewed the Australian film on 
loids tend to “bounce around” and lose their electric call Flanagan videotapes, taken through a Podolinsky that shows, the 500 stirring process, he at 
charge, but tiny ones retain a charge, called a Zeta- microscope in his laboratory, show such masses disag- once saw the connection with his own research, and his 
potential, that is optimally long-lasting. gregating a matter of minutes after ingestion of his explanation of what occurs is at last comprehensible in 

Thomas Riddick, a pioneer colloid chemist water. lay terms. “Steiner’s idea that an energy enters the 
formed his own Zeta-Meter company in New York, says While these extraordinary biological results are as water each time the direction of stirring is reversed is 
that the Zeta-potential is a basic law of nature; it plays yet no more than empirical, strict “double-blind” tests right on the mark, n said Patrick with excitement. “I, 
a vital role in plant and animal life to maintain a not having yet been attempted, laboratory trials run in too, have run tests with reversing vortexes but, in my 
discreteness among billions of circulating cells that Minnesota proved incontrovertibly that Flanagan wa- case, I have an instrument that creates instantaneous 
nourish the organism. The whole human body is made ter has amazing structuring properties. Professor Ken- reversal and I’ve measured the electromagnetic charges 
up of colloids, and all its flows are based on electric neth Reed, head of the University of Minnesota’s de- involved.” 
attractions. Blood cells have a protective coating of partment of mineral engineering, examining the colloi- Flanagan further cleared up the mechanics of how 
albumen, which then coagulate and get sluggish, even- da1 particles in Flanagan’s water with an electron the vortex is actually created. “What is first formed in 
tually dying. But, if you are able to take in highly microscope found them to be “a hundred times more the Australian BD stirring machine is not a true vortex, 
charged colloids from fresh food-or from Hunza wa- active and stronger than the particles in any known but a curve called a 

ter-they help enhance the overall negative electric surfactant due to a much greater dispersal capability in Actually an egg shape, it relates to Steiner’s idea that 
charge on the blood cells. suspension.” eggs and other. ovoid forms such as walnuts or pecans 

By adding one ounce of his newly-made colloidal In this instance the test subject was neither animal are receptacles for the life energy suggested by Reich.” 
mixture with its 38 surface tension to a gallon of nor human, but plain old cement or-mixed with other It is only when the machine stops and reverses that, 

distilled water, Flanagan has been able to create a aggregates such as sand or gravel-concrete. Made if one looks closely, the parabola is seen to collapse 

product with a surface tension of 55 to 65 that he feels with ordinary water, a block of cement, thoroughly instantaneously, and only just preceding the onset of 
may have the same positive biological effects on living dried, has a resistance, prior to cracking or sundering, what Podolinsky calls “chaos” does it then form a 
organisms as does the Hunza water.” By June 1988, a of 8,400 pounds per square inch. Add only a thimbleful perfect vortex. 
professor at the University of Minnesota, Kenneth Reed, of Flanagan’s water to each gallon and a half of ordi- “The wide, deep center of the paraboloid collapses,” 
had found, through the use of an electron microscope nary water in the mixer, and the same cement has a said Flanagan. “It virtually implodes toward the cen- 
scanner, that photos of Flanagan’s colloids taken at resistance of 12.300 psi. ter, at the time of reversal. It then creates for an instant 
magnifications of 25,000X and with a resolution of l/ In another trial, called a test--basically a a tiny vortex throat, which disappears into foam and 
10 micron were able to show that, unlike silica particles measure of air content in partially liquid cement- it chaos. It looks like chaos, but you must know that any 

that have angular shapes, the colloids are spherical in was found that the normally “entrapped” air, which time it’s created in water, it’s filled with millions and 
shape. But they are so small it has not yet been possible makes cement weaker, was only 30 percent compared to millions, if not billions, of small vortexes. Also we 
to measure their exact dimensions. 70 percent with ordinary water. Remarkably, the treated have a certain amount of involved here, the 

To find out, he allowed his thirteen-year-old bitch, cement contained less water: with greater plasticity or energy of rotating this tremendous fluid 
“Wishes”, a 115-pound cross between a St. Bernard and flow capacity it is also 30 percent than the mass in one direction. When the direction abruptly 
a Great Dane, to drink nothing but “Hunza” water untreated and, because much lesscorrosive to reverses, where does that energy go? It has to be 
imbued with what he calls his “Crystal Energy Concen- steel embedded in concrete. It also does not burn the of the water and be 

trate”. Within just three weeks, the enfeebled dog, hands and arms of construction workers who use it in absorbed 500, rendering them 
which previously had to be lifted over logs on the trail such jobs as stuccoing. Extended testing of the new and readily ingestible by both the microor- 
in the forest behind the house, was able to leap them by cement was undertaken at the Lafarge Concrete Com- ganisms and the hungry single-celled root hairs of 

herself. In Ohio, one of Flanagan’s friends gave the pany, largest of its kind in Canada, where a Finnish- plants.” 
treated water to a valuable thoroughbred stallion so old born expert and consultant declared he could hardly That Steiner was onto a phenomenon somehow 

he could only get a live foal once in three breedings. believe the results produced by Flanagan’s water. So familiar to ueasants in the old country is clear from the 
testimony of Viktor Schauberger, a forester who spent 
a lifetime observing the behavior of water in virgin 
tracts of forest in his native Austria and also in Bavaria. 
In a biographical book on Swedish au- 
thor Olof Alexanderson includes Schauberger’s de- 
scription of how liquid vortices are associated with 
strange energy discharges such as halos, ball lightning, 
and a levitational force capable of bringing heavy egg- 
shaped stones up from the bottom of a stream to its 
surface, where they float on top of the vortices. [II: 

said Schauberger, over 

Schauberger was the first to refer to the creation in 
nature of or “live water”, the artificial 
production of which he effected in his laboratory with 
egg-shaped “vortex reaction chambers”, also called 
“implosion chambers”, because the energy developed 
within them was centripetal (acting toward a center) 
instead of centrifugal (acting away from a center). 
“Live water” is the name given by dowsers to the 
flowing water they detect in underground veins that 
emits the radiation discovered by Dobler not detectable 
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by dowsers in water coursing through an ordinary pipe. 
Schauberger maintained that the centripetal 
energy was the basis for life, whereas its opposite was 
the cause of decay and destruction-patently exem- 
plified by atomic His cosmological outlook 
insisted that all our technology should be harmonizingly 
“going with the flow of Nature” rather than forcing 
actions contrary to natural motions. 

Brought up, like Steiner, in the countryside, 
Schauberger took as much inspiration from the obser- 
vations and practices of simple peasants as from the 
academically-schooled who hardly ever left the city. 

In an essay, he recounted a visit 
made to an old farmer whose harvests were superior to 
any in the region, but who was considered a little 
touched in the head by everyone in the community. 

nation of these two movements produces a helicoid some new products and the apparatus you can utilize to 
trajectory, as beautifully shown by the Italian scientist make your own “vortex” water at home, along with the 
Giorgio Piccardi, whose animated model revealing it proper additives to make it wholly electrolytic if you 
was set up at the Brussels World’s Fair in 1958.” like. 

A single calculation shows that the speed of the This apparatus cannot, however, replace the 
Earth’s spiral trajectory reaches a maximum in March MicroWater machine which separates the acidic water 
and a minimum in September, at approximately the from the alkaline. However, you will get the SAME 
time the cow horns are disintered, depending on whether beneficial properties and charged water. I always 
they ‘are buried in the Earth’s Northern or Southern suggest you add a couple of drops of OxySol and 
Hemisphere. Could this, Flanagan wondered, some- GaiaCol and/or Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade for 
how be related to the energy-charging effect in the cow purification) to whatever water you are using. This 
horns? insures that any parasites and microorganisms are killed. 

Flanagan further related the 500 stirring process to Most cannot live in the charged water-but why take a 
the work of Russo-Belgian scientist Ilya Prigogine, chance when you NEED the additives ANYWAY? 
author of Order who won a Nobel Prize Further, if you add a teaspoon of Gaiandriana per 
for showing that, in a particular type of chemical gallon of the water to be charged you will increase the 
reaction, chaotic forces in open systems create highly frequency immensely and allow for further 
structured order. The kind of environment in which coiloidalization of the mineral content of the water. 
chaos leads to order is called ‘dissjpative structure” After “vortexing” the water it can be heated (but I 
which, as Flanagan points out, is characterized by any prefer not boiled) for drinks and/or chilled. The more 
crystalline structure. times you complete the cycling-the better the charge- 

“The energy of chaos,” says Flanagan, ‘transmit- holding capacity of the liquid. I further suggest that 
ted into the water’s liquid crystals, and absorbed by you use this water to dilute any or all concentrates. Do 
them, could only, a Prigogine, destroy the crystalline not use carbonated beverages, however, or you will 
structures or bring them into a higher state of order.” have a mess to clean up off everything in the room. Just 

Steiner, with his vortex, his chaos, and his stirring, use common sense but experiment, experiment, experi- 
may well have been toying, knowingly or not, with the ment! You can add your vitamins and other supple- 
vertical and ellipsoidal sources of life. ments in tiny amounts to this water and cut back by 

quantity of the supplements AND get it into colloidal 
[END OF QUOTING] form. 

May the Vortex Force be with you. Salu and good 

“It happened one day, as darkness was coming on,” 
wrote Schauberger, “that I came to the farmer’s house. 
In the courtyard I met the somewhat unsympathetic son 
and inquired after his father. ‘The old one is in the back 
ofthehouse,‘theyoungmananswered with an unfriendly 
gesture. ‘Shout loud enough and he will come.‘” 

Schauberger found the old father standing in front 
of a wooden barrel as large as three or four buckets, 
singing in a weird voice. At the same time, he was 
stirring the contents of the barrel with a huge wooden 
spoon. It was not really a song he was singing, but 
rather a musical scale, rich in tone, ranging from 
falsetto to double bass. This the old man did as he bent 
over the barrel, singing loudly down into it. As he went 
up the scale, he rotated the spoon in an anti-clockwise 
motion. When his voice deepened, he changed the 
direction of the rotation of the spoon. 

Schauberger says he thought io himself there had to 
be some reason for all this. 

“The farmer did not hear me coming, and after I 
had watched him for a considerable time, I was curious 
as to what he was stirring. Unnoticed, I came up to the 
barrel and glanced inside; there was nothing there 
except clear water. Eventually the old man noticed me, 
nodded in reply to my greeting, and continued to star 
without pause. 

-My glance alternated between the farmer and the 
contents of the barrel. With a flick of his hand, he 
would throw bits of loamy soil into the barrel as he 
continued to stir the liquid first to the right and then to 
the left. At the same time he sang quite loudly and not 
altogether pleasantly into the open container. His 

stirring the water finished, the farmer loaded his barrel 
onto an ox-drawn cart and, proceeding into his fields, 
would dip a palm-frond into it and sprinkle the water 
accumulated on it onto the ground in very fine distilla- 
tions, not unlike a priest who sprinkles water on his 
communicants. Eventually the water evaporated leav- 
ing exceedingly fine crystals which carried a negative 

charge. These crystals attracted rays from all direc- 
tions and then gave them out again.” 

Schauberger noted that the farmer had, through 
trial and error, learned at what pitch his voice would set 
up a resonance with the shape of the barrel that would 
stimulate the molecular vibration of its contents. The 
practice, called in German Tonsingen--“singing to 
clay”- was done at specific times, principally immedi- 
ately after planting and firming of seed in the soil, at 
just this or that side of Eastertide. 

When Flanagan read Schauberger’s account he was 
so struck by the apparent similarity of the old peasant’s 
stirring treatment of his water with a colloidal sub- 
stance and the one shown in the Australian film that he 
wondered whether Rudolf Steiner, who was also raised 
in the Austrian countryside, might not have derived his 
knowledge from the same kind of 
singer”- as the one described by Viktor Schauberger. 

“It is also interesting,” said Flanagan, “that the 
Earth travels through space in a vertical manner. Like 
the other planets, it circles the sun at about thirty 
kilometers per second. Constantly and rectilinearly, it 
is also moving in space toward the constellation of 
Hercules at twenty kilometers per second. The combi- 

Friends, we can offer, within the next few weeks, morning. 
, 
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This is full-blown, mind-controlling damage con- 
trol from a mainstream media source-the June 23 
issue of to be exact, [quot- 
ing:] 

This could be a giggle if it didn’t raise the little 
hairs on the back of your neck to full creep alert. The 
Freemen in the Montana standoff reportedly believe 
that the government has threatened to inject one al- 
ready jailed Freeman with cancer cells and did inject 
two others with “no brains”-a secret drug that first 
made them stupid and then killed them. 

CONTACT An& the 
right-wing Colorado state senator who acted as a go- 
between declines to dismiss their worries. He’Swaiting 
until the allegations are fully investigated a 

Maybe there really is a “no brains”. Certainly 
there’s a paranoia virus going around, and not only 
famously on the new Internet breeding ground, Less 

_ noticed, the old technologies are busy, too-videotape, 
radio, television. Especially the small rural stations 
around the country are abuzz with conspiracy merchan- 
disers. One, for instance-“For the People”, based in 
White Springs, Fla., and purporting vents on 300 sta- 
tions-is drumming a video, 
that offers three Oklahoma City bombing conspiracies 
for just $27.95. 

Agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms negligently or evilly hid explosives of their 
own in the Murrah Building, then stayed away on the 
day of the blast because they (choose one: knew about, 
suspected, planted) the bomb. Somebody Middle East- 
ern was involved, maybe an Iraqi prisoner of war left 
over from the Persian Gulf war and used by Washing- 
ton. Or the building was blown up by a supersecret 
barometric bomb developed by the government in the 
’70s. This thought from a glib fellow who is doing 30 
years on drug charges he says the feds framed him for. 
Or the Murrah was seeded with demolition charges that 
were set off by the truck bomb. The source here is a 
retired general, who cites the fact that 35 congressmen 
and 25 senators have ignored his letters as proof of a 
cover-up. 

The narrator wonders if BATF, the Drug Enforce- 
ment Agency or the Secret Service set the demolition 
charges. Whichever, he charges “duplicity at the high- 
est levels of governmenV -all to panic Congress into 
enacting anti-terrorism laws that would give Washing- 
ton more power to grind its citizens 

This mishmash is presented in a bad imitation of 
programs such as and the clincher is a faux 
syllogism endlessly helpful to conspiracy theorists: 
The mainstream news media are part of the system. 
They are refusing to publish or broadcast these stories. 

Therefore, the stories are true. 
The fact that testimony comes from, in addition to 

our drug felon, a fallen-away FBI agent and a dismissed 
grand juror similarly adds plausibility. Their outsider 

‘. status credentials them. 
add 

to 
“For the People” is only one of dozens of 

outfits sowing and selling suspicion. Each boasts a 
growing catalog of conspiracies. The commerce is 
brisk. 

a 

is 

in 
Every society needs a baseline of trust to function 
decently. IfMurder and similar goods 
were tripe, that would be a pity but nothing worse. 
They are more. They are acid, too. It is acid that eats 
at trust. It is meant to. 

Did you switch to artificial sweeteners when you 
realized how many health problems are inherent in 
sugar? Oops! This news snippet comes from Dick 
Smyth’s column in the May 16 issue of 
SUN, [quoting:] 

I have sworn off diet drinks after reading damning 
research on aspartame. There is a list of 90 documented 
medical problems linked to aspartame. The more com- 
mon are migraine headaches, clinical depression, in- 
somnia, hearing loss, tinnitus and joint pain. Ulti- 
mately aspartame causes or worsens brain tumors, epi- 
lepsy, Parkinson’s disease, diabetes, multiple sclerosis 
and Alzheimer’s disease. Aspartame interferes with 
the brain’s neurotransmitters. One empirical piece of 
evidence was provided by the Gulf War. U.S. troops 
gulped gallons of diet drinks in the brutal desert heat. 
At 30 degrees C (86 degrees F), in a highly complex 
reaction, aspartame produces formaldehyde. Many of 
the returning troops exhibited symptoms of-formalde; 
hyde poisoning. 

From the June 7 issue of 

[quoting:] r 

WASHINGTON (AP)-Pesticides that by them- 
selves have been linked to breast cancer and male birth 
defects are up to 1,000 times more potent when com- 
bined, according to a study. A federal environmental 
official called the finding “astonishing” and said ifit is 
confirmed in other labs, it could force a revolution in 
the way that the environmental effects of chemicals are 
measured. The study centered on endosulfan, dieldrin, 
toxaphene, and chlordane, all pesticide chemicals that 
are known to turn on a gene that makes estrogen in 

animals. Estrogen is a hormone that controls forma- 
tion of female organs. surplus of the hormone has 
been linked to beast cancer and to malformation of male 
sex organs. By themselves, the pesticides have only a 
very weak effect on the estrogen gene, said John A. 
McLachlan of Tulane University, leader of a team that 
tested the chemicals. 

“If you test them individually, you could almost 

conclude that they were non-estrogenic, almost incon- 
sequential,” he said. “But when we put them in combi- 
nation, their potencyjumped up 500 to l,OOO-fold. The 
study is to be published today in the journal 
“These findings are astonishing,” said Dr. Lynn 
Goldman, chief of the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic 
Substances. The EPA monitors testing of environmen- 
tal chemicals one at a time, said Goldman, and the 
agency must now consider how to test for effects of 
chemicals that might combine in the environment. The 
combination effect “is a very, very new issue for us.” 

Armstrong Williams wrote the next article, from 
the May 2 issue of [quot- 
ing:] 

On April 13, an organization called Friends Being 
Friends hosted an event as part of an AIDS benefit in 
the federally owned Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium in 
the nation’s capital. What occurred, however, will 
more likely spread AIDS than alleviate it. Eyewit- 
nesses to the proceedings observed numerous illegal 
activities, including nudity, same-sex intercourse, drug 
dealing and drug use. Marc Morano, who attended the 
event (and videotaped portions of it) for the Family 
Research Council, saw an act of sodomy performed 
openly just off the dance floor in the main auditorium 
area. The men’s room stalls were used for sexual 
encounters throughout the night, and public urination 
outside the building was common. Sexual liaisons were 
so rampant outside that security guards were forced to 

cordon off sections of the grounds. 
The orgy at the MellonpAuditorium was one of 

several functions held as part of a Cherry Jubilee 
Weekend. The program was advertised as a benefit for 
the Whitman Walker Clinic and Food and Friends, 
which offer services to people with AIDS. The next 
morning, another Cherry Jubilee event, the Farewell 
Brunch, was held in the Rayburn House Office Build- 
ing, courtesy of openly gay Rep. Steve Gunderson, 
Wisconsin Republican. Sponsors of the weekend in- 
cluded American Airlines, Snapple Beverages, 
Starbucks coffees and Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream. 

This was not the first time the Mellon Auditorium 
has hosted a homosexual free-for-all. During the 1993 
gay march on Washington, it was used for the “National 
S/M Leather Fetish Conference”, featuring leather- 
clad “masters” and near-naked “submissives” in chains. 
It also showcased graphic photos of anatomical feats 
too grotesque to mention in a newspaper. 

Should this come as a shock? We are, after all, 
allowing homosexuality (sometimes in the guise of 
disease prevention) to be taught to American children 
in public schools, beginning at a very tender age. 
While the government prohibits religious expression in 
schools, and evidently does a poor job teaching the 
basics of reading, writing, math and history, it spends 
millions on contraceptive programs and sex “educa- 
tion”,. Posing as “values neutral”, these programs 
encourage amoral attitudes and self-gratification. When 
higher pregnancy and disease rates inevitably result, 
bureaucrats and “experts” call for more of the same. 

Wherever the legislative or executive branches of 
the government fail sufficiently to promote unmarried 
sex and homosexuality, the courts push them along. 
This agenda is being advanced in the name of tolerance 
and acceptance, but it brooks no opposing views. Gay 
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activists view mainstream values and norms as intrin- 
sically oppressive, and therefore desire the overthrow 
of a society based on them. 

In his detailed and well-documented book 
George Grant cites a list of gay de- 

mands from the the nation’s prestigious gay 
magazine. These include: endorsement of homosexu- 
ality by all religions and the rewriting or expurgation 
of Scriptures; gay marriage or the abolition of mar- 
riage; indoctrination of the young in homosexual be- 
havior; the end of all discrimination against homo- 
sexuals, and the expurgation of “ugly and ignorant 
homophobia” among the aged and backward who cling 
to the old ways. These goals are to be enforced through 
“heavy punishments” and “public humiliation”. [You 

The article concludes with this chal- 
lenge: “If all these things do not come to pass quickly, 

we will subject Orthodox Jews and Christians to the 
most sustained hatred and vilification in recent memory. 
We have captured the liberal establishment and the 
press. We have already beaten you on a number of 
battlefields...surrender now.” This is not an idle threat 
or an isolated phenomenon. This agenda is just part of 
a wider cultural transformation that includes abortion, 
infanticide, suicide and euthanasia. No civilization 
can long sustain widespread deprnvity. pnd of quoting.] 

a 

CONTACT a 

Jerry Falwell, 

Zionist Speaker 
6/25/96 #l HATONN 

JERRY FALWELL, 

ZIONIST SPEAKER 

I suggest you citizens LISTEN very closely to Jerry 
Falwell and his prattlings these days because it will 
show you which way the coin is spinning. He just 
stated YESTERDAY that he was completely happy 
about whatever happens in the Middle East because, if 
it ends in Armageddon, it will be good for the Chris- 
tians because it will indicate a time of the “coming of 
the Lord” and fulfill the prophecies and, “We shall 
again be with God.” Good grief, are you BLIND? You 
won’t be with God; you will be deaded in your insane 
IGNORANCE and misinformation! So be it. Let me 
tell you, however, that this very statement MEANS that 
some major conflict is imminent or he would not be 
making such observations for he is one of the planted 
robotic informers for public consumption. 

Voice : (784) 349-4285 I Fax : (1704) 369-0064 

June 25.1996 

GULF WAR VETERANS ALERT 

Anyone from the 37th Engineering Battalion out of Ft. Bragg (NC), please make immediate contact with 

Peter Kawaja. 

I have received communique(s) from several in your unit who are still alive and want to make contact with 

you. All of you need to be in contact with each other. The Pentagon is seeking to ask you questions under 

a military tribunal with regards to your knowledge of what took place in Iraq, “the mission”, and those spooks 

in white with detection equipment-you know what I am talking about! 

You are not safe. It seems the Pentagon is claiming that “they” didn’t know, but that “you” knew and 

have withheld evidence-this indicates they want to hang all those who have died since the Gulf War-on 

you. Deals are going to be made. Certain persons have received above average disability rating, etc., just 

recently after the recent news release. They want to buy your silence and hopefully, you will lie under oath. 

I have been asked by others in youtunit to put out the word and find out how many of you are still alive, who 

is sick, etc., and to arrange for you all to communicate with each other. 

Please-immediately, if you have not done so, swear out an affidavit of what you know, what you did, what 

you saw, make copies, send them to safe places (you trust) for your protection. Contact me-they already 

know who you are, it is ok to call, just do not say anything specific on the phone. It is the American public 

who doesn’t know who you are, and each of you don’t know which others are sick or dead already. If you 

remain silent and do not respond, you may accidentally die-silently, and no one will know if it was from 

natural causes-get my drift? 

Your protection is to get in contact with each other-with those in the 37th, and do it now! Those who 

have asked me to put this out have already been contacted by the Pentagon and “suspect” what is up. 

Please let me hear from you-to know if you are alive, sick, and who else in your family is sick or dead. 

Major Jordan just had a child born deformed. America is depending on you to break the camel’s back once 

and for all in the lie that we have been told all these years by the DOD/Pentagon. The truth is your only 

protection-if it is made public! 

signed-Peter Kawaja 
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CONTACT Journal 

6129196 #l HATONN 

UP FRONT 

I hope you readers will understand our own frag- 
mentation as we select that which seems most impor- 
tant on a given date, a time-an era. In almost all 
instances it is required that you look at the many details 
to catch up with the mainstream of what is coming 
down. For instance you will have to realize that the 
bombed buildings event in Saudi-land is an exact dupli- 
cation of the vortex of chaos at Oklahoma City-AND, 

THAT MEANS YOU ARE LOOKING AT THE SAME 
PERPETRATORS. 

F.E.M.A. 
FEDERAL EMERGENCY 

MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

This is one of the NEW WORLD ORDER (United 
Nations-Controlled) policing agencies of TODAY. 
Please note that following the bombing in Saudi Arabia 
there came the following announcement: “There will be 
the largest contingency of police and TRAINED 
GUARDS protecting the people involved in the McVeigh 
trial...” Also, there will be need of “thousands of 
TRAINED troops at the Olympics”, therefore”F.E.M.A. 
WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THOSE TRAINING 
PROGRAMS!” Read it and weep, America-this is the 
FINAL TAKEOVER. 

Bank mergers are being finalized; currency is be- 
ing slipped in on you in readiness for bigger changes; 
the “debit computer card” is now ‘established as the 
ONLY way to corporately deal in the Stock Markets, 
etc. Your grain crops in the U.S. (and world) are all but 
a total disaster-ah indeed, YOU ARE IN 

It certainly doesn’t matter that you might not be- 
lieve “me” but you can, and should, believe the signs for 
these are “your times”, not mine. If you only follow the 
bouncing ball of the local diversions and efforts to 
destroy our work and presence-it is enough, for the 
adversary gets more and more forceful in efforts to 
destroy and conquer. 

0. J. SIMPSON 

One of the more brutal clues to the control of media 
and citizens was shown clearly at O.J. Simpson’s home 
night before last. He “hosted” (allowed to be held at his 
home) a fund-raising party and dinner to raise funds for 
abused children, gang alternatives, etc., etc. And what 

happened7 The Zionist Feminist elements came forth 
on their marches and stand-ins and flapped about it 
being obscene for O.J. Simpson to participate in such 
horrendous activities. Why? O.J. was acquitted on all 
charges of wrongdoing. In the recent past it would have 
been a mandatory sentence from the court to have such 
an accused person to be mandated FREEDOM and the 
system would HELP to get him a job, become stable, 
and attend his responsibilities. There were even in- 
stances where the punishment would be to do EX- 
ACTLY THIS SORT OF COMMUNITY SERVICE. 
Not so now, the Zionists bellow and wallow in their lies 
and ferment. It is a very, very SICK world in which you 
find yourself experiencing. Is 0. J. guilty of “consider- 
ing” murder7 Well, he certainly probably is now1 

How DARE I bring “Zionists” into this discussion? 
Because you had better attend your “religious*’ stud- 
ies-Zionists are NOT “just Jews” who disagree, read- 
ers-they are a faction of SERIOUS INTENDERS TO 
THE CONTROL OF THE WORLD. How much do YOU 
know about the people in the games taking place as we 
write? What do you know of the current CIA as a “for 
instance”? Well, it has been totally taken over by the 
Mossad-trained Mishpucka crowd of Israel. And please 
note that the FBI was dispatched to Saudi Arabia for 
this “bombing” raid. What is the domestic FBI doing 
in Saudi Arabia7 Could it be because the FBI offers 
troops and policing TO THE INTERNATIONAL CON- 
TROLLERS? Ah, yes indeed, that is EXACTLY what 
has happened while you slept. The FBI are the troops 
of the Attorney General of the U.S. and totally under 
her control and orders. She, Janet Reno, Attorney 
General of the United States of America, is NOT even 
a paid employee of the U.S. -she is a salaried employee 

of the International Monetary Fund of the United Na- 
tions under Zionist LAW. YOU are supposed to believe 
otherwise just as you are supposed to believe the Fed- 
eral Reserve is “federal” and on down the line with the 
private corporations. 

WHAT REALLY IS GOING ON? 

Of course it is difficult to, in all the confusion, hold 
to what really is going on. It can be compared to, right 
in your dooryard, with opposing thought memories. I 
can’t help it if you choose to be the ONLY one who 
can’t remember things like “side agreements”-it is 
strange that everyone else who would lend funds here 
knows about them and honors them. This is close 
enough to “home” to be understood far better than the 
Federal Reserve System. Is it, further, responsible or 
irresponsible fiduciary behavior for officers and direc- 
tors of a corporation to TRY TO STOP A CORPORA- 
TION-DESTROY PRONOUNCEMENT BY AN EM- 
BEZZLER? No, we DO NOT buy the sad stories of 
singular put-upon while every effort was made to get 
the parties free of the entanglements and they just go 
right back to the attorney of their choice, WHO TOOK 
AND USED THEIR PAY-BACK FUNDS. A CORPO- 
RATION, threatened with RECEIVERSHIP (“informal 
liquidation” in George Green’s OWN WORDS), IS 
REQUIRED, BY LAW, TO RESPOND AND DE- 
FEND-PERIOD. I note that in “rebuttal” a sentence 
is underlined but somehow not responded to: “.. .George 
Green DID NOT offer to pay...“. Well, we see that he 
HAS NOW promised an individual to get back your 
singularly important split for dancing with him in his 
continued march through the courts, if clues be accept- 

The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to 

offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial 

resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing 

costs of the JOURNALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX 

SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent. 

We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have 

helped us so greatly in the past. Without your tisistance we would not have 

come this far. 
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able. I buggest, however, that it will not be in-full 
because George Green has never in his life been casu- 
ally generous, it appears. Thank you, adversaries, for 
being such attentive readers, although we find you on 
no listing of subscribers. I am going to once again 
remind these parties who continue to pronounce evil 
upon us: Built in to George Green’s (now called Ponzi 
Scheme) was at the least a DOUBLING in the price of 
gold to be adequately covered in loans to the Institute, 
prior to removal of funds. Emergency consideration or 
pay-pack plans would always be considered. $40,000 
that Leon Fort allowed Abbott to take as part of that 
pay-back plan-PROVES THE GOOD INTENT OF 
THE INSTITUTE. Green claimed to be THE business 
man of the age and he explained the “plan”. We have 
found that he is not the only one who embezzled while 
an officer and director of the Institute-so did Mr. 
Ence/Enz use his position to garner PERSONAL funds 
and equipment. I don’t know what anyone else might 
call these indiscretions but it seems a bit less than 
ethical, at the least, to me. I suggest that the more 
recent demands and rebuttals be offered to whoever 
wants them but the does not belong to our 
adversaries, and Dr. Young and Staff will decide what 
is run in that paper! 

Let us return to the topic of your changing world. I 
will offer you an article from July 1, 1996 
which points up better than any lecturer could pro- 
nounce on the topic: 

[QUOTING:] 

ZIONIST TAKEOVER OF 
INTELLIGENCE INFRASTRUCTURE 

NEARLY COMPLETE 

by Warren Hough 

Cambridge, Massachusetts-CIA Director John 
Mark Deutch, 57, a foreign-born defense intellectual, 
one-time chemistry professor and lifelong Zionist, has 
emerged as abureaucratic empire-builder. He is “clearly 
becoming the most powerful spy-master Washington 
has ever seen” magazine announced recently. 

Until Deutch took charge of the cloak-and-dagger 
corps a year ago, the CIA was in decline, leaking 
scandals and adrift on a tide of post-cold war doldrums. 

Congressional panels and “intelligence reform” 
committees heard high-level proposals for cutting the 
espionage budget, slashing its staff, even for breaking 
up the CIA and merging its key divisions into the 
Pentagon and State Department. 

But once Deutch took over, the storm suddenly 
abated and the national security bureaucracy enjoyed a 

new lease on life. To be sure, there were changes. For 
instance, a presidential directive shifted the intelli- 
gence budget-estimated at about $30 billion annually 
and long dominated by the Defense Department-to the 
personal control of Deutch. 

“biography* here 

Born: July 27, 1938 in Brussels, Belgium, the son 
of a pious Jewish couple known as early Zionist sympa- 
thizers. His father, Michael Deutsch, an engineering 
executive with a Belgian construction company at the 
time, eventually worked with the CIA in Vietnam. 

Education: In 194 1, the Deutsch family emigrated 
to the U.S. John was enrolled at Sidwell Friends, an 
exclusive private school in Washington (now attended 
by the president’s daughter, Chelsea Clinton), subse- 
quently at Amherst and finally at the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology MIT). Deutsch earned a doc- 
torate in chemistry. 

Employment: In 1961, Deutsch worked at the 
Defense Department and joined the “whiz kids” around 
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara and President 
John Kennedy as the stage for the Vietnamese war was 
set. 

In 1965 Deutsch, a civilian employee of the Penta- 
gon (he has no record of military service), was involved 
in planning covert-action operations in Vietnam. In 
retrospect, almost all of the missions were found to 
have been failures. 

In 1970, with the Vietnam War a lost cause, Deutsch 
bailed out of government and joined the faculty of MIT 
in Cambridge, Mass. By 1973 he was promoted to full 
professor. Three years later Deutsch was named acting 
chairman of the chemistry department. 

Deutsch was called in to take charge of the CIA’s 
Technical Advisory Panel after the agency’s covert 
action technicians bungled an anti-Castro operation in 
1976. The timer of a bomb designed to sabotage a 
Cuban airliner on the ground proved defective. An 
unintentionally delayed explosion downed the plane 
after takeoff, killing 81 aboard. 

The next year Deutsch was named to head the 
Department of Energy’s nuclear weapons program, 
where another scandal was brewing. The FBI warned 
that Israeli agents, with inside help, were stealing both 
the raw materials and design secrets of the world’s 
most powerful weapons. 

1980: Deutsch, who has changed his name to 
Deutch, returned to MIT to teach and was eventually 
named provost of the university. 

1990: President George Bush picked Deutch to 
head the President’s Foreign Intelligence Board. Deutch 
later joined the Trilateral Commission. 

1992, Deutch was appointed deputy secretary of 
defense. The incoming Clinton administration ex- 
tended and enriched secret strategic pacts that grant 
Israel access to U.S. military and intelligence resources 
no other nation has ever received. 

Deutch was granted His booming, 
_ __ - _ 

often lecturing voice has already begun to dominate the 
closed-door meetings of the president’s top aides, White 
House 

I hope all of you readers are watching Clinton as he 
Uhandles” each of these recent murderings. Look at the 
big crocodile tears and weeping over the inciderts of 
such as Ron Brown’s death along with TOP EXECU- 
TIVES who at last count, not on Clinton’s side of 
anything. Then you had several other deaths of high 
note more tears; now he weeps for the terrible and 
heinous acts against your children in Saudi-Arabia 
(which by the way, was a rerun of the Mossad’s bomb- 
ing in Beirut and came at exactly THE RIGHT TIME). 
It’s a “croc” alright! Murder is simply part of the 
agenda and it works-because out of this last came a 
FULL TAKEOVER BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER 
ZIONIST F.E.M.A. DOMESTICALLY, WHERE 
JANET RENO ALREADY MAKES ALL DECISIONS 
AND CONTROLS ALL “DOMESTIC TERRORISM”. 
Does anyone smell anything “fishy”? 

OTHER LOSSES 

What do YOU know of the recent Bilderberg meet- 
ing? Oh yes indeed, it was just held in Canada. Now 
why do you suppose there would be a media blackout of 
such meetings? The takeover is AT HAND, readers! 

And what Torching of Churches? Who ben- 
efits? Well, let us consider another article inspotlight, 
July 1, 1996: 

Speculating on the reasons for the new CIA chief’s 
sudden stardom, noted that Deutch plays squash 
with other influential Clinton- advisers and that he 

‘how to 
Christopher laugh”. 

[QUOTING: ] 

WHO BENEFITS FROM 
TORCHING CHURCHES’1 

But sources who came to know Deutch well in this 
academic community less innocent views of the 
forces behind his spectacular rise. 

by Kevin Kreider 

“Deutch owes his talent for intrigue to his father, 
his are latest 

country, 

a Deutch at the Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the late a 

1980s. 
That Kissinger and the new CIA head share a 

number of traits has been noted by more than one 
knowledgeable source interviewed by the 

“Kissinger came to symbolize the growing role of 
foreign-born theorists and analysts in American de- 
fense since the end of World War II,” observed Dr. 
Gerald McLachlan, a British biochemist who did re- 

search at MIT in the 1980s. 

OUTSIDE LOYALTIES 

The trouble was that the most deeply felt ethnic and 
emotional ties of these ALIEN technocrats bound them 
“neither to the country oftheir birth, nor to the U.S. but 
to Israel-an impossible position for, say, a strategic 
planner or an intelligence officer”, McLachlan ex- 
plained. 

But supported by the Israel lobby, an alien pressure 
group heavily favored both in Congress and the mass 
media, the network of dual loyalist administrators en- 
joyed a unique advantage: It was almost never penal- 
ized for the mistakes and misdeeds of the national 
security establishment. 

“When one of his programs fell apart, Deutch 
simply went back to teaching for a while,” said a MIT 
faculty administrator who worked for Deutch at both 
MIT and the Defense Department. “He knew that he 
would be moving back to government-to a new na- 
tional security job nearer to the top-soon enough.” 

Now Deutch, whose father-a Belgian refugee- 
was a member of the CIA covert action team headed by 
Gen. Edward Lansdale during the Vietnam War, has 
arrived at the top. With the full support of the Israel 
lobby behind him, he is reaching for unlimited powers. 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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Please happens when 
church burnings is a transparent ploy to increase the 
American police state. 

go 

change.] 
“Black religious communities are being used as 

dupes in an attempt to federalize law enforcement,” he said 
Coinciding perfectly with the resurfacing of the According to Brock, the government is using church 

Whitewater scandal and admissions the White House burnings and the Oklahoma bombing to increase a 
had illegally acquired confidential FBI files on hun- 
dreds of Republican appointees, Clinton has focused 

military presence, particularly in the South. 

his-and the media’s-attention on black church MILITARY MOVES SOUTH 
burnings in the South. 

During his weekly radio address, Clinton “shared Brock says that in preparation for the terrorist 
the pain” with black ministers and recalled his own threat at the Olympic games “thousands of military 
memories of church burnings. 

[END OF QUOTING) 

“I have vivid and painful memories of black churches 
troops and equipment are already being housed in 

being burned in my own state when I was a child,” he 
Dekalb County’s [Atlanta, Georgia] public schools.” 

a 

An inconvenient fact for the president, however, is 
that the Arkansas state historian, church leaders and 
even the president of the state NAACP said there were This is in addition to the 1,000 to 2,000 FBI, CIA, 

Secret Service and Georgia police agents and the 15,000 

Another fact the president and the media race- 
private security, 10,000 military guards and foreign 

baiters fail to mention is that these “racist” arsonists 
police contingents assigned to provide security at the 

have, in the long mn, burned more white churches and 
Olympics. 

synagogues than black churches. 
the 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has 
Brock says that any issue with a high-level of 

sensitivity-such as church burnings and the Okla- 
catalogued 123 church fires during the past five years homa bombing-can be easily used as a vehicle to 
where arson has been proved or is suspected. expand federal power. 

Of those, 12 were synagogues and 85 were exclu- 
sively or predominantly white houses of worship-not 

“With these sensitive issues, allegations become 
fact and our is thrown out the window,” he 

including the arson and execution of the members of said. 
the mostly white Branch Davidian Church in Waco, [H: Please 
Texas by the Justice Department. 

May we be given strength to act in WISDOM, our 
own journey to accomplish. May we not be distracted 
by the distracters or their deceptions and distractions. 
As we are personally attacked we tend to back off our 
own work in order to lick our wounds and never mind 
the rest-no, that is not acceptable. We CAN make a 
difference if we continue to walk in LIGHT, always 
toward THE LIGHT and consciously keep to the path 
toward Creator. Names called are meaningless-IF 
YOU OWN and intentions in the 
places of God (of that wondrous perfection in Light). If 
someone tells you to “avoid moving toward the light.. .“, 
BEWARE! In these days of chaos 

Salu. 
Journal title: 

THENAMEOFTHEGAMEIS 

So, for one thing, church burnings have been going 
at a clip for at least five years. Of the ones 

that l ave been publicized during the most recent rash, 
diately 

3 1 black churches were torched, but not mentioned was 
the fact that another 30 mostly white churches were 

certainly a 

burned 

According to Richard Gilman, the director of the Perhaps 
Insurance Committee for Arson Control, churches are 
often picked by arsonists because- for one thing-they 
burn easily, a fact overlooked by all media analysts but 
not by actuaries and pyromaniacs and-secondly- 
because they serve as magnets for disturbed personali- 
ties with grudges against both individuals and social 
and religious institutions. 

in a 

“There is no typical church arsonist,” Gilman says. 
“Many are just deranged.” What Are The Phoenix Journals? 

As examples, Gilman cited a Protestant man who 
torched 32 white Protestant churches and a Jewish man 
who torched 12 synagogues. 

POLITICAL EXPLOITATION 

Rep. Henry Hyde (R-Ill.)-who exploited the Okla- 
homa City bombing to promote his counterterrorism 
bill+s now using the recent church burnings to pro- 
mote a new bill expanding federal power. 

Many people have asked us what the are. They contain the true history (his-story) of 

mankind on this planet as well as detailed information about the most asked about and wondered about 

subjects (i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin, our purpose here on this planet, etc.). Commander Hatonn, and 

the other Higher Spiritual Teachers who have authored these weave spiritual lessons and insights 

throughout the unveiling of lies which have been deceptively forced upon us, throughout time, by the Elite 

anti-Christ controllers. These are the of our time. Their importance for the 

growth of mankind cannot be overstated. They are the textbooks of understanding which God promised us 

we would have, to guide us through the “End Times”. 

The Church Arson Prevention Act of 1.996, or H.R. 
3525, sponsored by Hyde, is in response to the Justice 
Department’s continuing call to expand its federal 
jurisdiction over traditionally local law enforcement areas. 

The clearly states that “powers 
not delegated to the United States by the 
are reserved to the states. Federal agencies-like the 
Justice Department-must find loopholes in the Con- 

to increase their jurisdiction. 
The passage of the civil rights laws in the 1960s 

makes deprivation of one’s civil rights, based on race 
and religion, a federal offense. This gives the federal 
government the loophole it is searching for in this 
case-by labeling the church arsons as hate-inspired 
destruction of black churches intended to spread fear 
and intimidation throughout black communities. 

Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about the Quoting from #40, 

Vol.II, pgs. 47 & 48: “Some day in the far recesses of the future experiences of 

another human civilization-these will be found and TRUTH will again be given unto the world 

manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. God always gives His creations that 

which they need when the sequence is proper. It is what man DOES WITH THESE THINGS which marks 

the civilization. WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE????? I focus on current activities which might turn your 

world about in time to save your ecosystems and your sovereignty as nations and peoples. You cannot wait 

to be filled in on the lies of the generations, lest you wait until too late to take control of your circumstance 

presently within the lies. YOU ARE A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE DECEPTION AND WHAT YOU WILL DO 

WITH THIS INFORMATION IN ACTION DETERMINES YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THIS 

WONDROUS MANIFESTED EXPERIENCE. WILL YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, 

OR WILL YOU MOVE INTO AND WITHIN THE PLACES OF THE CHOICE IS 

YOURS.” 

According the Self 
Determination Committee-a Washington-based black 
Nationalist organization-the sudden attention to 

In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest 

as they are printed. This gives you an extra discount on new and you don’t have to keep 

remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565 for details. 

See Back Page for ordering information. 
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Keep Your Eyes On 

your own vandalism and conspiracy (yes indeed, “con- 
spiracy” is the term), you cannot possibly hope to have 
that to which you claim to wish to aspire. You literally 
TIE THE HANDS OF THOSE YOU WANT TO SERVE 
YOUR WISHES AND THEN, INCREDIBLY ENOUGH, 
YOU DISALLOW ANY SOLUTION TO BE FUL- 
FILLED. Whatever you may “think” you were after in 
the onset-CHANGED WITH THE ACQUISITION OF 
THOSE WHO WOULD DESTROY “EVERYONE’S” 
POSITION TO GAIN FOR SELVES-AT YOUR EX- 
PENSE. Ask George Green to exolain how he can steal 

The Maior Elite Groum 
$400,000 in gold &ins and bury ihem in his back yard, 
owe promissory notes (without any side agreements at 
all) and refuse to honor them so people could have 
funds returned, as in your instance, and continue into 
infinity to have himself and his attorneys grasping at 

1- -- totally-unbelievable tactics to continue these cases into 
that same infinity. Ask Green to explain the workings 

#l HATONN 

CHAOS IN HIGH PLACES’1 

No chaos is present at the Bilderberg meetings! No 
chaos is present at the planning meetings of any of the 
Elite World of the Would-be Kings. Chaos is pro- 
nounced as your penalty for existing as you reach the 
vortex of your cycle to Truth or Consequences. 

I am going to begin this writing by asking you who 
have an “inquiring” mind and like to acquire good 
reference books and Elite listings, to get: Who ‘s Who o/ 
Ihe I’ve referred to this volume prior to now but 
I find that even with the Bilderberg meeting just over- 
nobody seems to have known about the meeting or who 
in the world are the Bilderbergers. 

This book is as current as you can get but, of course, 
things and lists change as people change. To get this 
book please see box on this page. 

The book lists Council on Foreign Relations, Tri- 
lateral Commission AND Society 
members as well as Bilderberger members. And, read- 
ers, get ready for a SHOCK as you find every notable 
name you thought you never wanted to know about, 
listed within. 

Because you are in the final takeover days by the 
Elite controllers, it is long past time to RECOGNIZE 
YOUR MASTERS. I am only in the “information” 
mode for, of all the things I am NOT, violent is one of 
them. You cannot win anything through violence for 
you only beget more violence, death and destruction. 
KNOWING is half the battle to freedom and Creative 
Knowing is the answer-not war. Bring the dark- 
seeking entities into the LIGHT OF KNOWING in 
recognition BY THE PUBLIC of their acts and atroci- 
ties, thefts and wars and they scatter like roaches when 
a light is turned on in an infested pantry. 

Why do our own enemies flap and struggle so when 
we simply defend our mandatory actions of fiduciary 
responsibilities in our own stream of evolving circum- 
stances? Because they cannot stand the TRUTH to be 
shown. Books and records have been offered to various 
ones of the counter-crew, also to Judges in court, 
wherein they immediately fell into the hands of George 
Green and every bit of personal and private information 
about EVERYONE was mailed to his mailing lists, 
adversarial attorneys and then, out of context, used 
against us to somehow prove we are “evil”! No thank 
you. We call things as they fall and happen and you are 
welcome to all information-except that which is PRI- 
VATE to “another”. 

If you cannot recognize your adversary then you 
have no way to accomplish that which you CLAIM to 
want. This is true of Mr. Fort as well as for any readers 
in any circumstance. Leon Fort claims to “just want” 
his Mother’s money back, which SHE HAD NOTHING 
TO DO WITH HANDLING FROM ONSET, but he 
continues to force the issue with a most incredibly 
unethical attorney who joins forces with such as Green 
and Horton. Until you, Leon, can find the culprits in 
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of CORPORATION FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY 
for he has many corporations and manipulates them 
like a magician, does not honor any of his commitments 
(even to you, never has and never will) and perhaps you 
can better explain WHY you might have problems. I 
wonder if you actually believe that if “you” got all 
“your” funds this day-you would get them? No, you 
signed your business in the matter over to George 
Abbott-and he will get your funds in the end just like 
he got your $40,000. Think about it! And now, he is 
joined, without standing or interest, by Green and 
Horton-with Green managing the case because, as he 
told that party whom you slander, Paul L., that “Horton 
is so stupid that I have to tell him what to do...” Those 
three are now referred to as the Three Stooges ofthe Bar 
and the two attorneys are called Abbott and Costello 
because Horton is entering documents in the court in 
cases in which he has NO LEGAL ENTRY-even 

AS USUAL-using an excuse of not having affidavits, 
etc., which are NOT, of course, AFTER Green through 
Horton has already sent them to the court, screaming 
for an instant receivership while Abbott whines for an 
extension of time. On this planet only George Green 
could coordinate with such chaos. 

Now, you people go right on and do what you wish 
about these things. I asked if the staff would run your 
objections as jotted on the FAX you sent, Ann and 
Leon, but I have no response so we will make available 
the FAX for anyone who will pick it up. Or, if you will 
supply a quantity for insertion and the extra cost of 
postage, the mailers might wish to serve yor - needs. 
You will, however, need to clear that with Dr. Young, 
Mr. Martin and Mr. Moorhead, 

We are still working on funding which appears, 
this time, to be making great progress and with parties 
high ,:nough in their own game to get it done-and that 
means abundance and Ekkers’ ability to get out of this 
nightmare. They have done the work, they will have 
rewards also, evenif YOU don’t like it. They have been 
left holding the bag for the ones who have run off with 
the loot and will be very happy to have that behind 
them. And by the way, to you who disclaim any 

agreements on the “doubling of gold” or “SSOO”, I have 
terrible news for you-there certainly ARE THOSE 
AGREEMENTS-even if you have chosen to “lose” 
yours. In the instance of Sharri, the very amount $800 
plays a major part of the agreements and are reflected 
fully in the corporation records. You who MISLED 
her, deserve to be paying for any inconvenience or 
discomfort she might be experiencing. YOU did it as 
directly, through your prattlings, advice giving, urgings 
and uninformed gossip, as if each of you snitched the 
records away from the corporation agent. This, by the 
way, in legal language, constitutes, whether or not you 
like it: Conspirucy, and in these instances with in- 
volvement of Green, Abbott and Horton-Little RICO. 
YOU are within that conspiracy [any time you have two 
or more working at a project, legal or otherwise to 
benefit at the cost of another or to engage in unethical 
or unlawful acts, you have a “conspiracy*] if you work 
with Green, lie for Green, or enter untruthful affrda- 
vits, you ARE A CONSPIRATOR, WHETHER OR 
NOT YOU LIKE THE DEFINITION. 

I consider that nobody, however, OWES GEORGE 
ABBOTT one more cent of even YOUR funds, Leon. 
When we can work out a plan that does not involve 
Abbott, Horton or Green, then and only then can we 
work out any plan, and at the rate they enter garbage 
into the courts-that day is not likely to ever get here. 
When funding is achieved, as it should be by late 
August, we will see to it that ESTHER (whose funds you 
claim we hold) GETS HERS. THIS IS THE ONLY 
WAY WE CAN ASSURE THAT ABBOTT DOES NOT 
TAKE ALL OF HER ASSETS. Since YOUR claim, 
Leon, is that the funds that you used through YOUR 
corporation belong to your family, then the family 
should be the recipients 

As for Ann 
Beam, who seems to be so busy at attending YOUR 
BUSINESS, Leon, I find no reference to her claim to 
anything of yours or Esther’s and it seems quite an 
interesting arrangement from one who simply claims to 
want balance within God as has been offered against 
whatever we do to try to appease your anger. 

You also continue to refer to me as having some 
kind of “cult”. That comes, I suppose, from Green who 
HAS been written up in the media about having a 
“following for his cult”. So, do YOU belong to Green’s 
cult? How about Annie’s Cult? Perhaps the Hayes- 
Beaumont cult’? Maybe it is the Ence/Enz cult? If there 
are any friendly gatherings for any purpose, especially 
meditation, it has to be a cult, does it not? Moreover, 
if you speak of God, god, spirits or any related “occult” 
topic-it is considered today, to be a cult. Silly in my 
inquiry? No, this is what is coming from the snitching, 
law reports, dirty tricks, and vandalism activities of 
which your own friends are a part, recognized, and 
known. Perhaps you would like us to refer to your 
friends who are with you as-Leon’s cult? How about 
Ann’s occult cult’? Sits hard, doesn’t it? Well, it sits 
hard here as well. 

Ence/Enz said IN HIS LEGAL AFFIDAVIT that 
the Ekkers had their bags packed and ready to “take 
off. He said they were in the back of their basement- 
waiting. Come on, people, the Ekkers haven’t gone 

even to visit family, in ten years. Do you 
actually think that such affidavits can possibly hold any 
water in a court of law? Even if we just work on 
assumptions-how could Rod Ence/Enz know whether 

or not there were packed bags in the “back of Ekkers’ 
basement”7 Or, did he also have a lot to do with 
missing funds and records-OUT OF EKKERS’ BASE- 
MENT? YOU CANNOT HAVE IT “BOTH” WAYS. 

Also, doesn’t Sharri know what is going on? She 
signs in an affidavit that her brother had nothing to do 
with anything, including corporations-WHILE HIS 
ORIGINAL SIGNATURE IS ON THE CHANGE OF 
AGENT DOCUMENTS FROM RENO. Regardless of 
ANYTHING ELSE, you cannot handle corporations in 
such a careless and unlawful manner. How did YOU 
get those terrible Ekkers off your corporation, Leon?? 
And what a relief it was for them to hand the paperwork 
over to you for they didn’t like being a corporation 
structuring party for you, or anyone else. However, if 
a Director or an Officer learns of ANY mishandling OF 
THE CORPORATION PAPERS, FOR ANY CORPO- 
RATION WITH WHICH THEY ARE/WERE IN- 
VOLVED, THEY WILL TAKE THE RESPONSIBIL- 
ITY,BYLAW,TOATTENDTHEMISHANDLINGBY 
OTHER PARTIES AGAINST THEM AND THE COR- 
PORATION. THIS IS LA ULTIMATELY 
IT WILL STAND IN THE COURTS OF LAW. 

I DO NOT SERVE MY ADVERSARY I! I 
Now back, please, to the discussion about the Elite 

groups abounding in the Puppet Master’s quarters. In 
reference I will offer the from the above named 
book, by Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr. 

[QUOTING, 

first exposure to the the people who really 
run this country, was in 1972 when I first read 

by Gary Allen. A friend gave 
me a copy of this book, asked me to read it, and to give 
it some thought. I was heavily involved in starting up 
a new company, and had little interest in political 
affairs at the time. However, I agreed to read it. After 
getting started, I became very interested, and could not 
stop reading until it was finished. This book remained 
in my subconscious until about 1988, when my concern 
for the direction that our country was headed began to 
increase. 

I began to write letters to both my state and federal 
representatives regarding things that bothered me. My 

letters were answered (if they were answered at all) by 
low-level clerks who were hired to read and answer 
letters from the constituents. This prompted me to 
write a book titled 

While conducting the research for 
this book, I began to run into sources that included brief 
information about the that really 
controls what happens around the world. After finish- 

ing the writing of the draft of the first book (which will 
be published later), I could not rest until I found out 
more about this hidden oligarchy. 

In order to head-off those who would brand me a 
radical leftist, radical rightist, or other terms designed 
to discredit me (the ‘s favorite defense is to “shoot 
the messenger”), I must declare that I am an active 
charter member of uUnited We Stand America” (UWSA), 
but not an active or inactive member of 8ny other 
political or religbus group of any kind. Moreover, my 
membership in UWSA is coincidental, and my opinions 
are strictly mine alone, and have no connection with 
this fine, independent organization. 

I hold a BS degree in Industrial Engineering from 
Texas A & M University. After graduating, I accepted 
a commission as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Army Security 
Agency (ASA), a branch of the National Security Agency 
(NSA), which is a part of the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA). My military training was in the field of 
cryptoanalysis (the breaking of codes), and I served as 
a unit commander on the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) in 
the Chorwan Valley of South Korea from 1956 to 1957 
(after the fighting had ceased). 

Upon leaving active duty, I began my professional 
career in the petroleum industry. I served as an Indus- 
trial Engineer for ten years until being promoted into 
management, and was a manufacturing Plant Manager 
for over ten years. The remaining seventeen years of 
my career have been as an International Management 
Consultant, working in the US, Japan, Mexico, Canada, 
England, and Iran. The only reason for relating my 
personal history is to try to set the theme for this book. 
I pride myself for my ability to back away from a 
problem and look at the big picture. Often, this ap- 
proach will reveal an entirely different image than the 
one presented by micro analysis. For example, you can 
be blindfolded and place your nose against the side of 
an animal. When the blindfold is removed, you can see 
hair and smell an animal. But what kind? You can 
guess that it is a horse, cow, deer, or other animal, but 
you cannot be sure. Only after you back far enough 
away, can you see that it is, in fact, a moose. 

The common thread of my formal education, mili- 
tary training and experience, my engineering training, 
plus my extensive business management and consult- 
ing background is to look for patterns of facts and 
events when trying to solve military codes and/or busi- 

ness problems. I have amassed quite an extensive 
database (although it is extremely difficult to discover 
information about secret organizations) on the 
and have studied it very carefully. My concern is that 
we are losing control of this great nation, and the world 
as well, to a group that cares nothing about the present 
or future quality of life ofthe majority of citizensof this 
country, or the rest of the world. The are guided 
by greed, and their insatiable need for control, influ- 
ence and power. 

This is my first book on the subject of the 
second undertaking on this subject is a companion 
to be titled Dare 

This companion book contains an expanded history of 
the the Bilderbergers (BB), Council on Foreign 
Relations (CFR), and Trilateral Commission (TC) or- 
ganizations, their goals, objectives and their projects in 
the past, present, and future. 

My first inclination was to write just one book with 
the member lists contained in the index. As this book 
grew in size, and the lists grew as well, I decided that 
it would be more advantageous to split the information 
into two companion books; one providing the details 
regarding their connections with these organizations, 
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their positions with these organizations, their “day NESS to come up with FACTS, DOCUMENTATION 
job” titles, and their employers or affiliations. and/or any other information which can shed light onto 

The advantage of this approach of splitting the their own inner-business. If you REFUSE data input 
information into two companion books was that the and continually -gain ONLY from the liars sent to 
book on details about the Us mislead you in the first place-how can you function in 

might be read once, and then placed on clarity of thought and action? Just as EVERYTHING 
the book shelf for future reference. The list of names of about the Ekkers is laid right out for anyone who wishes 
the should be kept handy to study the files and cases-so too, is information 
by the chair the reader uses while reading and/or available if you citizens will simply study and do your 
watching the news on television. As different people investigation. Ifyou refuse to study facts and documen- 
appear in newspaper print, or on the TV, the reader or tation-then you are_ destined to remain ignorant and 
observer should to misinformed. You can claim and shout and label us 
see if the persons prominent to the news are members, “liars” and anything else you choose but in the ending 
or not. The people in the news never begin their it is you who becomes considered the “fool” as you tout 
discussions with disclaimers, such as, “I am a member back the misinformation fed to you by those on, suppos- 
of the Bilderberg organization, and would like to give edly, “your side”. The enemy who wants something 
you my opinions of the following subjects from the FROM YOU, will always feed you misinformation/ 
perspective of a member of this organization. My disinformationto insure your participation in whatever 
opinion on this subject is...” game he is hoping to win-with these groups- 

I thought that it would be helpful to the reader if I the prize is YOUR WORLD. 
also added the list of members of The Skull & Bones I believe I need to give descriptions of these groups 
Society, as presented in so that what we write about later will make better sense 

by Antony C. Sutton, 1986. Apparently, this was and then I petition each of you to get one of the 
one of the stepping stones into the BB, CFR and TC. membership books and keep it handy. 

It is extremely important that the reader under- Will you find any of our local adversaries on these 
stands that this book is absolutely NOT intended to listings? No, good grief, they are tiny gnats and are in 
incite violent actions by anyone, for any reason. far more trouble with the over their silly actions 

Wanton attacks on innocent people, violent revolu- than you can imagine because they cause focus to be 

tion or armed insurrection is not the answer. The drawn to that to which the Elite don’t want attention 
bombing of the federal building% Oklahoma City is drawn. 
heinous and absolutely unforgivable, This was the act We have a little meeting this afternoon to share a 

of a very troubled, deranged, evil and isolated small bit of ice cream and apple pie and give thoughtful 
group of radical extremist, violent criminals. [H: Or attention to America’s birthday. You have no Indepen- 

is the act of the Elite-controlled services dence, even from England, but the thought in the heart 
tionally planting a for Freedom and Sovereignty is alive within the hearts 

The Elite-controlled of “HER” people. May honor and Truth return to 
media immediately took this terrible event as an excuse America who once had such promise for the future of 
to first blame foreigners, and then, later, to try to place the world. Therefore, we will write until we need to 
the blame on the many Militias that have formed around leave and pick up later as is necessary. 
the country. At the date of publication of this book, 
there has not been one shred of evidence to link any [QUOTING, 
Militia organization to this tragedy. 
now, a mountain information and BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF 

all of the Elite to incident.1 BILDERBERG. COUNCIL ON 
Any violent effort to rid the U.S. and the rest of the FOREIGN RELATIONS 

world of the control of the is a mistake, for at least and 
the following reasons: TRILATERAL COMMISSION 

1. It is wrong. It is wrong to break our laws, and to ORGANIZATIONS 
endanger innocent people by violent acts. 

2. It is illogical. It is impossible for 8ny armed The brief description of the major US organi- 
group to defeat the military capabilities of the It zations, the Bilderbergs (BB), Council on Foreign Re- 
is my opinion that they own the U.S. military, NATO, lations (CFR), and Trilateral Commission (TC), in this 
the Secret Service, the CIA, the Supreme court, and book were intended to be brief. For more details, refer 
many of the lower courts. They appear to control, to my companion book, 
either directly or indirectly, most of the state, country The fundamental differences between 
and local law enforcement agencies. To ignore this is these three secret organization are: 
pure lunacy. Those who blew-up the federal building in 1. The BB members are largely from Eastern Eu- 
Oklahoma City clearly fit this lunacy description. rope, Northern Africa, Turkey, Greece, the Scandina- 

Nevertheless, the heinous act in Oklahoma City vian countries, the US and Canada. 
should not deter us from using every moral, ethical, 2. The CFR members were originally from the New 
political and legal process at our disposal, in order to York City area, but later expanded to include Washing- 
stop the takeover of the U.S. and the rest of the ton, DC, andthen the rest of the US. Shortly thereafter, 
world. the Canadians were included. They are now consider- 

ing expanding their membership to include other coun- 
[END OF QUOTING] tries, probably Mexico, Chili, Brazil, Argentina, and 

others. 
I am laying some foundation, if possible, for you 3. The TC members come from all the same above 

readers who maybe don’t know what I am talking about areas, but in this case the Japanese were included 
when I offer you some startling information about such because of their dominance of the banking industry. 
things as the recent Bilderberg meeting in Canada. If 4. The BB’s are the most secretive of the three. 
you have no idea what in the world that is, how can you When they meet, they clear out all the people in the 
make sense out of the information7 buildings in which they are to meet, they completely de- 

Even as I turn to offer information on that meeting bug all the rooms, bring in their own cooks, waiters, 
right now, I am in realization that a whole bunch of new housekeepers, heavily armed security guards, etc., and 
readers will still have no idea of that which I write other do not allow outsiders anywhere near the meeting place 
than “just another group” type of input. I find that the just before, during and immediately after they meet. 
very ones who claimed to want information and sharing They claim that there are no written records taken of 
from their acquaintanceship with me, fail to even do the their discussions, but has occasionally 
least amount of investigation into their OWN BUSI- acquiredvery detailed documents that prove otherwic,. 

The attendees are required to maintain complete and 
absolute secrecy regarding their deliberations. Liberty 
Lobby’s crack investigative reporters on 
have positioned a mole within the BB that somehow 
acquires a copy of the invitation list and often a copy of 
the agenda, but have never penetrated the actual meet- 
ings (to date). Interestinelv enoueh. THIS YEAR, 

Each time that they 
have met on US soil, 
Rockefeller property. 

The other differences and similarities are covered 
in the following brief descriptions: 

BILDERBERG GROUP (BBL 

Liberty Lobby, Inc., 300 Independence SE, 
Washington, D.C. 20003, publishes a weekly newspa- 
per titled At my request, sent me a 
reprint of a summary of Bilderberg information, titled 

published mid-June, 1975. Page 6 of this document 
states: 

“The Congressional Record - U.S. Senate, April 
11, 1964 states: 

(Speaking) -Mr. (Jacob) Javits -Mr. President, 
the 13th in a series of Bilderberg meetings on 
international affairs, in which I participated, was 
held in Williamsburg, VA, on March 20, 21, and 
22. I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the 
Record a background paper entitled ‘The 

The Bilderberz Meetings 
The idea of the Bilderberg meetings originated 

in the early fifties. Changes had taken place on the 
international political and economic scene after 
World War II. The countries of the Western World 
felt the need for closer collaboration to protect their 
moral and ethical values, their democratic institu- 
tions, and their independence against the growing 
Communist threat. The Marshall plan and NATO 

were examples of collective efforts of Western coLn- 
tries to join hands in economic and military matters 
after World War II. 

In the early 195Os, a number of people on both 
sides of the Atlantic sought a means of bringing 
together leading citizens, not necessarily connected 
with government, for informal discussions of prob- 
lems facing the Atlantic community. Such meet- 
ings, they felt, would create a better understanding 
of the forces and trends affecting Western nations, 
in particular. They believed that direct exchanges 
could help to clear up differences and misunder- 
standings that might weaken the West. 

One of the men who saw the need for such 
discussions was the late Joseph Retinger. In 1952, 

he approached His Royal Highness, Prince Bernhard 
of the Netherlands, with the suggestion of informal 
and unofficial meetings to discuss the problems 
facing the Atlantic community. Others in Europe 
wholeheartedly supported the idea, and proposals 
were submitted to American friends to join in the 
undertaking. A number of Americans, including 
C.D. Jackson, the late General Walter Bedell Smith, 
and late John Coleman, agreed to cooperate. 

The first meeting that brought Americans and 
Europeans together took place under the chairman- 
ship of Prince Bernhard at the Bilderberg Hotel in 
Oosterbeck, Holland, from May 29 to May 31, 
1954. Ever since, the meetings have been called 
Bilderberg meetings. 

NO STRICT RULES OF PROCEDURE 

From the outset, it was the. intentions of the 
Bilderberg founders and participants that no strict 
rules of procedure govern the meetings. Every 
effort was made to create a relaxed, informal atmo- 
sphere conducive to free and frank discussions. 

Bilder+rz is in no sense a policy-making body. 
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No conclusions are reached. There is no voting, 
and no resolutions are passed. 

The meetings are off the record. Only the partici- 
pants themselves may attend the meetings. 

It was obvious from the first that the success of 
the meetings would depend primarily on the level 
of the participants. Leading figures from many 
fields-industry. labor, education, government, 
etc .-are invited, who, through their special knowl- 
edge or experience, can help to further Bilderberg 
objectives. Representatives of governments attend 
in a personal, and not an official capacity. An 
attempt is made to include participants represent- 
ing many political parties and points of view. 
American participation has included Members of 
Congress of both parties. 

Over the years, Bilderbergparticipants have come 
from the NATO countries, Switzerland, Sweden, 
Austria, and Finland, and have included prominent 
individuals such as Dean Rusk, Christian A. Herter, 
Maurice Faure, Franz-Josef Strauss, Amitore 
Fanfani, Panayotis Pipinelis, Reginald Maudling, 
the late Hugh Gaitskell, Omer Becu, Guy Mollet, 
the late Michael Ross, Herman Abs, C.L. Sulzberger, 
Joseph Harsch, and T.M. Terkelsen. Individuals 
with international responsibilities have also par- 
ticipated, among them being Gen. Alfred Gruenther, 

Lord Ismay, Eugene Black, Gen. Lyman Lemnitzd?, 
Paul-Henry Spaak, and the late Per Jacobsson. 

Bilderberg meetings are held at irregular inter- 
val.S, but have taken place once or twice a year since 
1954. All the early conferences were held in 
Europe, but a meeting is now held on this side of the 
Atlantic every few years to provide a convenient 
opportunity for American and Canadian partici- 
pants to attend.” 

a 

1996. 

actions can followed-up 

300, 

The reports that the Bilderberg meetings 

are highly secret, and are held at random times each 
year, and rarely at the same location, for security 
reasons. The responsibility for security for these meet- 
ings is in the hands of the government of the country in 
which the meetings are held. They must supply mili- 
tary security, secret service, national and local police 
and private security personnel to protect the privacy 
and safety of these very powerful international 
members who are not subject to visa requirements, or 
public notice of their meetings. meet, no 
outsiders are allowed in or near the building. They 
bring their own cooks, waiters, telephone operators, 
housekeepers and bodyguards. as fun 

Bohemian Grove 
meetings California, 

The Bilderberg membership is made up of Kings, 
Queens, Princes, Chancellors, Prime Ministers, Presi- 
dents, Ambassadors, Secretaries of State, Wall Street 
investors, international bankers, news media execu- 
tives, and wealthy industrialists. Their meetings are by 
invitation only, and no outsiders in the news media are 
allowed, except by special invitation. However, the 
news are Blwavs present at these meetings such 
as: Peter Jennings (BB and Anchor & Senior Editor of 

Joseph C. Harsch 

(BB, CFR and former Commentator for NBC, Inc.), Bill 
D. Moyers (BB and Executive Director of Public Af- 
fairs TV, Inc. and former Director of the CFR), William 
F. Buckley, Jr. (BB, CFR and Editor-in-Chief of 

and host of PBS’s Gerald 
Pie1 (BB, CFRand former Chairman of 

Inc.), Henry Anatole Grunwald (BB, CFR and 
former Editor-in-Chief of the -US News 

News and 
Robert L. Bartley (BB, CFR, TC and Vice President of 
the Peter Robert Khan (BB, CFR 
and Chairman & CEO of Dow Jones & Company, and 
husband of Karen E. House, CFR), William Kristol (BB 
and Editor & Publisher of the new 
magazine), Donald (Don) C. (BB, CFR and former 
European Diplomatic Correspondent for the 

Robert Leroy Bartley (BB, CFR, TC and 
Vice President of the Albert J. 
Wohlstetter (BB, CFR and Writer for the 

Thomas L. Friedman (BB, CFR, TC and 
Columnist for the New and the “Queen” of 
the Elite-Katherine Graham (BB, CFR, TC and Owner 
and Chairwoman of the Executive Committee of the 

Even though the media moguls 
attend these secret meetings, they do not file reports 
about the Bilderberg activities during their meet- 
ings. 

The Bilderberg’s address is Post Office Box 30418, 
2500 GK, The Hague, The Netherlands. If there is a US 
address, it is unknown to at this printing. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Yes, readers, I know that you may find you would 
rather have an updated revelation on earthquakes in- 
stead of this dreary business. But, you can survive 
earthquakes-YOU MAY VERY WELL NOT SUR- 
VIVE THESE GROUPS OF CONTROLLERS AND 
DESTROYERS. 

presently have some very important things 
going on with some of the “high-roller” people and I 
want to let them know we KNOW. This is “just as I 
want” certain parties in Greece to be fully informed 
about the position of Adm. (Ret) Earl P. (Buddy) Yates 
and his involvement with the Nugan Hand bank de- 
bacle, i.e.: 

. . .The Australian Royal Commission of inquiry 
found the bank’s records in shreds, thanks to the 
frantic efforts of its directors. Unknown investors 
who could not afford the publicity of pressing their 
claims, lost millions in the aftermath of Nugan’s 
death and the bank’s failure. 

Gen. Leroy J. Manor, who had been chief of staff 
of the Pacific Command, ran a major branch of the 
bank in the Philippines; Gen. Erle Jr. ran the 
Washington 

had been chief of staff for 
plans and policy of U.S. Pacific Command. He 
claimed that the former military and intelligence 
officers he helped attract to the bank were “true 
patriots”. Patriots ,for profit, that is. According to 
one Australian investigator, after serving their coun- 
try faithfully, these “true patriots” must have sud- 
denly said, “Let’s all become criminalsand commit 
crimes against the very country we’ve been work- 
ing for...” 

Now, where might I find such a quotation? Directly 
from Lt. Col. James “Bo” Gritz, no less. Since this is 
common knowledge in Special Forces and insider op- 
erations-what else is new? 

I bring this to attention for Adm. Yates is known 
personally by some overseas contacts who are into 
funding for US. The follow-up was in direct response 
to conversations with Yates who suggested it would 
take 25 or more YEARS TO LEGALLY CLEAR SUCH 
A PLAN. Well, the “plan” rests with George Bush, 

and I find it interesting indeed at the 

squirming going on around those insider parties of late. 
You would just be AMAZED at the numbers of 
“dis”interested parties and frazzled nerves! 

I told you a long, long time ago, readers, THAT 
GOD TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000. 

Speaking of our old friend, Gritz, I am told he still 
broadcasts regularly and gets totally irate and sarcastic 
about old Hatonn. He likes to refer to me as some sort 
of “lizard god” but, interestingly enough, he personally 
told ME that the only thing about me that resembled a 
reptile was “the changing of my chameleon colors...” 
This was in response to my suggestion that he couldn’t 
win the Presidential election in 1992. He refers to 
himself as the consummate American Patriot and 
WARRIOR So be it. I certainly am NOT a lizard 
person-BUT I am 

quite pleased that I continue to so annoy such as Col. 
Gritz. That means that I CAN’T BE ALL BAD 
WE MUST BE DOING SOMETHING RIGHT! 

Good morning and have a nice, nice day even 

though the mighty warriors are in trouble...! Salu. 

711196 

[RESUME QUOTING, 

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN 

for July 1, 1993, page 4 
states: a 

and although 

1921 

than 
WARS, 

a 

” 
by Pat Robertson, Copyright 

1991, by Word, Inc., Dallas, Texas. All rights re- 
served, page 66-67, states: 

“This august body of ‘wise men’ has effectively 
dominated the making of foreign policy by the United 
States government since before World War II. The CFR 
has included virtually every key national security and 
foreign policy adviser of this nation for the past seventy 
years.” 

Page 96: “In government policy, the most visible 
expression of the Establishment is the Council on 
Foreign Relations and its publication, 
Out of some twenty-nine hundred members, at least five 
hundred are very powerful, another five hundred are 
from centers of influence, and the rest are influential in 
academia, the media, business and finance, the mili- 
tary, or government. A few are token conservatives.” 

Page 97: “According to a man who had been a 
member for fitteen years, Rear Admiral Chester Ward, 

former judge advocate general of the Navy from 1956 to 
1960, ‘this purpose of promoting disarmament and 
submergence of U.S. sovereignty and national indepen- 
dence into an all-powerful one-world government is the 
only objective revealed to about 95 percent of 1,551 
members [in 19751. There are two other ulterior pur- 
poses the CFR influence to promote; but 
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it is improbable that they are known t&r more than 75 
members, or that these 
identified in writing. ’ 

“The goals of the Establishment are somewhat 
strange, and we will discuss them in detail. At tire 

a 

a 

(Could this be the army of the United Nations?) 
CFR membership is made up of present and past 

Presidents, Ambassadors, Secretaries of State, Wall 
Street investors, international bankers, foundation ex- 
ecutives, Think Tank executives, lobbyist lawyers, 
NATO and Pentagon military leaders, wealthy indus- 
trialists, media owners and executives, university presi- 
dents and key professors, select Senators and Con- 
gressmen, Supreme Court Justices, Federal Judges, and 

wealthy entrepreneurs. 
They hold regular secret meetings including mem- 

bers and very select guests. Occasionally they will hold 
a public meeting and invite the open press, in order to 
give a 

A number of people, when hearing about the CFR 
subject, ask, “If you say that the CFR is such a secret 
organization, why is it that we can get a copy of their 
annual report, which contains a list of their members? 
Why should I believe you when you say that they are a 
secret organization?” 

copyright 
1945, states that the definition of attribute is: 

” 

do, ” 

a 

The answer then comes from their own document, 
the 1992 

where they emphatically state, in 20 different 
places, and in varying terms, that members better not tell. 

Page 

” 

a 

Page 169: II of the By-Laws states: 

or attribution 

a 

” 

Page 

Page 175: 

a 

a 

a a 
go a 

distributing the attributed statement in a 

a 325 a 

mit a 

1973. 
a The essence of the Rule as a 

reformulated is simple enough: 

a 

a 

a 
. . . a a 

. . . 

Page 176: 
a 

governibutioYreRnIe1~ 
what is said at meetings.” 

Later on page 176: a a 

a 

In “A letter from the Chairman” in the 1994 An- 
rural Report for the CFR, Peter G. Peterson states on 1992, 1993, 

page 7, that: “... 1994. ” (In Copenhagen, Denmark in 1995.) 
by Pat Robertson, Copyright 

1991, 

Page 102, states: 1970 a 

In book, Between Two Ages, 

If this was NOT a secret organization, why would a 

they be so emphatic, and state in 20 different ways that 
non-attribution was so important, in their very own 

annual report? In addition, if you are proud of what 
say and do, then you don’t care if it becomes public 
knowledge or not. The other side of this coin is: if you 
are doing something illegal, immoral, unethical, un- 
popular, and/or unconstitutional, you will do whatever 
is necessary to see that it is kept secret. 

The headquarters for the CFR is The Harold Pratt 
House at 58 East a 

68th Street in New York City. Oddly enough this 
building is located just across the street from the Rus- by James Perloff, Copy- 
sian (former Soviet) Embassy. right 1988, pages 154-156, states: 

1977 

a 

a 

Foreign Affairs 
“ 

a 

. . . 

In 1973, David Rockefeller asked Zbigniew 
Brzezinski to put together an organization of the top 
political and business leaders from around the World. a good 
He called this group the (TC). 

book 

According to an information sheet supplied to me a 

by the TC, dated March 23, 1994: 

a 
a 
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simul- 
a 

the Wall Street bankers, the intellectual influence of more step and platform of the World Order as Planned 
the academic community-which is subservient to the for the Year 2000 under Zionist protocols and Zionist 

a . . . wealth of the great tax-free foundations-and the me- RULE. Is George Bush a Zionist? Well, he doesn’t 

1973, 
dia controllers represented in the membership of the think of himself as being such-but of course he would 
CFR and the Trilateral. a not have gotten so far had he been otherwise-he was 

a prime mover and shaker, as was his father, in SKULL 
hither AND BONES. By simply being a member of this 

“society” it is publicly known that the requirements are 

” 

a diplomat-but to participate in Satanic Rituals at the very LEAST. 

It might be noted here that it appears Mr. Bush’s 
financial empire is coming a bit undone at the various 

seams. Hecould,actually,beastrongplayerinregain- 
ing some semblance of freedom in the U.S. if he would 

In the David Rockefeller ex- 
see fit to change his “colors”. It appears he may wish 

plained that 
to do so-TOO LATE. How many decisions and oppor- 

” what??) 
well, God offers only “one more time” sometimes! 

But it was not all so innocent according to Jeremiah 
tory Often a simple acknowledgement would “have” saved 

(July 1977): on... M We work with “WHAT IS” and not what 
already es- someone else would like it to be-in the smallest 

The Trilateralists’ emphasis on international 
economics is not entirely disinterested, for the oil 

instance to largest! 

crisis forced many developing nations, with doubt- 
1 dedicate the following, from Little Crow, to my 

ful repayment abilities, to borrow excessively. All 
also is scribe for it bears thought: 

told, private multinational banks, particularly 
Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan, have loaned nearly 
$52 billion to developing countries. An overhauled “? 
IMF would provide another source of credit for 
developing countries. An overhauled IMF would 
provide another source of credit for these nations, 

do, a 

a 

would take the big private banks off the hook. 
” 

ThispmposalisthecomerstoneoftheT&&ralplan. 

Senator Barry Goldwater put it less mercifully. In 
. . . 

his book he termed the Commission 
Seven months before the Democratic nominating 

convention, the Gallup Poll found less than four per- 

newest international cabal”, and cent of Democrats favoring Jimmy Carter for President. 
said, “It is intended to be the vehicle for multinational 
consolidation the commercial and banking interests 
by seizing control of the political government of the 

But almost overnight-like Willkie and 
Eisenhower before him-he became THE candidate.” 

United States.” 
do 

This is probably one of the very best illustrations of 
Zbigniew Brzezinski showed how serious TC ambi- the great power of the Elite. They can make or break 

tions were in the July 1973 stating that any president or candidate for president. They made 
“without closer American-European-Japanese coopera- Jimmy Carter in his efforts to become president and 
tion the major problems of today cannot be effectively broke Senator Barry Goldwater in the failed attempt. 
tackled, and . . . the active promotion of such trilateral certainly 

the 
go 

U.S. policy. The best way to effect this would be a 

go 

go go 
go 

after 
a 

go and 

a The TC membership is made up of present and past 
UNITED STATES. Presidents, Ambassadors, Secretaries of State, Wall ” 

a 

a ecutives, Think Tank executives, lobbyist 

lawyers, NATO and Pentagon military lead- 
ers, wealthy industrialists, media owners 
and executives, university presidents and 

key professors, select Senators and Con- 
gressmen, and wealthy entrepreneurs. 

They hold annual deep 
In 1973, Carter dined with the CFR chairman in&ding members and VERY select guests. 

(David Rockefeller) at the latter’s Tarrytown, New The TC’s US headquarters is located at 
York estate. Present was Zbigniew Brzezinski, who 345 East 46th Street, Suite 711, New York, 
was helping Rockefeller screenprospects forthe Trilat- 10017. 

era1 Commission. Brzezinski later told Peter Pringle of 
the that “We were impressed that 
Carter had opened up trade offlces for the State of 
Georgia in Brussels and Tokyo. That seemed to fit 1 am going to leave this writing now, 
perfectly into the concept of the Trilateral.” [H: Does with a reminder. If you ever wanted to see 

Carter became a a well-done documentation in rather brief 

founding member of the Trilateral Commission, and format, 1 suggest you get the book 
his destiny became calculable. It has organizational 

Senator Goldwater wrote: structurings and main players (if they can be 
“David Rockfeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski found identified) which loops the organizations 

Jimmy Carter to be their ideal candidate. They helped TOGETHER. The Elite of the Elite form the 

him win the nomination and the presidency. To accom- inner core of ALL of the various entities. 
plish their purpose, they mobilized the money power of simply offers help in deciphering one 
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